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this issue:
C .==. You contributed.
D = Do you want to contribute ~ hi 

artwork, letters, etc. a rott i.
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P = You publish someone who was men

tioned or reviewed.
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for-all trades.
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M -nousmlowIs'-^etvshawAs-^eLu^nw.Gd• •■ m
The.timeyhas^arrived at last; it is the week

end ipf the second annual Wisconsin Science Fiction 
Convention. Fans began arrivingYFriday, looking 
strangely affected, their brows-feverish despite the 
weather, their;expressions glazed, their behaviors 

They disembarked from all manner of trans
trains , cars,/buses, snow- 

totally fearless of the infamous 
they had been so thoroughly 
warned of in these very pages many 
times in past issues of Janus. Even 
the threat of quarantine (the mayor 
of Madison having declared the week 
of WisCon "Science Fiction Week"!) 
and the possibility that they too 
would become victims of this con
suming malady, Madison Weirdness, 
was not enough to dissuade hundreds 
of obsessed fans from streaming 
the city.

Some of them grasped maps 
pictures of the convention site 
their sweaty hands; some carried in 
their suitcases detailed paintings 
of the Wisconsin Center that they 
claimed to have been inspired to 
paint as a result of strange encoun
ters of recent months. Several fev
erish fans admitted to having built 
models of the Wisconsin Center out 
of their mashed potato dinners or 
having constructed them from shaving 
cream, outof rubber cement, or 
with crumpled mimeograph backing 
sheets, or in their sandboxes. Many 
came from broken SF clubs, but be
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portation devices: planes, 
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atmosphere o f weirdness
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unable to cope•withitheir crazed,friends who had been 
frankly weird behaviors as the convention date had 
approached. One especially fanatical fan had appar
ently glued together his club’s collection of old 
fanzines and painted the assembly brick-colored in 
order to approximate the appearance of the Wisconsin 
Center building. The club reacted badly.

We asked one young woman why she had come such 
a great distance and wished so much to come to Wis
Con. She whispered (with tears overflowing from her 
jovful eyes) that she just wanted to know that it 
vas really happening. She was not to be found on 
the registration list, however, 
the. at-the-door membership fee. 
at the registration person and 
you’re not even a woman!" The 
she was dodging fans and lobby 
through the just-closing doors 
uo. "Who was that woman?" the 
to ask as he leaned over the desk and peered across 

("Weird,” he was heard to add.) 
strode up to the desk at this point and 
throat. ’’That was Susan Wood. She was

and was asked to pay
She suddenly glared 

angrily noted, "But 
last we saw of her, 
chairs and sliding 
of an elevator going 
registrar was heard

toe lobby.

cleared her

The con

the next few days. Events are described generally 
and discussion of the ideas which instigated various 
programming items are presented within these paves. 
For further details, times, exact room numbers, and 
lists of the participants, you should consult the 
po.cket program. We hope you enj oy yourselves / though 
we can’t promise you'11 get sunburned. / Convent i mis 
being what they are, the potential exists for engros
sing and intense interaction among the people gathered. 
May you too, experience such close encounters... of 
some kind!

# # #

' This issue of Janus is an important one for all 
of us involved in the production.of .it. Besides being! . 
the WisCon program book, it is also for those of you 
who perhaps failed to make the psychic connection be
tween your dreams of an extraordinary convention and 
the specific place, WisCon’s site. Maybe you didn’t 
see the six-o’clock news the night Howard K, Smith: 
was on television covering the upcoming events here 
in Madison. In any case, this issue intended also 
as a thematic issue of Janus, covering the changing 
roles of women in fandom, and especially the possi
bilities and potentials for women and convention 
structuring. This is an important aspect of the Wis
consin SF Convention, certainly, and it connects com
fortably with the aims of . Our first article, 
then, is a guest editorial by Susan Wood, which we 
are very proud to print, as it so aptly embodies the 
aspirations of our convention as well as those of 
Jan Bogstad’s and my own involvement m fandom. It 
is an important statement; it is an exhilarating 
thing to read. We also offer considerable background 
information about the two incredible women who are 
WisCon’s guests of honor. Both Vonda herself and 
Ursula K. Le Guin will introduce you to Vonda McIntyre; 
Eli Cohen and Richard Labonte offer their impressions 
of Susan Wood. There are bibliographies of the work 
of both Vonda and Susan, reviews of Vonda’s writnrn 
and a portfolio of impressions, by various artists, 
of these same stories and novels. We are honored 
to be able to present reviews of Vonda Mclntvre’s 
extraordinary new novel <'•?,

And there is, of course, more. Other conven
tion-related articles are a section of reports/dis- 
cussions on con-programming, as well as movie reviews 
and glimpses of films to be shown at the con. John 
Bartelt’s column, "Mumbles from Minneapolis", will 
this time relate to a panel he will be. involved in 
at WisCon, and Diane and Dick’s movie review column 
will focus on a film which is perhaps a bit too 
h i v-hinied ir its satirical references to WisCon,

()t hi r 1 »‘ti* >j r« <■ 'ii’ 
iH’t •unn-x wiun quite so much appropriate fits, but 
we feel that their focuses do complement the issue’s 
11 ernes.

1 am delighted by the story Jessica Salmonson 
has written especially for the beautiful cover which 
was designed for the convention by a young man I sus
pect ot being Roger Dean’s twin (at least in styles), 
Erie iTjl liii'i. Jmrri File’s story might provide you 
wit! mi j t tin., thoughts if you should pause 
to considu hit mi ht follow WisCon. And Ctein’s 
column this time covers a topic near to the heart of 
most fans, and then there are the funnies, and a 
tew letters or comment.

We look forward to hearing from you with regard 
to your reactions to tins issue of Janus, as 'well as 
to the convention itself. In fact, if you have any
thing you’d like to report or a con anecdote, please 
send that to us, because the next issue will contain 
a collection of con reports and excerpts of reports. 
We’d like -to print a wide-ranging set of impressions,

The registration 
the sign that reads "Stop 
and be friendly, we only want

Ah yes, welcome to WisCon. 
desk can be found under 
and be Friendly", 
to help you.

Read this program 
any inclination to participate in the programming, to 
discuss ideas posed within this issue of Janus, or 
to meet people the featured herein, you are already 
irreversably infected and may as well just have a good 
rime during the time you have left...which, I will 
frankly inform you, is sadly barely three days.... 
You may as well have as much fun and, well, pack as 
much gusto as you can (it being Wisconsin anyway) into

Stop

book carefully; if you notice
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and will probably need the (typed, double-spaced) 
contributions by mid-April. Also in the next issue

"Meta'+wsirtfofeporf owe of -tase 
either.' ,
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(#12) there will be a number of articles, inc.a iding 
a transcript of a talk Samuel Delany gave in Madison 
last November, on the murky area of literature in 
between SF and mainstream, the stuff either, both, or 
neither mainstream 
you’re t aIki n g t o. 
issue, let us 
in any case. i 

"Can we

nor SF claims, 
If you’ve got 

from you. Let 
a good Spring.

depending on whom 
any ideas for that 
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I first entered fandom, in 
the mid’60s, I noticed two things.

First, I thought I had met my kind of 
people, at last. They talked to me, seri

ously, about books, politics, ideas. They 
did not (for the most part) play silly sex-role 

games, those games in which I was a misfit ’’girl” 
in the "real" mundane world. They accepted me as 

one of themselves.
They accepted me as an Hono'rary Man.
The second thing I noticed was that, in this 

period, people (= males, writers and editors, and 
the ’’femme” fans who were their acolytes) vzere de
voting a lot of time, verbiage, emotion, and hos
tility to something called ’’The New Wave". As I 
perceived it, this was a literary movement (if one 
could call it that) designed to introduce such mat
ters as style and characterization into the card
boar d-and-wiring-diagram realm of traditional North 
American pulp escape-reading SF,

I liked the New Wave. I liked to have my SF 
literate, experimental, and humanized.

I liked being an Honorary Man, too.
Now, I'm still in fandom, in the late 70s. 

There's a new movement, bringing fresh ideas, fresh 
concepts of what people can be and do and how they 
can relate to each other. It’s affecting North A- 
merican society- With the usual time-lag, it’s af
fecting SF and fandom. It’s affected me.

It’s called, generally, the women's movement. 
And because of it, I call myself a woman.

Because one of the tenets of this movement is 
that the personal and the political are inexplicably 
related, I want to talk about my involvement in "wo
men’s programming" in SF fandom—preferably, peo
ple’s programming—in terms of my change from Honor
ary Man to Wb.man Fan.

It’s been a slow, sometimes painful journey, 
to new awareness for myself, new friends, a new 
pride, and a new sense specifically of what this 
thing we call science fiction can do to show us new 
models for the future. On the way, friends who 
liked me when I laughed with them at anti-woman 
jokes now dismiss me as "bitter" and "crazy". No: 
I and many women like me are finding a new joy and 
sanity, based on self-respect. Other ex-friends urge 
me to "stop knocking fandom" or stop trying to "de
stroy" fandom by erecting "barriers" (which areal
ready there). Things, they say, are Worse in the 

World; change that (and leave us alone).
But fans are educated and have a vested inter

est in their self-image of being enlightened and a- 
ware. Shouldn't we really try to live up to that 
(often false) image, not hide behind it? What, I’d 
like to know, .does the spectacle of an almost-naked 
dancer, carried onstage bound hand and foot, to per- 
form for the drooling masters, have to do with sci
ence fiction? Or with adult behavior in 1977? At 
this point, I walked out of the 1977 WesterCon Mas
querade in disgust; and a famous pro jeered at me 
for being uptight, repressed, and "over-reacting". 
If this is "normal" entertainment for an adult aud
ience of SF readers...if my protest is "wrong... 
then the fandom I love is pretty sick.

Ten years ago, I'd’ve stayed, and silently 
squirmed. This year, I spoke my disgust—and be

came, publically, not an Honorary Man, but an 
Emotional Woman. Possibly a Strident Feminist 

Bitch. Wellllll... uppity women, unite!
What do I mean by "honorary man"? 

Well, I mean "human being"—sort of.
In the 1960s, an honorary man 

was a female person whom 
you did not treat 

either as a silly nuisance or as a oe.: object. If 
you were a teacher, you complimented Lei runf c-mi ni nr) 
intellectual ability by saving, "Susan, ]ou thunk 
like a man!" If you were a young male, vou traded 
your math homework for her English homework, lent 
her Analog, and treated her as an equal., ilmost. 
You let her do the dirtywork in the chem l^b (be
cause she was more deft), the pasteup on trie nevs- 
paper (because she was neater), and the shitwork on 
the fanzine (because she had more time). As a reward 
you said, "Gee, Susan, you’re just like one of the 
guys," meaning "How nice it is to avoid all the com
plications of sex!"and "How nice it is to talk to 
you. You aren't silly, like Those Other Girls."

And it was nice. Even in 1967, I 1 nt that 
"You think like a man." wasn’t a compliment’ I ”ncv 
that my women friends were intelligent anu 
trying to hide it; but I knew, V 
wasn't a "girl”. Whatever class 
they taught flirting in, and 
how to apply eyeliner, and 
play dating games——I 
missed (and so did my 
friends). Student news
paper work, and then 
fandom, were wonder
ful worlds to me. I 
want to emphasize 
this; I was, and am 
grateful to fandom 
because it let me 
talk to men and wo
men, as equals,with
out those games that 

the

0UC5T CDITQP0L

People's
Programming

go on between 
sexes-as-aliens.

Or so I thought 
It helped that women were 
a comparative rarity i 
"my" fandom: there were the 
"trekkies", the flamboyant 
WPSFA femme-fannes, and the €> 
spicuous Overachievers, like, oh 
Juanita Coulson, (Hugo-winning co-editor 
with husband Buck) , Elinor Busby (Hiigu-winniiv’ co
editor with husband Buz and friend Wally). Lesleigh 
Luttrell (co-editor with Hank), and Joyce Fisher, 
now Katz, whom I will always revere because she 
showed me that women can do theirown fanzines.
Joyce: who doesn’t trust her own talent, and cooks 
instead of writing her beautiful words these days.

It helped, too, that fairly soon after enter
ing fandom at large at St. LouisCon, after several 
years of limited local activity, I became Partnered 
and then Married: as a woman (= "se?:ual being") I 
was neutralized, safe. I could talk to men, with
out them, or their partners, feeling I was a Threat. 
I became a reasonably well knoxm fan, as an appen
dage. Never mind that mail to the co-edited fan
zine tended to come addressed only to the male edi
tor...and etc. Never mind that, if I wanted to dis
cuss something serious, I was told to play with my 
own little zine; and never mind that I was so con
vinced of my own inferiority that I was truly amazed 
when anyone read it.

What did matter was the reaction I noticed 
when I started acting or talking as a person who was 
also a woman. Admiring someone’s discussion of mim- 
po techniques was OK; trying to discuss my fpelinjs 
of frustration at the male domination of fandom was 
"boring", "irrelevant", and "crazy". Writing an ar
ticle about social reactions to breast size (we all 
have our unliberated moments) was funny, ha ha; but 
aren't you making a fuss about nothing? Talking fl
bout teaching SF, at conventions, was OK, "people" 
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behavior; complaining about dirty-jokes panels and 
strip-tease acts at those same conventions was "crazy 
libbers" behavior, "making a fuss about nothing” (a- 
gain), and terribly "uptight". Saying that fandom 
was one big happy family earned me a couple of Hugos. 
Saying that fandom, like the rest of North American 
society, was sexist and did not necessarily treat 
women as individuals unless they denied the exist
ence of sexism and denied their womanhood, earned me 
abuse. (Despite, or because, of some of this, I al-' 
so won another half-Hugo. I’m delighted and a lit
tle puzzled.)

An honorary man is a woman who is accepted as 
"an individual" provided she does not, ever, remind 
her companions that she is a woman too. Unless she 
comes on to them as a sex ob j ect, but that's a whole

- 1-i-r trip. (And in this new ■"liberated" 
society, women aren't allowed the priv- 

iledtze of saying "no".) The woman/ 
individual is accepted pro

vided she does not even com
plain that her situation 

as a woman is rather
less than equal or i- 
deal. Even in fandom.

Yes, I know men 
have problems too. 
You work on them. 
I’ll start helping 
you if, and when, 
you show some signs 
of being willing to 

help me. OK?
In your fandom 
fandom of 1978—~ 

people 
rests,USAN

— the 
there

whose identity
in part, on the fact that 

they are men,socialized in 
certain patterns, reacting. to 

those patterns. And there are 
people who are women. They meet, 

as individuals, at conventions like 
this WisCon; and they find some programming 

which deals with these differing identities and how 
to break down the ’’barriers of gender" that already . 
imprison us! They find what is mis-named ’’women’s 
programming”. Programming which deals with the hu
man condition. Programming which seems traditional, 
inevitable. ’’Saturday, 4 p.m., the Usual Women’s 
Panel, with Terry Carr 1?? absentia". Programming 
which only got started, in the fannish consciousness, 
in the early '70s. 1

Women’s organizations -in the ’50s in fandom 
withered. In the early ’70s, the women’s movement 
was only beginning to make an impact on the SF com
munity, chiefly through the fiction and criticism of 
Joanna Russ, seconded by Vonda McIntyre. They point
ed out that North American SF reflected, and rein
forced, a white-male-supremacist worldview. In gen
eral, its portrayal of women was sexist and stere
otyped : blond victims, housewives in galactic subur
bia, or evil temptresses. They pointed out that few 
women were, 
stuff, which purported to portray alternate futures 
but really reflected North American 1950s social at
titudes and pulp cliches, 
ited the men’s minds, too.) ’ 
very few women were encouraged 
unless—-and you can name the 
they either bought the male 
and became "honorary men’

therefore, encouraged to read this

(And yes, that kinda lim- 
They pointed out that 

I to write the stuff, 
Notable Exceptions— 

adventure-story norms 
or wrote ladies’ magazine 

fiction with terribly intuitive but helpless hero
ines . ;

Vonda and Joanna said these things circa 1970 
to ’ 73, when I was really just discovering feminism

and rediscovering
nyself. Hustilic rup t~
ed and blood f lowed. in the brhA 
Forte/??, Dick lei 1 n ii iiu 1 
where, while 1 sto d on Lht is Hi
and fel. t a little 11 i i J t i ind 11 Pi
said these thin^ pullic_il — londi i
panel in I omen in s at uhai gt tn 1 H
("And I got mti i sh riling n-,tcl with lu=ti r D 1
Rey about women. ) I rememb _r a tall j i inn i m "
I think at th Toronto Seco:ndir tni l i e nl r
ence in 1972, wittilv rev r mg e rol i) in
makes rite of pat>oa l into adultl jo 3 1 illin bcai
etc. I fell i n la inh i hen I i ( ar 1 th i i
later in

Joanna. H nId „nd t.r e uj j rt j
rousingly tr s tie ’ lor b i it 1 itt r iou 1 xmst
bitches. One mall but o 1 L a hin min ri \ (like
most of them. a man aeeolv i raid 0^ r; c n red
me at a oartv in Vancouver i onriin a 1 ini tu
asserted, snicaering. that t nl y Judy acquired
the stories to r ner famous mar1 st 11 s i a 1
having st with the authors

"First o f all. how do u 1 no thiL ul sec-
ond, why do you assume that about a ' cm n ditor
and not about a man: Ur d a thn 1 D n llhui i
and Terrv Carr sleep with tneir author , to 1

"Yc i rre an i u'il ne ol Ll o r i y 1 bl er
too?" the nin 
a Hugo!"

stuttered. " nut you’re i 'an i u i n

7/in/"T o i retort d m 1 I ’ lot r i I
woman, you’re a pig. ana i' t nmy clic

Joanna. meant in r reated from ti e i t
teaching (uhi h takes up as much enerc am t u
has to spare) and fi ti n mtint Jondi put In. n-
ergy into on tructive thin^s Of u t nd s
and Sand -,e - Ext 1 Hat ti ^t is
Meantime, thei,r courage m spe il in cu t cir h Ip
a lot of us to■ find our identity and c a ir 1 r
you.

' j ' / ./The 19/3■ worldcon. Tort m 11 di 1 not i i t l
as I remember; ha t q ten ’ s panel. I wa ia rai
as I remember) the la^.t r thi ol -jt 1c i d o
where women ha panti 1 l_ttl \ 1-ibilit I
went to none oi ti j r ram n nLinu I 01' it
running the All inr i_st rd avs fanhis t r iis"l i
The con chair as unrirniu , lit t ^ard mt
women eitner j us t weren’t p art or ’ his fandom or
were appendages 1 as ap^r c itj/c and m ul il 
honored, when he started to treat me as an honorarv 
man, a real tan who could be trusted with resnonsi- 
bility for a project dear to mm. I had two able 
helpers in hi. (remale) per ons o I imas Fush 
and Lounsburv; I gained much assistance from Juanita 
Coulson; but it wasn*t until Elinor Busbv came up to 
me and said Trv didn’t ou rmtion an her 
that I began dimly, t r 1 z-* th^t 11 ir c t- 
erdays" wa^ i di^pla ol all ne_i_' s' r li
a photo if Jl ni st p _i in 1 untai i i c. 1 i _

When ale is CiLli and Hid m to i di i
panel on men in Si Ima c. and eali foi tl _ 
1974 worldcon I said ves. I had begun to make per
sonal connections between feminist writme. mv life.
my self; I had begun to learn that women were inter
esting. I was tola that Ouinn Yarbro and Katherine 
Kurtz would be on Lhc pan 1 ith me is dcr h] 
1 made a point oi seeking out uuinn. trving to olan 
the panel J kne i o en i pinL h to 1
not just v d bi t e cellcnt irtere tin., ell- 
run, supercompetent. with absolute.lv no rouch 
edges to iriticL t atu r ne 1 rt^ lined 
to be located, nut 1 did set rive minutes 
with her before the panel. to e.s tab i i.sh 
biography and some working ques
tions . lhe preceame pan
el , of course, ran 

absolute.lv
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overtime. Then, just as (trembling slightly) I was 
about to step onstage before a couple thousand people, 
Joe Haldeman said to me, "Oh, by the way, we’ve added 
a couple more people.” Betty Balantine and Leigh 
Brackett, as I recall...someone else? Memory fails. 
I do remember insisting I be given a few minutes to 
talk to the panelists so I could at least introduce 
them properly.

Well, "Women in SF: Image and Reality" succeeded, . 
sort of. Not surprisingly, the ‘older women—who had 
made their peace with the male-dominated field—said 
that women suffered no discrimination; and men suffered 
too from character stereotypes. True, but.... Kurtz, 
wearing an evening gown at 2 p.m. and being very beau
tiful and flirtatious, said much the same thing. Only 
Yarbro addressed herself to the real problems: image 
and reality, breaking down the stereotypes, introduc
ing strong women characters, dealing with editors, 
finding time as a woman for that most selfish of pur
suits, writing. Because of the delays, we had 45 
minutes, not an hour, and almost no time for audience 
questioning. I winced when Jennifer Bankier, a Toron
to feminist, started to make an angry challenge against 
the calm assumption that there was no discrimination 
against non-conformist women writers or non-stereo- 
typed characters in SF...and against the fact that 
we were being hustled offstage so that the (all-male) 
artists' panel could go on. On one hand, I could 
not accept some of the assertions being made. On the 
other hand, I felt uncomfortable, still, about being 
part of anything "controversial".

And then the real learning began. As we left 
the stage...so groups of women, many women (and some 
men), talking animatedly, left the Park Ballroom with 
us. In the hall, in the lobby, for, literally, hours, 
we stood, talked, argued, were excited, moved, angry. 
Women suddenly came together to discuds their roles 
as women. Catalyzed by that panel. Catalyzed even 
by knowing that their discomfort and their dissatis
faction with stereotyped characters and Queen Bee 
women who implied "Well, if you aren’t successful, 
it’s because you aren’t talented, beautiful, sexy, 
and super like me." were shared.

And me... catalyzed by standing, talking seri
ously, passionately, almost for the first time, with 
Quinn and some others...about our lives, our very 
lives...and a Well-Known Male Pro walked past Quinn, 
patted her on the fanny, and said, "Caught your pan
el. You were cute." *click*

From DisCon II, I learned many things.
•First, I learned that the "women in SF" panel 

meant something, to the women who participated and 
the women who attended. It meant new ideas, a new 
sense of womanhood/personhood/individuality shared, 
a new sense of protest aired. The people grouped in 
the halls...we needed discussion space, small group 
space such as some worldcons had already been pro
viding for informal seminars.

•Second, I learned—and I mean no disrespect to 
Alexis Gilliland, who is an open-minded human and 
did an excellent job arranging DisCon II programming 
—that the women concerned with these ideas needed 
to take control of "their" programming: at least to 
the extent of picking speakers who would talk di
rectly about the topic and have real things to say 
about establishing women’s presence in the male pulp 
fiction world.

•Third, 1 learned that I wasn't happy to be a to
ken man anymore. I would have to talk with other 
women, and not fear that either they, or men, would 
condemn me. The alternative was to be patted on the 
fanny, called "cute"...and dismissed.

I also noticed how few women were on the pro
gram. But then I (like most fans) skipped the pro
gram anyway; there was nothing exciting on the pro
gram (axiom); I went to cons to see my friends. I 

sold AussieCon memberships, and had a great time.
At AussieCon...well, Ursula Le Guin v. is >11, 

and she seemed to be on half the program. 1 i-> 
half the Fan GoH, and a Tame Academic, ind I 1ttiu 1 
to be on the other half. There were also ill sort 
of women on panels; and interviewing us for t ilio, 
TV, and papers; and helping me to run the con; and 
.... Fandom felt more human, somehow. Natural. him. 
For me; that con represents an ideal: the sinu th J 
the tribe of science fiction includes sisLu1- i 
well as brothers (Hi, Valma! Hi, Sally, Christine 
.„.) talking together about a truly human f it in. If 
I work for "women’s programming", "alternate pro
gramming"—that ’ s what I want.

OK. The time in now July 1976. Ihc pl iff ’s 
Berkeley, a small regional con with the lrudition.il 
Women’s Panel. Again: the sen°e that tht idta-. pre
sented here are new, exciting, to men cl 1 i-, hi
men. The audience is attentive, and tin disiu t.ion1- 
(about breaking down stereotypes, recognizing our
assumptions and prejudices, in our lives, our fic
tion, our view of the future) proceeds with energy.
Mistake: seven women overcrowding the panel, and 
not enough preparation.

September, 1976. The panel I proposed and 
planned myself, on "Women in Science Fiction’’ for
MidAmeriCon is organized. 
writing to women, asking 
gestions, feeling part of 
men all newly conscious of
pose: "No, I'm not coming, 
good speaker." Example: I 
letter from Virginia Kidd, 
from untroubled

I spent three months 
for participation and sug- 
a growing network- of wc- 
identity and common pur
ask so-and-so, she’s a 
have a beautiful 1-page 
describing her transition 

to woman-writs r woman-in-man *s-wori d
woman-agent, agent of new women writers very con
scious of new identity and purpose. Letters, letters 
...and problems with some of the MAC people, the , 
least of which is the fact they want to cancel the 
panel, Or run the dirty-jokes panel "to give the men 
equal time." (The men have the whole rest of the 
convention!) 1 politely explain, over and over, 
that since no oneon my panel is under 14, it is in
appropriate to refer constantly to "the girls' panel."
I ins 1st on—and 
for two hours as 
.formal panel.

I chose a

get—the right to use a smaller room 
a discussion room, after the Ih-hour

feminist fan editor (Amanda Bankier),
two art iculate women writers exploi ing unstt ruit 'Tp( d 
characters and situations (Marta Randall and Suz 
McKee Charnas), and an established, articulate writer 
whose excellence is finally being fully recognized 
(Kate Wilhelm). They lit up the room.

The audience, some 300 or more women and men, 
sat, and listened...attentively. None of the to-inc 
and fro-ing, the drifting in and out and chattering,
that happens in most convention-panel rooms. These
people wanted to be with us—not in the main hall, 
listening to the Big Draw, Jerry Pournelle (who felt 
called upon to put us down publically). And after
wards, a hundred people or more crowded into the hot, 
tiny discussion room, and talked, and talked...and 
talked at the parties, and talked to me, and talked 
to each other. Victoria Vayne had brought the fliers 
for the Women’s APA, so we could keep on talking.
(OE, Janet Small, 94 Avenue Road, Toronto / Ontario, 
Canadaj M5R-2H2) .< .

From my mistakes,1 learned. For the 1977 
WesterCon in Vancouver, with the help of the chair, 
Fran Skene, and programmer Allyn Cadogan, I organized 
some "alternate programming"—alternatives to the 
usual four male scientists building a world, or four 
male pros bragging. First, a lounge, A Room of Our 
Own, for serious discussion about sexism, etc. It 
became male-dominated. (We’ll get to women’s space 
in a moment.)Funny how anything involving a woman 
author became "women’s pro _,rair'inas I ’■ c
somehow exempt from attending (but the ones who 

lrudition.il
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about human liberation came, and learned;; or as it 
some women could avoid it, saying, "Oh, women bore 
me" or "Oh, 1 know I'm liberated; I don’t need that 
radical stuff; come on honey, let’s screw."r

We had some programming on/Saturday’; in the 
Room and a separate area, withlSuzyiCharnas reading, 
and an important panel on "Alternatives to Patriar
chy", organized by Paul Novitski,that I'd like to 
see done more tightly, and done again... and again. 
After the Women’s APA party Saturday, we opened Sun
day with Suzy, Quinn, and Lizzy Lynn (as I recall) 
discussing their creations of non-sexist worlds, non
stereotyped characters, true alternate worlds—and 
their problems getting editors to publish the e new 
ideas. People participated, suggesting alternate 
sources of inspiration: Indian cultures, Oriental 
cultures. Then followed Allyn’s formal interview 
with Special Guest Kate Wilhelm ("I think any woman 
who is aware has to be a feminist.") in the mam 
hall. Allyn’s publishing it in her genzine Genre 
Plat. Kate held a 2-hour informal discussion in 
the Room of Our Own about her oroblems as a wife/ 
mother/woman/writer (No, it isn’t easy,), and her 
writing techniques. Then Lesleigh Luttrell and 
Jeanne Gomoll talked about setting up a feminist SR 
con, the WisCon...and here we are at the second one. 
We had more than seven straight hours of programming 
for women and men. For me, it was one long, exhil
arating consciousness-raising session of a genuine 
human community. I was no longer an honorary man, 
tolerated only if I kept my mouth shut about what 
mattered to me. c -

Women’s programming? People programming? 
What do I want? That community, truly. Fandom pays 
too much lip service to the idea of being a tribe of 
equals, friends. SF pays too much lip service to 
the idea of being a literature of new ideas, soaring 
visions of human potential. Let’s make it true. And 
let’s honor the new authors and the fans (especially 
the women) who are making it come true.

A y SOME SPECIFICS A

. A 1. Womenstuff, Temporary . : A . . i ■
(a) The Traditional "Horta A C'1" panel. This 

still has a place, I think. Al nope it will soon 
cease to be needed, but at the moment we still need 
to show new women fans (and perhaps old honorary men 
like me) that women do have a distinct,proud ident
ity in fandom. At SunCon, the "traditional" panel 
split into "Women in SF", "Women in Fandom", etc.A 
This focussing seems valuable; new ideas will come 
forth, and the "old" ideas will reach new ears.

(b) Women's space. This is a lounge area, or 
hospitality suite privately funded so that women can 
discuss anything at all, free from the pressure of 
explaining tc/teaching/def ending ideas from/being told 
how to be "better women"by/etc. men. This is some
thing I’ve discussed fully elsewhere: the need at 
this time in male-dominated fandom, as in male-domin
ated society, for a small area of private women's 
space. I want to strees again that this is temporary; 
I hope it simply won’t be necessary in five years.
I am proposing that women contribute money to rent 
such a suite or room at IguanaCon, the 1978 WorldCon; 
that it be open to all women during the day (and wo
men and their invited male guests during the evening), 
for Women's APA parties and the like. I am, further
more, volunteering to collect the donations and do 
the organizing. See the notice elsewhere in this 
issue. : 
aa.'a Tj 2. Alternate Programming . a; by 

People's Programming, Ongoing
(a) Convention program. The best moment of the 

whole high that was my 1977 WesterCon (with women, 

men, gay people, straight people all discovering their 
community and their humanity) was on the last even
ing, when;Curt Stubbs/ programmer for IguanaCon, the 
1978 WorldCon, came up to me and said, "The alternate 
programming was great. Tell us how to do it." Hilde 
Hildebrand and Sharon Maples/ c/o IguanaCon, Box 1072, 
Phoenix, AZ, 85001 are actually doing the organizing. 
They have my 2c worth; they need yours. Panels on 
alternatives to patriarchies. Speculations on non
mammalian birth. Feminism and the English language, 
our tool. What do you want to talk about? Write to 
them. Organize discussions for your own regional 
convention. Let’s keep the excitement that we've 
found in programming (I, an Old Fan and Tired, am 
spending all my time at the programming! Wow!) by 
really speculating about the social, biological, and 
other revolutions going on right now, in our world.

(b) The most important thing 
I've learned from programming is the need to provide 
some semi-formal structure for debates in specific 
ideas: perhaps a room open to all convention members, 
set aside for "alternative programming" discussions, 
with one or two formal speakers or a moderator.
Ideallv it will provide comfort, an informal atmos
phere, and no smoke in the air.

(c) A Loom of G.ir Jon. Ideally, this would be 
separate from the above, with no set programming: a 
lounge open to all members for serious discussions: 
not the bar, not the Dungeons and Dragons room, not 
a place to bullshit or get drunk...but a lounge to 
talk in (with no cigaret smoke!). So many people 
found A Room at WesterCon valuable that I really 
hope it becomes a permanent feature of larger con
ventions, a meeting place in the crowds.

(d) Affirmative-action Programming. You don’t 
put on a token "women’s panel" and hope "the girls'' 
will go away and shut up. You actively search for 
articulate women authors, women scientists, women a 
social scientists to replace the same hacks we see 
year after year spouting the same cliches. Ctein did 
it for MAC. Terri Rapoport’s editorial, "Tunnel 
Visionaries", in the June 1977 Analog shows what 
the "woman's point of view" adds to a discussion of
a hard-science topic like space colonies. It becomes 
a human discussion—and the material for SF.

(e) Human dignity action. No more belly-dancers 
brought onstage in chains. No more striptease acts, 
making sexuality into something ludicrous for 12-year- 
olds to snigger at. No more dirty-joke panels. No 
more masquerades that serve only the exhibitionists 
and the chauvinist photographers.a Yes, I was:per
suaded to be in a masquerade group once, in sheer 
chiffon "and leave your bra off." The discomfort I 
felt grew as I watched the other women participants: 
it was 1974, year of the naked slave dancers and 
chained women of Gor. Putting on fancy dress is fun; 
so dress as a proud, beautiful queen like Sandra 
Meisel, or a joyous Free Amazon like Amanda Bankier 
and Devra Langsam at MAC. No more chains! We are 
adults, and it is not "adult" or "liberated" behavior 
to use our conventions to degrade human beings, or 
exploit the beauty of the human body.

As I was drafting this piece, Harlan Ellison 
called me, to read the statement which, I hope, will 
appear in this issue.* Think about what he says. 
The days of the fan as social misfit, coming to the 
con to escape the human relationships of the "mundane" 
world, are over. Let’s live up to the self-image we 
treasure, as responsible adults concerned with the 
world...not pimply-faced adolescents in a pulp-fiction 
escapist dream.

1 couldn’t fly to SunCon, but I keep hearing 
of women’s, people's, pride, happiness, sharing of 
i h ib, T i i r u A n i , no, of a new spirit nt eas t- 

* His statement appeared in last issue, Janus 10. [—N 
CONTINUED ON PAGEL13/
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Vonda N. McIntyre
I was raised in several East Coast states but 

became an adopted Northwesterner when my family moved 
to Seattle, Washington, in 1961 when I was 12. In 
1970 I got a BS in biology at the University of 
Washington, then went on to graduate work in genetics. 
However, I quit grad school after a year and a half. 
Having been in school for nearly 20 years straight 
by then, I was academically exhausted; also I had be
gun to realize that as a scientist I made one hell 
of a science-fiction writer. The summer before 
starting grad school I attended the Clarion writers 
workshop in Clarion, Pennsylvania, and received a 
good deal of encouragement for my writing. I had 
sold several stories already, to Edward L. Ferman 
and others, and during the workshop I sold several 
more, to Damon Knight, Harlan Ellison, and Marilyn 
Hacker.

I organized and ran the Clarion/West writers’ 
workshop, in Seattle, but folded it after the third 
year; it’s extremely difficult to deal with univer
sity red tape and bureaucracy when you have no formal 
faculty position, as I did not. After the 1973 work
shop I vanished into the Oregon woods and did not re
surface for some months, thanks to Ursula and Charles 
Le Guin, who loaned me their mountain cabin. I fin-

ished my first novel, The Exile Waiting, while I was 
there, and sold it to Fawcett Gold Medal. During 
that time, too, Susan Janice Anderson and I were co
editing Aurora: Beyond Equality, g < 7 < 7 :

More recently I finished and published a couple 
of novellas, ’'Screwtop” in Silverberg’s The Crystal- 
Ship, and "Aztecs” in Bryant’s 2076: The American 
Trieentennial. Both stories received decent reviews 
and instantly went to novella heaven. (The local 
distributor claims 2076 does not even exist.)

in early 1977 I went to Australia to help teach 
a Clarion-type workshop in Melbourne; the students 
were so good that I fully expect the next generation 
of SF writers to hail from the southern hemisphere.

This summer Houghton Mifflin bought my second 
novel, Out of the Dead Land, which will be published 
in the spring of 1978.

After WesterCon XXX I threw a party at which 
Jeanne Gomoll talked me into being GoH at WisCon, a 
part I fear I'm little better suited to playing than 
that of rising young scientist. But I’ll do my best.0
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[. . .Vonda was here Tuesday and Wcdo> ~<Jay aid 
as you see, we jointly produced a sort of a vinu c f 
a like biography? Just be glad we didn't do + 1 _ O1 t 
we thought of that would have been a huge list of th- 
kind of things that men writers always ha 'J d-n- 
like driving jeeps in Saudi Arabia and slinging hash 
in the Bowery and herding yaks and building super
tankers and on and on for a whole paragraph, and we 
were going to make this huge list of things she had 
not done. But it got boring. They always do.... 
—URSULA K. LE GUIN]

Ursula k. lcguih
Produced by UKLeG by Dint of Sitting on VNMcI at 
Intervals Over a Period of Poo Days and Slowly 

Squashing Little Dribbles of Information Out of Her

Early in the autumn of 1948 a small two-seater 
airplane named, possibly, the Inola Which? took off 
from a little-known runway in Louisville, Kentucky; 
gaining altitude, it flew off towards the northeast. 
Several hours later it approached an even lesser 
known runway in Nahant, Massachusetts, from the 
southwest, received permission to land, and landed.

Aboard this plane—-it is now known—was a six- 
week-old child.

The name of this child was Vonda N. McIntyre, 
If you leave out the N. her mail goes to her mother, 
and if you call her Wanda she will bite you. She 
lived in Nahant till she was seven, then the family 
moved to Fayetteville, New York, and got snowed on 
for two years; then to Rockville, Maryland, where 
she got her first horse, a pony named Missie; then 
to the Netherlands for a half a year, and then to 

Seattle here chc na st i cd nit since. McIntyre 
attende.J n n i h H ^h r choo'l an experience she 
describe c i_tl o ’^airl hastly”. Ska 7ent 
onto the Unrt oitx of 1 a mngton, majoring in 
biolo0\ , and stsrted traclujtc s< hool therem genetics. 
She spent i Tu ing st rUi rrls ("like maxing oat
meal, onlx it turn txen cooler* ) md performing un
successful c prunents (! i wi cloning a teratoma 
that sumirei—1 a^ nr er quite clear why I was sup
posed to clone a teretoma—that was my central prob
lem as a geneticist, I think.") McIntyre’s mind had 
begun to wander. She went on leave from the graduate 
program in 1971; she is still on leave, and shows no 
signs of getting off it.

Her horse Grey is past riding now, but he’s 
out to grass and happy.

Her mind is still wandering.
It began wandering wordwards in its teens: 

McIntyre became editor of the high-school literary 
magazine, and wrote stories for it. Her first SF .

vena nwnT/re g :i w crx wnxor 
or- ujhqt vou aiwx xaxx x Nnew oro

OUfPdQTw awuuan jtcoT <Lx>x. xxxx
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convention was a decisive event: "I discovered that 
there were Fans and Pros—Readers and Writers—and 
that Writers were human beings too." (She has not 
modified this opinion despite subsequent experience.) 
In 1968 she started submitting her stories to the 
professional markets. Ed Ferman rejected her first 
one with a "try-again" note; having the extremely 
literal mind of the born SF writer, she tried again, 
and her second submission was her first published 
story (February I960). -

Some subsequent high points: she attended 
Clarion, when it was in Clarion, Pennsylvania, in 
the summer of 1970. "A very good experience: both 
positive and good negative feedback—and I sold sto
ries." She was the director of the Clarion West 
workshop at the University of Washington all three 
summers of its existence (1971-73), and turned out 
to be a superb administrator; her mind wandered, her 
clones died, but her workshops were terrific. It 

was during this time, in order to relieve incessant 
stress, that Ygor appeared (McIntyre’s Hyde-side). 
Igor hasn't been around much lately (he can’t keep 
up), but now and then he leers jovially out. In 
1976 McIntyre gave a two-week SF writing workshop 
in Portland State’s Haystack program at Cannon 
Beach, Oregon, and taught with Kenneth Rexroth, Tom 
Robbins, and Madeleine DeFrees at the Port Townsend, 
Washington, Centrum Institute. In February of 1977 
she went Down Under to teach in the second Australian 
Science Fiction Workshop.

Her first Nebula award (1973) was for the story 
"Of Mist, and Grass,and Sand." It won’t be her last.

She stands 13 hands at the withers, and can 
take any fence.$

A Wnda McIntyre Bibliography
collected by Jcopiy Qopyll

"Breaking Point" .[short story] , Venture ■ Sc F n ' n (1.970 Feb).
"Cages" [short story], Quark 4, ed. by Samuel R.Delany and Marilyn 

Hacker, Paperback Library, 1971.
"Only at Night" [short story] , Clarion, ed. by Robin Scott, Signet 

New American Library, 1971.
"Spectra" [short story] , Orbit11, ed. bv.Damon Knight, Putnam, 1972.
"The Galactic Clock" [short story], Generation,ed. by David Gerrold,

■ Dell* 1972. -
"The. Genius Freaks" [short story], Orbit 12, ed. by Damon Knight, 

Putnam, 1973. ......
"Of Mist, and Grass, and Sand" [short story],:Analou (1973 Oct).

§also in l'j ed. by Pamela Sargent, Vintage, 1975.
/reviewed in Da'ipV FlC' 2(3):29 (1976 Mar).
Qlocus 185:3 (1976 feb 29) by C. Brown.. <
/ 1 < 190*10 (1976 Jun 30) by C. Brown.
/J i IFiL'ch ur.’cej 14.6”7 (1976 Apr) by M. Last.
0^- - 78-19-20 (1976 Nov/Dec) by J. Clute.

"Wines" [short story], Tne nbien Condition, ed. by Stephen Goldwin, 
Ballantine, 1973.

The Arua wattena [novel], Doubleday (SF Book Club 7/12617), 1975. 
/reviewed in bootnst 72(13) :963 <1976 Mar 1) by S. Crawford.
v rs 1 j L . a 8.4-5 (1975 Nov) by D. :Notkin.

Al u r + tj<'L / [anthology], ed. with Susan Janice Anderson, 
t c’Uiett (M3 3515 ), 1976.

/reviewed in S r. 72(19):1393 (1976 June 1) by I). Miller.
> ' 7e ’* 1 2(12):34-35 by SCarper. ’ // :- "

' . jVQ 10(3):70 (1976 Sep) by E. Sisco.
> ■< 192:.-3 <1976 Auh 31) by M. Randall.
s 'r 3 a 209(ll):59 (1976 Mar 15).
i ■' ' t 'Leit 16:24 (1976 Jun) by B. Meacham and T. King.
i r \ < 9:15 (1976 May/Jun) by D.-.-.-D’Ammassa,

"icr-vtop" [novelet], _he crystal Ship, ed. by Robert Silverberg, 
Thomas Nelson Inc., 1976.

"Tlmnaios" [short story], Fut.u\, I'. ’.e, ed. by Dann Dozois, Random i 
House, ■'.■197 6.

"Can Anything Be Taught?" [essay], Carlon SF, ed. by Kate Wilhelm, j 

Berkley, 1977.
’’AzLecs" [short story], hu?3: The American Tricentennial, by ■ 

Edward Bryant, Pyramid, 1977.
Sal so in The Test Science Fiction of the Year, ed. by Terry Carr, 

Ballantine, 1978.
"The Serpent's Death" [novelet], Analog (1978 Feb).
"Jhe Broken Dome" [novelet], Analog (1978 Mar).

‘ " a S" [novel], Houghton-Mifflin, 1978. :
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What is best in my world is often what is con- courses—a trail of which Susan has scattered across
stant; Susan Wood is one of those constants. Canada in her moves from university to university.

Ten years ago, Susan was fighting Ottawa’s Susan was in town—in Ottawa, my town, her
city government to, have ice and snow cleared from mom* s town—for the past Christmas. Her appropriate,
steep steps leading from an overpass down to the effeetive hysteria was a tonic.
Carleton University campus. Two days after she arrived, we joined some old

Last year, Susan and her neighbors were fight
ing builders abetted by the government of British 
Columbia in an attempt to take over low-cost housing 
near the University of British Columbia campus.

Like all of us, she is older. Like enough of 
us, she is wiser. Unlike many of us, she has not 
aged. Susan can still be impassioned.

In 1967, when we shared desk space and dead
lines for Carleton’s weekly student newspaper, Susan 
cared: about icy steps, about the quality of her 
education, about the vitality of Carleton’s science 
fiction club, about—even then—-her rights as a 
woman.

Now she is a university professor who frets 
about the quality of her student’s education; a 
science fiction fan and scholar who cares to study 
and enthuse about the best of the field; an activist 
who has joined with other women and some men to 
bring a new sensitivity into science fiction and 
fandom.

To all these passions, Susan brings what surely 
must be the most highly-tuned sense of appropriate 
hysteria ever manifested on the North American con
tinent . :

It’s also an effective hysteria.
Back at Carleton, it got the ice and snow 

cleared off those steps; it also got the Department 
of English thinking about setting up science fiction 

friends at a Christmas Bash, with live music supplied 
by Ottawa’s Great Sneezy Waters.

There was Elizabeth Kimmerly, a den mother 
dear to us all who introduced Susan to co-operative 
living a decade ago; Rosemary Ullyot, once and per
haps future chronicler of our fannish lives; Gina 
Clarke, whose husband Norm was on-stage making the 
music sweeter with his saxaphone; and Susan: four 
women in all, and me.

I’m not much—though, lately, more—of a dancer; 
but Susan is, and Elizabeth is, and the music was 
irresistable. So Susan and Elizabeth, the former 
respectably divorced and the latter happily married, 
danced. Hysterically. Soon, I did too.

Susan has that ability: to make people do what’s 
good for them.

It’s her strength: non-stop talking and no-end 
writing and never-finished laments about career, 
classes, and cats are the surface Susan.

Luckily for us—and for me—there’s another 
Susan under the professor overworked, the administra
tor subverted, the scholar frustrated, the citizen 
betrayed. 7

Our Susan can still dance, and sweep us off our 
feet when she does.
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QLI COHCO
I guess it’s just that she has more energy 

than most normal human beings.
For instance, consider Susan Wood’s career as 

a science fiction fan: she has engaged in a stagger
ing variety of fannish activity, .fanac which has 
included such diverse examples as publishing a fan
zine, being on a WorldCon committee, joining the 
Fantasy Amateur Press Association, "smooothing" with 
Bob Tucker, dropping out of the Fantasy Amateur Press 
Association, and liberating a hotel swimming pool. 
She was co-editor (with Mike Glicksohn) of Energwnen, 
which won the Best Fanzine Hugo in 1973; at the same 
time she was publishing her own fanzine, "a journal 
of heavy raps and light natters” called Aspidistra. 
After EERG and Asp folded, in 1973, she began pro
ducing a profusion of articles for other fanzines, 
and at the 1974 WorldCon she was awarded the Hugo 
for Best Fan Writer.

Meanwhile, she had begun the Amor de Cosmos 
People rs Quietrevolutionary Susanzine, a ’’letter- : 
substitute that got out of hand". She shared (with 
Mike Glicksohn) the position of Fan Guest of Honor 
at the 33rd World SF Convention (held in Australia 
in 1975) , which gave her an opportunity to invent 
Daffodil Fandom, and instigate a rowdy chorus of 
"Waltzing Matilda" during the Hugo banquet.She did 
"The Clubhouse", a fanzine review column inlAma.zing> 
from 1974 to 1976, all the while writing a regular 
column tax Outworlds, and articles for fanzines like 
Starling, Granfalloon, Kratophany, and Xenium— and 
at the 1977 WorldCon she tied for Best Fan Writer, 
making her the only person in the world with 1-r 
Hugos. Oh yes, somewhere in there she also found 
time to participate in six APAs; do a regular col
umn for Algol', set up the TorCon II "All Our Yester
days Room" (devoted to fan history); and appear on 
and/or run a dozen convention panels.

Susan has certainly had a very distinguished 
fan career (and I haven'* t even mentioned her "Hogu" 
award for Sexist Fanzine Cover of 1975); perhaps I 
have made my point about above-average energy.

. y But
■While she was doing all of that, she also: 

got a PhD in Canadian literature, for which she wrote 
a 400-page thesis on "The Land in Canadian Prose, 
1840-1945" (her dissertation, by the way, wrecked 
three Xerox machines and a car, destroyed my type
writer, and disabled two typists. Ask Susan about 
the thesis-dybbuk some time.): moved five times; 
graded in excess of 3,000 term papers and final 
exams.

A Susan Wood Biblioraphy (stood)
•s fanzines, some of it

sdecKd by Suscu; CdoocS
When Jan and Jeanne (sounds like a ’60s folk 

duo) asked for a bibliography, I demurred. First, 
do you really want to know all about my scholarly 
publications in Canadian literature, including my 
doctoral dissertation, The Land in Canadian Prose, 
1840-1945 (University of Toronto, 1975)? No, I 
thought not. Second, when I looked at- the neat col
lection of file boxes filled with 10 years’ fanac 
(10 years’ sentences’) I realized... I had seven 
boxes of Stuff, much of it ephemeral from smudgy

You see, when she is not throwing daffodils at 
hapless Australians, Dr. Wood is an assistant pro
fessor of English at the University of British Col
umbia. She puts on her efficient-looking professor
ial suit and sallies forth to transmit culture and 
basic writing skills to swarms of semi-literate 
students; little do they know that underneath that 
professorial suit she is wearing her Captiiin Canada 
T-shirt (or her Carter the Great T-shirt; or the one 
that says "Alcoholism: Australia’s Worst Drug Prob
lem"; or the one with the Planet Stories cover from 
"The Thing of Venus" or.... Susan has the world’s 
largest collection of weird T-shirts.)

Not that all of her classes are concerned with 
the joys of Susanna Moodie’s Rought-ng It in the Bush 
or the evils of dangling participles. She has also 
had a fair chance to teach Our Literature. In fact, 
she has convinced university English departments 
from Ottawa to Vancouver to let her teach science 
fiction courses. (At the University of Regina, where 
she taught for two years, her SF course had to go 
through six levels of administrative review before 
it got final approval.)

In her copious spare time, she has written a 
32-page. critical paper on Ursula Le Guin (for Tom 
Clareson’s Voiees F^r the Future y Vol, 2), an intro
duction to Marion Zimmer Bradley’s The Heritage of 
Hastur (for the Gregg Press edition), a paper on 
"Women in SF" (delivered at a seminar on popular 
literature at UC-Berkeley), and numerous book reviews 
for Loaus and Delap’s FctSF Review; she is also editing 
a collection of Le Guin essays for Putnam/Berkeley.

The sheer range of her writing is astonishing. 
Critical essays on SF and book reviews could perhaps 
be expected of an English professor. But her fan 
writing includes articles on Dorothy L. Sayers, ted
dy bears, tuna-fish recipes, visiting a Zen monastery, 
and buying a life-size papier mache lion. (Susan 
made me promise not -to mention "Breast-Fetishists of 
Sol III", so I won’t.) I guess the quality of her 
writing is best indicated by the 14 Hugos for Best 
Fan Writer. ;

Incidentally, she also grows the tallest avo
cado trees west of Jon Singer.

If I didn’t know better, I would think she 
had found the secret of cloning herself. As it is, 
if she gets sick for two days, she gets a week behind.

So. Meet your Guest of Honor, the amazing 
Susan Wood. Maybe you can ask her how she does it 
all. Me, I get tired just writing about it

fanzines, some of it of which I’m proud, and almost 
all of it unavailable. So: some selections.

The writing of which I’m still most fond is, 
mostly, found in"Energumen 1-15, Feb. 1970-May 1973, 
and Aspidistra 1-5, 1971-July 1973. Not only are 
these issues out of print, I am looking for file
copies; if you have any for sale, write to me, please 
My favorite column, I think, is "Zen: Centre" in 
Kratophany 10, which is also out of print. /’Wild’s 
of New York" from "Kratophany 7 is available in Bruce 
D. Arthurs’iFanthology ’75 ($2.50 from 4522 E. Bowker 
St., Phoenix, AZ 85040) . Recently T had material in 
Genre Plat 1 and 2 ($1.00 each from Allyn Cadogan, 
28 Atalaya Terrace, San Francisco, CA 94117). I am 
also still proud of my material in Outworlds .:3, 4, 
19, 21,24, and 28, some of which may still be in
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print (from Bill Bowers, Box 3157, Cincinnati, OH 
45201). ... . . .. ■ t . ; . . ■ / . ; . . .

In my fanzine-review columns in Amazing (June 
1974 to June 1976) and Algol- (Summer >1976 to the pre
sent), live tried to present theme columns, dealing 
with some specific aspect of fandom: APAs, academic 
magazines, Aussiezines, and the like. I tried to do 
the same sort of overview for my article in the Mid-; 
AmeriCon program book, ’’fan dom (fan" dam) n., a way 
of life." I also have done book reviews for Stal
ling ^Unearth -Delap f s F&SF Review (pretty regularly I 
from July 1975 until its troubles last year) and, 
especially, for Locus, since 1975. J 1- ■ 7

: Scholarly SF stuff? Well, it's pretty informal: 
•’A City of Which the Stars are Suburbs"., . '■The --Other 

Side of Realism, edited by Thomas Clareson, Bowling 
Green, Ohio: Popular Press, 1971. I wrote this when 
I was 19, fergoshsakes. Last year, a student of mine 
found it, and pronounced it ’’not bad”. Argh.

• ’The Poison Maiden and the Great Bitch: Women in 
Comics” (a monograph), Baltimore: T-K Graphics, 1974. 
I hear rumors this is out of print. I sent T-K $2.00 
in September, for an extra copy for a friend, and 
haven’t heard a word.

•’The Martian Point of View: The Poetry of Margaret 
Atwood”, ^Extrapolation .Vol..15, -No. 1 (May 1974) .My 
first attempt to unite the worlds of Canlit fandom 
and SF. I still think it’s OK, and those of you in
terested in feminist author Atwood should enjoy it.

•introduction to the re-issue of The Heritage of 
Hastur, by Marion Zimmer Bradley, Boston: Gregg Press, 
1977. Long intro, about MZB and all the Darkover books.

•’Discovering Worlds: the Fiction of Ursula K. Le 
Guin”, forthcoming after two years, or so I’m promised, 
in Voices for the Future: Volume 2,edited by Thomas : 

Clareson, Bowling Green: Popular Press,1978. This 
is the one that took seven drafts, a summer’s worn, and 
much joy; I can’ t wait to see it in print. ;>>rry ■ 

As for my Canlitcrit, Westerners especialIv 
might be interested in the ways I discuss pioneering 
and compare the Canadian and American frontiers, and 
our societies’ assumptions, and in my introduction 
to The Homesteaders by Robert J. C. Stead (Toronto: 
University of Toronto Press, 1973); "Ralph Connor 
and the Tamed West", in The Festering r..
American Literature, edited by Merrill Lewis and L. L. 
Lee (Bellingham: Western Washington University,;1977); 
and”Reinventingthe Word: Robert Kroetsch’s Poetry”, 
to be published in (I think) the Spring 1978 issue 
of Canadian Literature^u; I also did the entry on "SF 
in Canada" for the forthcoming r. Ph7 of
edited.by Peter Nicholls.

Most of the writing I co days, though,
goes into APAs, and a letter-substitute (small circu
lation, no, sorry).... Actually, it goes into copi
ous comments in green ink, on/all over students’ 
essays. I’m trying to find time to edit a coll*.- tic n 
of Ursula Le Guin’s essays on SF and fantasy, for 
Berkley Books. Watch for it.

Otherwise...well. I write to mv Mum every 
week.. .. ^

(

Rv-Bie Worn® im Sdewx JR-Hcm

US a place. -to dance out our scwy;, 
We’ll owe covne+s of wod!a-breath 
Wr ktoct 
den'ui vug neiAj ways 
■fe penetrate -Re darRess 
loeiwean suns,

lOebe hugged rocks | oug ei/pugR talhwg 
Wkieat nee-—
hungry for icwtwouj; r\ow.
Mountains areifl’f Irtigh enough, these 
we, waht lt> dip our mords uu stars. 
Leaue us some Space 
awd we’ll 4ll if.

deny Gsreiu

■Jfc

by Terry Garey

P C QPIQ’5 PiCTlfBOOBiniPil 

ern and midwest conventions, ;a ;new;|energy with its^flk 
focus in A Women’s APAand AWA parties, and its ef
fects spreading everywhere, ll.inl questioning, in pain, 
in joy. ■ i ; ■' ■ f:t

Jan and Jeanne wanted me to write about my ex
periences with women’s programming. What I seem to 
have written about is>thefgrowthlof a new SF commun
ity, in which women and men share love, rage, frus
tration and tenderness; in theirfstruggleIto be free 
people. In which men;are learning to hug each other.

In which women, once merely tolerated as asexual be
ings, then welcomed as sex obj ects, are now (perhaps) 
able to relate more honestly to men and women as 
friends. In which,: especially, women are discovering : 
Oat-:otherp^otien . arefdamn; inter esting people. 
which WisConpis possible. V c ; g; : / 
Ifg. ■ C- And It hat si<niy ;>friends|-,>>is.': how lystoppedybeingyyyy.- 
an -HonorarykManykffi .a .bypbecom-;;
ling la.. woman;!;: live B -Random ;has ■changed ,
I hope you can share my j oy in that growth.
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PUBLIC 
access 
rooms

WisCon features three public access rooms in which, 
along with formally scheduled mini-events, members 
of the convention are welcomed to sign up for and 
produce their own presentations or otherwise in
stigate meetings of small special-interest groups, 

.Outside of each room there is a sign-up board, black
board, or bulletin board to facilitate spontaneous 
scheduling. Keep an eye on it during the convention.

P ^pubtic access room Hl
In this room, a series of readings, discussions, 

dramatic presentations and events having to do with 
written science fiction will take place. The theme 
for this room seems to be (so far) unpublished (and 
almost-unpublished) works by women.

paccess room H2 4 > ■ c c < W ■
In this second room, a series of 'demonstrations, 

discussions, and events having to do with the visual 
arts^and science fiction will be scheduled. Remember 

’the game you used to play as a child (or maybe more 
"recently than that) in which your friend would make 

a scribble on a piece of paper and you would do the 
same, and then you would exchange scribbles and do 
your best to add enough details to the scribble to 
convert it into a recognizable drawing? Well, we’re 
going to try to recreate that situation at WisCon
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among the attending, artists and see what me t a mu r ph
izes CitMi the scribbles they receive irqft other art
ists-, Tilts will be tbe ''Scribble

Another series of a 11 rd<t ions will consist of 
u number of artists who will demonstrate aspects of 
their artistic techniques, Most of the demonstrators 
will also have artwork displayed in the ;irt show* 
Among the demonstratorS are Steven V. Johnson and 
Eric Wailner, who will discuss and display their in
dividual approaches and tOchn iques with the medium 
of uld-brush painting, Robert Kellough and Jeanne 
Goifloll will similarly discuss and demonstrate their 
different techniques and philosophies in the area of 
fanzine illustration. These demonspratians/discuss ioils 
Will be Cxt retnely informal and are open d> other art
ists who would like to say their felt-tip’s worth.

> irwu'aa room
Thia room is open to general discussion (and 

retreat) for women and their friends attending the 
convention who wish to meet and talk with other per
sons about sexual roles in SF, in fandom* and in so
ciety in nn atmosphere conducive to such discussions. 
Persons wishing to cofirinue talking after the several 
femin ist-or irnmd panels have concluded in the Larger 
meeting rooms will probably be directed to this room.

This event will actually be a re-run of a simi
lar production done as a MadSTF group meeting last 
jCovemfrer, Al that time, four pretenders to tbe name 
of James Tiptree .Jr* (two women, one man and a cardboard 
cur) were grilled by a panel of five keen-eyed, criti
cal cross-examiners. Each contestant was asked ques
tion after question testing Tiis> or her knowledge of 
the lilies* a tory-lines * mid chronology of Tiptree’s 
writing, as well as aspects of Tipcree's (until re
cently) less public life.

Interrupting this lively farce (when entered 
ut WisCon) will be several equally farcical "commer
cial messages”, produced by the director of The 197? 
WisCon’s dramatic presentation ("GaLacric Banana 
Dealer”) ■ Detranie McGinley,

The stvle of this discussion turned out to be 
a uniquely appropriate one for the discussion of (or 
introduction to) Che writing of Janes Tiptree, Jr., 

who was unveiled earlier this year as being nor 
quite the person most people would havo guessed. For 
so many yeo.-.v Tlptree has remained a mysterious fi>;- 
ote, and now the works of this author arc briny, re* 
examined from the point of view that the recent revn- 
1<jT ion has suggested. Following the presentsH Inn , 
you might wish to discuss the ideas and stories of 
this incredible author in more depth with others, 
fi»r certainly the implicit Lons are exciting.

As tor (lift person who will ,i<-iually stand up 
when the final question 5s posed by the intrepid 
BnnoiiMcer, "Will the real James liptree, Jr., ploase 
stand up?1', it eight be interesting to keep y<uir eyes 
on the avdifeni-e rather than the fakers on the stage* 
just in case..*. However, if the miraculou-s dues noc 
occur, 1*11 put my bet on th«' Contestant who wov<«! 
the questioners in KovPinber—the Orange Cai.-,
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Luoncns ora arc
This room Isn’t Ju«t for members of A Women's 

AFA. and Lt isn't really a suite. Other Ch*C that, 
it's just what it sounds like: a coon for SEuijers of 
AWAPA and their friends; a place to retire to after 
the past—discussion sessions after the diScusBion 
sessions after the panels an feminism; a haven for 
women when the con/the men/cha world- are too Buch 
with uB. Men will not be forbidden, but we ask that 
you enter in the Spirit of solidarity and friendship 
—Big Sister is watching!

This room (#604 in the Hadlson Inn) will be 
open Saturday afternoon and evening only, unless 
we get an unexpected transfusion of money. it's 
being financed privately, not by the convention. 
There will be a donation can at the registration 
desk for those who wish to contribute. The (toney 
collected will be used to pay for the roca and sone 
sort of refreshments, The sumpEuoueneaB of the sus
tenance will depend an the magnitude. of your munifi
cence, At the very Least w* will have tea, coffee. 
Bods, and munch1*8., Contributions in the fora of 
either munificence or sustenance will be welcomed.

One last request: pleas* don't smoke I We leva 
you, but not your ash.

Mil 10 W THC FW TO m W; 
Sffi Wtq w dc fwto wc

At this point in the history of the feoioist 
movement, w* are all working to break down old ster
eotypes of what am and wooen are expected to be and 
do sc that wfe can find out what wa are really all 
about as human beings. This sort of breakdown, which 
will soon become a rebuilding, la going OQ in science 
fiction also, in the panel on Bex and gender, we will 
discuss the problem of distinguishing between sex and 
gender in the human eoaBunlty from a sociologicalj 
political, and literary standpoint, seeking to dis
cover trends which already exist in scleno* Eletion 
and possibilities for its use as a part of the on
going struggle.

Lest year, the one feminist papel at WisCon 
was rather airf>itious in Its attempts tn cover all of 
our feminist interests in a few short hours. It way 
have been a little chaotic, but it also provided us 
with a Lot of ideas far both focusing and expanding 
this year's feaioist programming.

Hie remark which formed the basis of this 
year's panel warn made by Mary Badaoi, professor of 
cDsaunlcations arte at UW-MLLwaukae. Lt was she who 
first outlined the difference between eax and gender 
as they operate in modern American society, She 

pointed put that, while sex 1b relatively easy tc* 
determine in a physiological sense, lack of clarity 
among nesbers of th* sociological and psychological , 
cosmiunicle* means that nobody is really certain of 
Che significance that gender has in our society. 
The characteristics that Freud associated with human 
beings according to their sex seem actually to be 
present to some extent in all hmanB. male or female, 
Each huMn being chooses her or his own combination 
of these characteristics as s/he grows up so that 
there are really several ganders or character-types 
loosely associated with physiologically distinguished 
sexes. Thia is the aspect of sex and gender, as it 
appears Ln 3F characterisations, which,'Lar y will be 
able to discuss,

The problem of bringing the existence of these 
different gender combinations to one’s attention is 
interesting in itself, but another interesting prob
lem arises when on* attests to translate this knowl
edge into characterirations in literature, that is, 
in science fiction, Me are fortunate to have two SF 
writers on Our panel—Vooda McIntyre, our Gob, and 
Ann Weiser—who have experimented with non-Bterectyp
ical- male and female characters in their writing,

CHLDfWS rerc mans 
n juvcniLC science fictico

Children form impressions of what they would 
like to., do with their adult 11 vm from many sources: 
not only th* adult individuals they meet in real 
life, but also those.they confront in their read
ing, influence the kind of futures-they plea sad 
mold for theuelvns.

Thar* are various t buries about the relation
ship between what * child reads end the kind of life 
s/he chooses to carry out. Tbaae include differing 
attitude* about th* ability of children to identify 
with non-stereotyped characters in their fiction. 
This brings up many questions which could fruitfully 
be explored in a discussion of children's role models
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Ab was the case mSEh the civil liberties and 
anti-war amvementa Lu the 1960a, the WCOtn's movement 
has had tremaudous impact upon the arts. When a 
group of people are in the process of dramatically 
changing the parameters and definitions of their 
TO lee—that la, moving to a different piece within 
society and having tQ change that society in order 
to get there—a Lot nt creative energy is produced. 
Right now, women's work Id many areas of artistic 
expression produces the «oat dranatlc and important 
individual works, aS well as providing the main 
source of energy and impetus toward change in those 
areas.. Dance, music, sculpture, photography, paint
ing, architecture, poetry, drams, and prose writing: 
all these are undergoing incredible end marvelous 
metamorphoses because af the work of Women who are 
expressing themselves OS women, drawing from their 
stores Of experience and knowledge gained from 
t'.f.n-rin: nfi female 'u this culture.

This panel of the long, Long name, then, will 
be devoted to the discussion of haw the explosion 
in the arts with respect to women1* contributions 
has been felt in the area Of science fiction. The 
people participating on the panel all have sone con
nection either as artistd themselves or as critics 
of the arts and will be able to comment knowledgeably 

' as well as personally upon the phenomenon under dis
cussion. tor the discussion has to be a personal 
one, full of as many "l*s and "you"s as ”stie”s and 
"them"a. The arc, Che stories, the dances, being 
created today are not being created so much for the 
sake of art Itself, hut rather {or at least for the 
additional reason) because these expressions are of 
personal value, even necessities, for the artists 
themselves. To rename ourselves, to rename our fu
ture, definitely Involves the necessity to imagine 
ourselves io that future first. And that Is what 
women's art is today.

both through experimentation with pronoun gender and 
with more complex issues in characterisation.

' Take the problem of pronoun usage. It la not 
just a question of using generic or nou-genarlc 
pronouns in such cases as those where standard' 
English usee a "he" to represent both sexes. The 
problem is more complex because the formation of s 
characterization is a very subtle process, For ex
ample, if a feminine pronoun is associated with a 
character from the first time It is mentioned, the 
reader, almost unconsciously, associates certain 
characteristics with that character. Ou the other 
hand, aa one writer explained at Lest year’s world- 
coo, if cm tries to avoid all gender references, 
one's reader say just assme that the character Is 
Mie.

This cowpies interplay between'reader expecta
tion and the writers' attempts to.be creative with 
their characterisations can be fruitfully explored 
an being nade up of nan-stereotypical coriilnatlons 
of characteriseice. Thue the author not only repre
sents life ** It really is rather than as it has 
been in the fiction of the past but also has the 
possibility of developing new character combinations 
as potential futures towards which we can work.

in juvenile science fiction. For example» does a 
child really need to see certain well known charac
ter types.performing rhe usual tasks in order to un
derstand and empathize with then* characters ? Could 
it rather ba that effective SF provides a child with 
norm than just enjoyable escape and can be a vehicle 
through which the child is provided with as many 
different role models as possible, allowing her nr 
him to explore alternative Life-styles while decid
ing upon a personal one?

Of course literature ciinut directly create 
our future for us, but it esu provide us with ideas 
different from those we encounter in our everyday 
lives. Can science fiction fulfill this proolse for 
children? Does it ever meat our expectations be the 
most forward-looking, creative, and possibly revolu
tionary literature available? Perhaps as such, can 
it actually be pert of the construction of creative 
futures, providing' children with the raw material 

for Imagining and then bringing these futures into 
being?

These are soma of the questions that will be 
explored in the penal on "Children's Role Models in 
Science Fiction," With the help of the Cooperative 
Children's book Center, on the University of Viscon- 
Bia-Madfano canpus; an editor of the Marxist Liter
ary Group Children's Msztohop Letter, Tom Boylan; 
and Guti Susan Wood, we will be looking at role
models offered to children in juvenile science fic
tion, both old and new. The Mating will take place 
io a roots near ths book, center, which will have a. 
display of juvenile science fiction for the entire 
month of February and will also provide interested 
sobers of the'discussion with an axmgtatad bibliog
raphy of recent juvenile SF, Tbs three of w, as 
well aa a few other interested parties, hope to 
engage you in a fruitful and profitable exploration 
of children's role rodela in science fiction.
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THG 
amariLLion

■ T/tc S£l*iar£IZicin,. J. R. R, Tolkien1 & praqntl 
to Tfcc lord of flings as edited by hda son and 
literary executor, Christopher Tolkien, was finally 
published Ic'Septewber 1977, tom 60 years after 
Tolkien began work on thia cowpllatlca of nytha and 
legends of the early ages of Middle-earth. The book 
usb, of course, a long-expected party and han been , 
heading beat-seller lists since ita appearance. We 
can expect to see many studies of thia rich work in 
the months and years tn come, but this panel will ba. 
a preliminary, rather free-wheeling discussion of 
aS many aspects of Thfl l^KErt'-Zitcwi as possible in 
the elite we have t the publishing phenomenon; its 
place in Tolkien1 a osutjpe; its relation to lord of 
the Ringst both in the background. it provides and ' 
in what It leaves unsaid; its use of myth; and with 
sons -special treatment, naybe, of a few individual 
Btnries of particular worth, such OS that of Beren 
and Luthieu.

The panel is not yet complete, but will include 
Boger Schlobin, associate professor at English-*C the 
Vest Central Canpus of Purdue University; Richard C, 
West, editor of Ciwist and author of To I Wen Oit£- 

drt dwtatCii (Kent State University
Frees, 1970); and Gregory <3, H* Rlhn, University of 
Visconain Law School.

Etnor Busby enwinwenrhestw (short

Gina Ctarte (novel excerpt read by Etrwr 

KAtH^h; peRjttN wos (poetry) 

ith Lvna fnwd:

Vbnda McIntyre, dR£¥rtf»|ae (novel ex - 
cerpt; Houghton NtfFIn. otb)

Jessica Amanda Saknonson. ufe of W 
Bower {stories)

AnnUt&er: atir<X^Z'UiejU5c)mxrb*KH?

*

fXHXXJB
iirivt* you cvir dreamed of being ajlt-rn? Of h<ivtrt> 

desperate battles With evil clcries and' Chaotic wiz
ards over the fete nf worlds?. Of rubbing elbows with 
elves, and dwarves and hobbits? Of finding untold 
treasures, Che only obstacle io which was <i tribe of 
goblins? Of riding a pegaaus ar talking with dragons? 
Of using eagle? Of creating your own dr^ilny, and 
the destiny of an entire civilization ,m well?

Who hasn't?
Wall, if you really tried to do anything about 

these drearis of yours, you'd probably be locked away 
fur the protection of society. •'Instead, wtiy not try 
Dungeons and Dragons? All of the foregoing—and more 
-—-will be taking place in Rocm 605 of the Kadi-ion inn 
throughout the convention. Voitwill get to play the 
role of a character in a fantasy world, and to a Lirge 
extant you will be the one whn determines whst happens
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orocore
tn yuur character. The i.;i 11 be going tin ■ .instant
ly— aruund the elot'k-“as relays di" Dungeon Masrers 
conduct you through the ?ecll3 of thia alien iiclverae. 
you can drop in or out at any time, t-hnugh the room 
t.x Halted Ln capacity.

Ydu should be aware of Some of the conditions 
here* though. This universe has long ago discovered 
the wisdom of the metric system* and it is u*ed ex
clusively. It hast also been discovered that snreoft'rs 
ate nnn-h better qualified than bosE humans to inflict 
painful and lingering diseases on others (through 
Such mystical neons an I II I tax their lungs with tar 
and their blood svrc*unis with poison), so snnking hn-* 
been—and will continue to be—unknown. And, cal* 
course-, this is an equal-opportunity untMi-cse. so 
don’t be si.rpr Lo-ij - err inhibited—if you end up piny
in ft a character of the opposite sjx.

raxisr^socrcc fctoi 
UXTKSHCP

Inspiration lor mis wo r*'Hitop came I rom t'’** 
writings of Albert Speer, (n reading 7s«i4u 
fh£wi tffirrlt* it beenme clear tn me that an in--- 
tegral part oJ' the ideology of national stirialism 
dealt with the reM nuturing »F both the present* 
on a Specific scale, and the iuture, on a wire ab
stract and annumental scale* Thin Donoaentu1 view 
of the future was exp tossed in both the architecture 
and the political objectives oi the Nnsil party, olj- 
jrcliws which were implicitly anti-humanistic in 
nature. For example, shortly of Lor the Nnxls came 
Lu power In Germany, Speer bad the problem ot deal
ing with a particularly disreputahle-looking group* 
World tfiir I veterans* who, I suppose, looked much 
like the sort of men we might see in a drunken 
Saturday—night gathering at an American I.eg ion con
vention, These wore nut ycuir typical bl ond-lia i rod* 
blue-eyed ni'i.vrtwuacidi'n* They hud lo pass in review 
for Hitler* but no one reiiily wanted to look at them. 
Speer's answer was simple: give them torches and let 
then mill around at night. Ik- circled the stadium 
where thia event was lo take place with a ring com
posed of 200 searchlights* the benos from obi ch 
reached 20*000 feet inrn rhe night sky, proc la imin: 
the power ol the party. The then British ambassador 
to Germany was so overwhelmed bv i. his effect that In. 
later referred to it as the cathedral nf tee*

It is my hope that we can v^piorc the contre- 
dirtioo between the monumental visual cFCpcl that 
Speer thus achieved and the t.-jwdry human reality 
which he* only barely, succeeded in negating. T frel 
that Speer’s ant l-hiiBunHL tc v(;:iet- is also found Ln 
much science fiction, and this is Lite rnasnn behind 
the proposed panel discussion on fascism and science 
flet ion.

In a very real sense, much of science fiction 
causes us to Look up and away from otirselves and ojif 
fellow wexpeo and »en, 1c is not that a vision of the 
future Bust of necessity be ant I—humanistic. It 14*
however* the intention of this workshop to identify 
the basic trend as it manifest* Itself in Imagery 
which cjppmrw over and over in SF films end fictional 
works* We also intend ici |uuk quickly at cwnicS and 
nfl.

The major ten.! fur rhe workshop will be the., 
film i'rC :■/ *-n<: 7'Jiirt/ A’lJrJ. It is hoped
that* if you want to partici pare In this workshop 
yi>n will first see the film (This ran easily he ac
complished st a tow-priced wU Ificc performance in 
Mad Ison).

Some of the participants In the workshop will 
be Hank Luttrell* Tom Moy Ian* ond sir* Ph 11 Kav-eny, 
but Wc are purposely structuring it in an informal 
farthloii hcj i hat iihymic may actively participate*
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Some may think that e Parade of Gats is a 
strange program event for a science fiction conven
tion, but cats play an important part in HadSTF ac
tivities, Seme of ub s-e "fur" then and some of us 
are "agin” them; hardly anyone is neutral. We de
voted a whole monthly meeting to cats in October, 
And 
dio 
was 
got

on New Tear’s Eve the Luttrellb and 1 did a ca
shew ou WORT-FM featuring Cats and Comedy. (It 
also supposed to be about Calendars, but that 
bumped in favor of more Cats,)

Aside from their extraordinarily magnetic purr-
Bonalities (Ever try to brush cat fur off your 
clothes?), cats have made significant contributions 
in the field of science fiction, hot too sany people 
know this, as cats tend to write under pseudonyms. 
For example, the real name of the wottan who writes 
all the novels about the Dragonriders of Pvrrin (her 
original title) is Anne McCattfurry. Wy do you think 
she hides in far-away Ereland? Imagine the surprise 
of the X-Con Comittee this June when they find they 
have raised all that extra 
Somehow, I doubt that they

money to bring Over a cat- 
wi]I realize the bargain

Cat- 
he is 
is 
or

rbey’ve ^otti'.i.
Another reclusive felloe author is James 

tree Jr. flow theca have been some rumors that 
actually a woman named Allee SheIdem, but that 
only another diversion, like the "Tiptree" one
"Racoons Sheldon", Thia latest "unveiling" was 
cleverly designed to throw ub off the track purema
nently, But take note: when Our COMittee asked 
"Alice Sheldon* if she would be able to attend Vis- 
Con, she begged off, saying she Would be In the 
Yucatan. A thin excuse. Like so aany cats who 
write, she fears the 
accept Cats on their 
has to hide behind a 
able (and lucrative)

not yttt ready to 
go she feel she 
hence more accept-

SF world Is 
own merits, 
human, and 
pseudonym.

Some feline writers have had their true natures 
hidden for years, not always by choice. It’s cer
tainly not surprising that Andre Norton's books have 
all been written by her cats. In fact she has a ver
itable stable of then, all writing under one name, 
No wonder •’her" books show SO (Duch insight end sym
pathy towards cats.

And have you ever heard of Furry Ackerman? 
Cats are curious and acquisitive by nature. Now you 
know why Ferry Is such a collector—he's feeding 
Furry's habit. This is an extreme example of the kind 
of mutual dependency cats and humans have. Normally 
the human supplies the cat with all its creature com-
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max worn tciplc fcoto
The Magic Lantern Triple Feature Slide Show will 

cover a range of topics MS varied as the colors of the 
spectrum.

I, Philip Kaveny, will be doing a Wells'-eye- 
vlew of the life and times of that great writer of 
science fiction. It was said of this particular fea
ture, by H. G. Duckfoot, a media coordinator for a 
large public school system, that Hr. Kaveny'e presen
tation Was the worst that he had ever seen In -il* 
life. Nevertheless, everyone does not look at the 
world through Duckfoot's eyes. Take H. C. Wells, 
for example, He had his own particular attitude 
towards elitist orientations to art. While it is 
true that there are a few thumbs in the margins,., 
well, how does one hold down Che pages of a book CO 
photograph the pictures otherwise? So, despite the 
criticisms by the aforementioned eminent critic of 

slide technique, the Wells presentation is back again 
this year, with two interesting companion performances 
to lend it balance,

Greg Rlhn has promised to titillate uS with a 
survey of the comic book from the 1930s to the pres
ent, He will be emphasizing the work of particular 
artists, and graphic technique in general, in these 
comics. 1 might mote that words can only limit the 
vividness and coherence of Nr. Rihn's presentation, 
so the description will end here.

Jim Mair's presentation offers both a visual 
Itwight into 2002.' A 5pa4?e and a rather con
troversial Interpretation of the underlying meaning 
of rhe fil*, His technical competence in working 
with the slide medium is an interesting contrast to 
the earlier alIde-show feature.
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forts, and the eat gives.the human psychic income 
(egoboa), In the case of Parry and Furry, this cat 
must really be Somethltig Special!

Though cat's sc or las arc better accepted in the 
publishing world nowadays, this was not always the 
case. Hany is the time that an editor has suggested 
a alight title change and/or internal revisions to 
edit out references to rats. This happened to James 
Blish (What an obvious pseudonym!) twice, once for the 
novel 4 Git of Cowatamet add once for his famous 
aeries, £n La one of Barry Harrison's
novels, cot only was the feline protagonist changed 
to a human one, but the very reference to catdoo was 
replaced by the metaphorical use of the nan* ft one 
of the cat's arch-enemies, chacBing the whole tone 
of The SiafnZaaa Cat. Another example of edi
torial prejudice occurred with what Isaac Asimov had 
intended to be a novel in his series about robots-— 
Cats of Steel.

The Madison Parade of Cats intends to take you 
to the homes Of Madison fans, to acquaint you with 
their very faannish cats. (Yes. by definition, cats 
who live with fans are also fans thoiselvee, often 
a simple act of self-preservation.)

Here are Bone of the feline fans you will nest: 
♦ '.juok, the Incredible Electric Rubber Gat. Chuck 
is famous for his alternating periods of cxirene 
activity and utter relaxation. During the former, 
all you can see is a furry orange blur. But when 
he's relaxed, he's very relaxed, to the point 
where you can held him upside down by his hind 
feet and he will hang there. Haply purring.

Lt's hard CO believe that this youthful 
creature ia the mother of four (including the In
credible Chuck). True, her once sylph-like figure 
has taken on rounder proportions, but her kitten
ish purrsuualicy has never changed. 

WfalfiCf The somewhat unwilling houseiaate of Lottie 
(also known aS The Usurper)- A striking, Juttoeaque 
beauty with a melodious voice, Maya made her radio 
debut on WORT-FM on New Year's Eve, (Actually, 
Lottie was on the show too, but Haya doesn't like 
to talk about that.)

Facetiously surnamed "The Brave", MIb- 
erlou is a timid soul who prefers intellectual 
purrsuits. She is a voracious reader whose hunger 
far knowledge causes her CO practically devour 
books-

M- The Esther VHHan* of Madison catdon. 
Her bathtub exploits are awC-tnsplrtng. Muffin also 
opens doors, and is taking a course in lock-smlth
ing at the local technical schonl.

Be sure to watch the message bulletin board for 
the gathering time and olace of The Madison Parade of 
Cat*. Tt will be an afternoon you'll never forget.

IOT5 0 SQOSCOF 
lOIXrTCTGQCHIflG 
OF sccncc FICO * 

. fjw iiTcroTuro
Participating in this panel Oil Education and 

Science Fiction will be Martin Greenberg, Ken 
Zahorskl, and Robert Boyer- The panel will deal 
With science fli t ion in the clas$r<wn, the problems 
of definition in science fiction and fantasy, teach
ing methods, and ream teaching. Says Ken Zahorski;

Bob (Boyer) and 1 have been team-teaching 
our "Science fiction and Fantasy Literature" 
course for aiwproximataly. five years now, and have, 
reached a clearer understanding oE both genres 
through our juxtaposition of then in our eoursn. 
Actually, this will be’ the focus of our panel. 
Vie [Willi begin by giving a very brief history 
af the genesis of the course, and then discuss 
genre definitions, assigned readings, teaching 
techniques, student projects (There have been 
some very interesting ones.), and the overall 
reaction to, and effectiveness of, the course.

Martin Greenberg's method of- teaching SF, be
ing somewhat different than that of Ken 7-ahnrdki's 
and Bob Boyer's (tending to emphasize idea over 
Literary focus), should provide the bast* for some 
lively discussion and exchange of ideas.

What t* a science-!letion-convention without 
parties? There may be an answer to this age-nld 
fannish question, but we won't be looking for it at 
WisCon. Here's bow we hope the can suite will work. 
It isn't actually an entire suite, just a large ho
tel room (#606 id the Madison Inn). Since we can't 
fit the entire convention membership in the con 
suite, we are encouraging folks to stop in anytime, 
meet some other convivial people, and go off and 
start your own party. The con Suite Will be liber
ally stocked with soft drinks (also known as "nix" 
to those oE you who BVCB)*tO lubricate the good 
times. It will be open all night, or a* long as 
Che last can-commit toe taember can hold out. (In 
case you're worried about that being a Uniting fac
tor, we refer you to the stalwart James A. Cox, who 
made Lt through Last year's MisCOrt on a total pf t»o 
hour's sleep.) The main objective of the con suite 
is to meet people and have fun. Whoopee!

Everyone is weirone Ln the con suite. This 
includes smokers. However, we ask that you not be 
smoking at the clffie. The alternative to a snoke- 
flllvd room ia to open the window, and this will be 
February in Wisconsin.

women in 
ranDcm

Saturday morning at WisCon will open with this 
non-feature attraction which has purposely been left 
unstructured so that there can be no leaders or fol-' 
lowers in the discussion of shared experiences of 
women in fandom. Don't expect anything but comfort
able, interesting, and infernal, conversation (to 
which you will be expected to contribute) as we dis
cuss and learn about each others’ sojourns in the 
fan world.
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WISCON
Bafbarel la ( 196B) Italian,'French ; tti rc-CLi'd l;y 

Reger Vadim; screenplay by Terry Southern ana many 
others; sL.nrrlcLg Jane Foada- Based on ihr vrnt i< l:<ji:.- 
iii strip by Jean Claude Foresf- In ihr distant fu
ture, our heroine, fnced with deadly danger':, mm, 
eave the earth from destruri lt>». "Ac co rd i "g ti> I'.jui Iv, 
in Ifart'Gl’eila _.Janc- Karida ' is supposed to Le 'h kind 
of sexual Alice in Won de r 1 and in ihr f Li tn re ' , b u t « hr 1 
more like a Syycy Dorothy in on Da cone bad*" —E-.iul- 
ine Kae1.

Bride <Jf Frankenstein tlVJS) Vnivcrs.-il; directed 
by James Whale; story anrl .screenplay hy John li.i-der- 
s ton and WIL] iam Elurl Im t; a t a rr i - g llorA Ku r j ot t, h i ->;i 
Lanchestcr, Colin Clive, and V<iI<• r:c- Hcb'c-. The se
quel to , ci Iso starri-ji K,n-li;ff and di
rected by Whale, is indisputably one o: the ;• r<;ilost. 
ot ell liorro r/sc iencc-1 i i: l I iKi tilms-

Curse of the Cat People ' i .■ rkc ; d i rc< i ed 
Robert Wise and Gunther V> Frits.hi prodi:, <-d bv \\e:. 
Lawton: screenplay by DeWitt ?cdcc:-; .sturrinp Siri:i:c 
Simon, Ann Carter, and Kent Smith. Don’t it IhvIl-u 
hy the title ot this one i allegedly .j si'q-jeJ to Suu 
Cat- People '■'42), this 112m has little : e do with 
i:ats or curses — the riLudio rorc-jrl the Licit* on l.rvioii. 
In tael, this fiJm is closer to being a fUtiry tale 
Lhjm a horror story. It cells ot ;i j; i x-y*.> r-o I si Bir- 
whose loneliness is relieved bv the vjsji ■= of her cvarl 
mother. This is ,i fine iiim which never toisntl it.-. on- 
per audience because of Cr.?; title and prnmiM cona. • m- 
paign.
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Looking back over 1977, one can see that it 
was a very good year for sciehcC—f1ction and fantasy 
films. The front bookend was HiSardS', the back 
bookend, 'Wise? Endcjuni.-ws of the Third Xt>kf; and the 
big fet epic 5fcjn Karo was planted Smack in the mid
dle of a host of lesser works* Ifemcn Seed, The 5eM- 
tiwi, X’jdrflu Erc?pirtat R: The He^etio, Sinhad
■zr-'i lAi' ji'we 6J-’ the The JaianJ 0/ Dr. Moreau,

.lr,inc7recon AlJiay, and God! put in appearances as
le^lrtmate FfrSF theater films, with varying decrees 
of artistic success end public reee-prfoc, Th* drive - 
ins got their share, too, with CC-'tic^c, /4 '-■? AHwtf, 
khirt' B’Xjl’/c.4a, TentdicZes, Sryuirm, Kripire a/ the Ar;i£i, 
sired rf^.Cy, 1*7adiFeJc was joined in the ranks of anima
tion by "cJHfaSfk? dn-irnatwi] Festtya* and - Non
Troppo, plus the nth go-around of i'anfasfa. Last 
<snd prvbobly least) there were Several hwIm with 
quasi-FtSF elements, depending on how far you want 
to stretch your definitions; Yeiuvrk, The if'He' 

i>fao Lives tout? iJie Icxne, jnh«? iCaacanrfw .Crcscfr j, 
and '“u.711jnt's Coat GfeizmtK^*

[iovies ere kind of interesting in one respect; 
they have a much wider audience than bonks, and ft 
Is legitimate to presume that virtually everyone (in 
fandom, nt least) wi]J hjive ■seen Star Kara or u’c.Si' 
bVzcvw^ifcirc, while it is not necessarily true that 
the average SF fan will have read the latest install
ments <if I'jjrinrr*x ftfvpfwprLrl series, r>f MrCaffrey’s 
Dragonrider series, or Zelazny's Amber series. Thus 
virtually everyone will hsve Achieved The ma lor pre
requisite te discussing the movies: having seen them.

And, as DianC and 1 have discovered from the 
feedback to our movie-review column, virtually every
one has her or his own ideas about the films wu write 
about, and they often differ from our own. (Not to 
mention how widely we often differ between ourselves.) 

Hell, why not" As we sulct lit our first inst.t ■ 
of "Show and Tell", "...neither :>f us makes imic-h pre
tense of being A film critic, cinema buff, nr Any
thing fancy like that. Hi-nee' the [columi'i'* I title; 
we go to the show and tell you about it—the plot» 
the characters, and how well we thought it <i 11 I'ame 
off," And, as we addftd in a later ixsus, in response 
to a letter of comment, "Differnnt people Sunk for 
different things in innvies. We could — und I'l'iiisti»n- 
nlly do—look ai whether the movie- presents ;i view
point we agree with* or whether it's putt of -i dis
cernible trend, nf whether it typified its Hcnre.
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FILMS
I farmed a Witch (1942) Paramount/UnEted Arc- 

Lsi<; produced and directed by Rene Clair; screenplay 
bv Robert Firosh and Marc Connally, based On the novel 
. Jit? ?<J561Je WiCsTi by Thorn Smith »nd Woman Matson; 
M.trrlnft Frederic March, Veronica Lake, Robert Benth
ic v, and Susan Hayward, A very funny canedy in which 

.j wSilIi who is accidentally freed from her imprison— 
menl returns to haunt the descendents of rhe raati who 
impijsoned her 300 years ago.

Last Mnan on Earth (1960) H l/ngroup; produced 
.jnd directed by Roger Corman; screenplay by Robert 
Towne: starring Antony Carbone, Bccsy Jones—More I and, 
and Edward Wain. Three people on a tropical island 
4fa the only survivors of a world-wide disaster. l)n- 
location photography in Puerto Ricq enhances this pre
lect by Roger Corman, who also gave you vittl*? SAoy 
of B'Drrors,

5(*0W Queen .SoyuantulLffl/HniversaL: dir
ected b> Lev Atamanov; English-dubbed version produced 
by Robert Faber; with vpfncS'of Sandra Dee *nd Tommy 
Kirk. An unimuted version of the Hans Christian An
ders nn fairy LaJc: the Snow Queen magically turns a 
boy's heart to <ce, causing him to become selfish snil 
c v t ] . His girl friend rsuHC. try to rescue hire after he 
is taken away to the Snow Queen's palace. This Rus
sian-made film features beautiful animation.

^For the comfort of our novie viewers, we have 
divided the movie room Inta two pjtrtsi rhe left side 
will be reserved for non-smokers, while the right side 
will be the ''nq. Smoking" 3ei:tic>ri.

But these are Jnriilenr.il approaches. Wti.it we look 
for consistently art: credibility (whether the film 
Is believable, or, perhaps more importantly, whether 
it Bake*: you want to believe it), production quali
ties (lighting, audibility, editing), and overall 
enjoyahi1fty (subjective, therefore not easily de
fined—and certainly not universal).11

So what? So everyone is generally qualified 
Ln discuss tiuvles, a lot rtf people want to, and ths 
primary obstacle is finding a time end place Lo d» 
II. What better rime and place than a science-fic
tion convention?

The general approach in the discussion room 
will be to start our with Star Mure (for obvious 
reasons) i<nd move on to the other movies of 1977 an 
muh-. This Ls Liti.iply a catalyst to get things 
going; it inn't expected that there will be any 
trouble keeping the discussion roiling once it's 
started, For exaople, it would he most surprising 
tf someone didn’t m+ntion £001 or Tfti? ThfKu;, nr if 
we didn't get into the books that inspired the 
mevies (or vice versa), or if we didn't have the 
discussion room subdivide into smaller group* who 
were r*o're Interested in, say, rapping than in ana
lysing* This is also a good opportunity to discuss 
some of the rflsCan noviee, which have been selected 
lo show how women have typically been treated in 
FSSF films of rhe past.

No one's really in charge, although J.'ll get 
the hail rulling with a brief Introduction of (he 
analysis triangle shown at the left. I've Included 
.1 few sample points as illustrations. Those who 
want to get into this further are free to do SO, 
luif. that shouldn't Inhibit the mein purpose of the 
session, which in free and open discussion of FiSF 
wovIcm.
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Women's APA Suite .......
Fomin ism: To Grasp the Fewer Lo 

IJursi'lves; Science Fleiicm: To 
the Power LO Name our Future .

. Diane 
Naw?

Grasp 
jemniA

Mart tn

<; omo 11
l+i Sex 4rui Lender in Science

Fiction ...... , « . . - Janice Hog.-4tad 
16 Role Models in Juvenile

Science Fiction ....... Janice Hogstad 
)8 Tni.' i;'/.Zna/1*-i....... Richard G. West 
18 Drains tic Readings /Discuss > rms * Jeanne llowll
18 Dungeons and Dragons . . - Emerson C. Mitchell
19 FoSCi.nm and Science Fiction

Workshop ........... Philip Kavi-ny
20 The. Madison Parade of Cals . , , * Diane Martin
20 Magic lantern Triple Feature . . Philip Kavetiy
21 Women in Fandom ...... l.esleigh Luttrell 
21 Regaining a Sense of Wonder: The

Teaching of Science Fiction and
Fantasy Literature .... Gregory G. H. Kiln

21 Con Suite ......... Richard S. Russell
22 WisOn Films . . .

. . . Perri Corrick-WesI ami Rick White 
22 Mpvii: Discussion Richard S. Russell

Jnriilenr.il
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* This-past fiumer( I was doing a lot of read-, 
ing, having so regular (and not much irregular)

’ plcyment. At on* point I was wading through a ter- 
ribla novel (TW iteocwi Erpf?ri»wKt j see my review in 

- - ths last iasne), when u» relief isdraculcusly ap
peared in the aailt Pte Optoucfti £fcrt4iw, by John 
Varley, I had ordered it froai the SF Book.Club on a 
whin; the name "John .Varley" meant nothing to me.

. But it certainly looked interesting, so I Jumped 
right inland was glad I flirt- (More about

' later.)
About the sane tine, I was looking over the 

Bago nominees—and there was "Hie Phantom o£ Kanias", 
; by John Varley, 'that issue of Galaxy wai sitting cm 
fruy shelf, largely unread,w (That's not unusual for me), 
. 1 read it and enjoyed itr but more iipcrtantly, it 
i. reaiiiidad me of another story,*1! had road a few years 

ago, which had impressed me greatly, but whose name 
and author I had forgotten, I looked it upi it was 
"Picnic on Nearside". I kept looking, and found state 
■tore of Varley's stories—a whois future history, 
(See JtPtWt Vol. 1 Mb- 1 for a discussion of future 
histories,) Then 1 raided sene friends’ libraries

. (hick Russell’s and the Luttrell*'P to be specific) 
and now have a baker1* dozen of novelets and short

? stories to talk about. (There are about seven oth- 
tf era published, which I haven’t read; they appeared 
. Ln places like Vertex and Damon Knight’s iTl’bit an

thologies). But first, a little background.
* Nest of Varley’s Stories deal with a future
thistory In which settlements have been established 

on the Barth's Moon, and on other planets and moons. 
Sometime after the lettleMut Of thte KoonP the Earth

- Ls invaded by creatures from another star system, 
■ who inhabit a planet like Jupiter, and ate vastly 
|superior to htaenfi. (Jupiter, it 1b revealed, har

bors similar creatures.) The invaders cam to Barth 
to save the intelligent species (dolphins, sperm 

. whales, and oms) frcei hwan civilisation (which
now has been destroyed on Eert^)- (This future his
tory, as fares 'Jibs rio -naste, so I shall re
fer to it as' the "Invaded Barth Series"-)

* tn a biographical note before "Picnic on Near
side" (f « 5F. August 1974), Varley eayn "I a* 26 
years old.. 1 belong to the following minoritiesi 
vhites, nale%, Texans, southpaws, vary Tall People.

: I am also that wch rarer bird, a male faninlst, I 
. believe that people will all benefit when any group 
. is allowed to break out of the limitations imposed

on them by birth-" That philosophy i$ certainly re
flected in this story (one of his first published, I 
believe), and all ths others.

The Story is let on the Moon, 214 years after 
the occupation of Earth. The protagonist is Foot, 12 
years old. he and hie mother P Carnival..have been 
arguing, because he wants to get a Change, and she 
won't allow it. (They are also sometimes Icversi 
they speed-up pubertyj fox has been sexually potent 
since he was seven.) A "Change** is a change of sex, 
which they can purchase about aS easily as we buy a 
change of clothes. Early in the storyP Carnival 
goes off with the man she is living with. But fleet 
she takes her feet off and puts- on "peds"—hands for 
the end of your legs. (They‘re useful in free-fall.) 
Fox coffplaina that she left her feet lying in the 
middle of the floor-

There are many advances in the-biological Sci
ences postulated in this series—more than many au
thors have been willing to suggest- These range 
from scene interesting genetic engineering of plants 
{'’eggplamts" that grow eggs: breadfruit .trees that 
grew loaves □£ rye or whole Wheatf and other plants 
that grow honey, cheese, bacon- or steak), to the ma
jor but routine WOdifications of the human body. 
It may not be quite bo easy as just changing your 
feet. (I’m starting tc worry about the nerve hook
ups. besides all the muscles.)' But with the help 
of special equipment and the skills of a medic tor 
"medicanic", as he says in one story J, it nay well 
be possible. Stranger things haw ccne true....

Anyway, shortly after Carnival leaves. Fox’s 
pal Balo shows up. Except that now he's a young wo
man. Illis is a bit unsettling for Fox, and to ease 
the pressure he feels, he suggests they go on a pic
nic—on Nearside, the side of the Moon facing Barth. 
No one has lived there for about a hundred years. 
However Fox and Halo meet tester, a heimit who was 
born on Barth,.but did not join the emigration to 
Farside, primarily because of his objections to cur
rent more*. Lester belongs to an old religious cult 
(Christianity), and Varley uses the opportunity tc 
take sone (well-deserved) gibes at it. Things don’t 
go exactly as planned, but .in the endP fox grows up 
a little.

The end of childhood is a recurrent thnw in 
Varley's work: his protagonists are often young. 
In an interview by Daniel DeFrez (published in Stn- 
ence Fiction Jteview 22)-, V&rley says:

An awful lot of my Stories deal with young 
people between the ages of 12 and 1?> and crises 
that they run into a* they're growing Up. I’ve 
wondered why I do that. i’m not a tire.... I al
ways start a story from a picture, and most of 
these pictures that come into my mind involve a 
child trying to deal with sctnethlng which is aw
fully hard tc deal with, and I get a story out of 
it pretty quickly,... [A] lot1 faster than I do if 
I see an adult trying to do something, because 
then the situation becomes more complicated, the 
issues become more complicated.

The society oh the Moon is totally rioniexist. 
is this purely a result of the Msy sex-changing? 
(Because almost all adults have bean both female and 
male.) Has varley token the easy way out? rn the
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same interview he said: "I've wondered if that's 
ducking the issues of feminism, which I want to con
front...." But/ would people so readily accept sex
changing if it were a sexist society? Which came 
first? . .5 . .. ■ '■ .. . ;

Many of Varley's important characters are fe
male. He says (same interview again):

I enjoy seeing females in positions where they 
have to take action, and when I put any character' 
into a position-like that, I try to make them as 
awkward, and just as unprepared for it as I think 
they would be in real life, male or female, [My 
emphasis] \ ? / ■ 5 ' \ '

Varley's second story for F & ST was "Retro
grade Summer"(February 1975). This one is set on 
Mercury, and here again people live in a hostile en
vironment easily, in comfort. This is accomplished 
primarily by the implantation in the chest (in the 
place of the left lung) of a "suit generator". Be
sides feeding oxygen directly into the blood, this 
device generates a protective "null-field" around 
its wearer whenever he or she is in a hostile envi
ronment. It disappears when you step inside a build
ing (which is protected by a similar field). This 
story also introduces clones into the Invaded Earth 
Series, since the main characters are a young man 
and his clone sister, separated at an early age and 
now 'reunited. One of the more interesting scenes is 
one of swimming in a pool of mercury, illuminated by 
glowing mercury vapor. This story is not as strong 
as "Picnic", but aga’in touches on the theme of matur
ing .

"The Blackhole Passes" (F SFg June 1975) 
introduces the "Ophiuchi Hotline", a huge laser 
beam bringing information from the star Ophiuchi 
70. Why this information is being sent is unknown. 
Because it isn’t aimed directly at the sun (and 
inner planets), one must be farther out than Pluto 
to intercept it. The story revolves around a neu
rotic man, Jordan, an "encyclopedic synthesist". 
He is all alone in a station, in the beam, trying 
to pick the 1% useful information from the 99% gar
bage. He has a frustrating love relation with Tree- 
monisha, another listener in another station. They 
cannot touch, but only see each other as (three-di
mensional) projected holograms.

The crisis develops when a blackhole (not as 
massive as a star, but too big to handle easily), 
which first passes in the vicinity of Treemonisha’s 
station, later wrecks Jordan’s station. (They are a- 
bout three million kilometres apart, by the way.) 
There is nothing that ties this to the previous In
vaded Earth stories, except the implication that the 
Moon (rather than the Earth), is the center of human 
civilization. I did not enjoy this story as much as 
the others, possibly because the situation seems 
more contrived. Also, Jordan seems to become well- 
adjusted a little too easily in the end. (Varley 
likes happy endings.)

The December 1975 issue of F & SF contained 
another Varley story: "In the Bowl". This one is 
set on Venus; the title refers to the fact that, be
cause the Venerian atmosphere is so dense, light is 
bent such that one always appears to be standing at

the bottom of a bowl. The flaw in this is that vis
ible light will not penetrate the thick atmosphere 
much more than a metre or so. Varley ingeniously 
gets around this by having the people on Venus use 
an implanted "infraeye" (in place of one of their 
regular eyes), which allows them to see infrared rad
iation. Also, because of the blandness of the envi
ronment, residents of Venus employ large numbers of 
holograms (of people/ buildings, dragons, etc.). 
The story involves a man from Mars on vacation on 
Venus, and the scheming girl he is forced into taking 
on as a guide. They set out into the wilds (crossing 
a stream of molten aluminum, named the Reynoldswrap 
River), to find a peculiar kind of gem, the blast je
wel. In the end, their lives are changed by a mystic 
experience with a jewel,

"Manikins" (January 1976) is not part 
of the Invaded Earth Series. It’s more of a thesis 
for an alternative biology than a story, but still 
very readable and enjoyable. Shall I give it away? 
There are only females and infested females—-no such 
thing, really, as a "male".

The aforementioned "The Phantom of Kansas" 
(Galaxyi February 1976) is another story in the se
ries/ and a* particularly good one. It starts out as 
a murder mystery/ with basically one clue. The pro
tagonist is Fox again, now 128. She has been mur
dered three times. Because of the technique of mem
ory recording, when someone dies, a clone can be grown 
and the memories played into it. There will be a gap 
in memories from the time of last recording to the 
time of death, but life goes on/ sort of. (Fox finds 
that it really isn’t quite satisfactory for the re- 
surectee.)

Her fourth incarnation finally takes the po
lice’s advice and stays safely in her apartment. 
She is frustrated because she is an artist, an En
vironmentalist—’■she creates weather and environmen
tal happenings in the various disneylands (and she 
is one of the best). "Disneylands" are huge places 
on the Moon and other inhabited worlds which have 
been constructed to mimic areas of Earth. With the 
help of the Central Computer (CC) she is able to plan 
a new work, "Cyclone", for the Kansas disneyland. — 
(Kansas is 250 kilometres in diameter, 5 km high, 20 

km beneath the surface of the Moon.) This artform 
has a certain appeal for me: staging a scene, not a 
play or movie with a plot, but an intricate drama 
just the same. Anyway, in the end, the mystery and
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the story are resolved satisfactorily.
Varley said in the SFR interview that he liked 

Larry Niven’s work. Some of Varley’s stories have a 
similar flavor, with respect to the science and such, 
but Varley has much better characters and more style 
than Niven. The end of ’’Phantom” made me wonder if 
there was any Asimovian influence. (You probably 
think I’ve got Asimov on the brain.) But the story 
concludes with a few words from the CC on the expe
diency of delegating authority and judgment to a 
computer. The tone struck me as being similar to 
that in some of Asimov’s Multivac and/or robot sto
ries. (The Central Computer seems to be Varley's 
version of Multivac.)

"Overdrawn at the Memory Bank" (Galaxy, July 
1976) is a much weaker story. It's almost as it Var
ley had some notes and ideas left over from "Phantom" 
arid turned them into a story. The protagonist has 
his mind interfaced with a computer, while others are 
trying to find his body.

The next story is set on Janus, the moon of Sa
turn. The protagonist (s) of "Gotta Sing, Gotta Dance" 
(Galaxy i July 1976) is (are) a symbiotic pair—a hu

man (Barnum), and a plant (Bailey). The plant be
comes sentient when connected to the human, so that 
they are two intertwined minds. Normally they live 
in orbit around Saturn, a self-contained ecology 
(with the addition of energy from sunlight). Pairs 
also tend to be great artists, and Barnum & Bailey 
have come to Janus to sell their music. Bailey seems 
to feel a little useless while they are on Janus, 
but they really love each other. They also fall in 
love with woman, but it doesn’t work out. They 
conclude that humans and pairs don't mix; their only 
common ground is art. A good story, it's unusual 
for Varley in that it doesn’t have a (really) happy 
ending.

"Bagatelle" is set on the Moon, before the in
vasion of Earth (though it is, I assume, in the In
vaded Earth Series) . It is a fairly interesting 
story about the defusing of a terrorist bomb—but 
no ordinary bomb. An atomic bomb. With a human 
brain. The title is multiply ambiguous: in the 
story, there is a shop named "Bagatelle", but it 
obviously means more. It could refer to the "game" 
Birkson (the disarmer) plays with the bomb, or to 
something trifling, insignificant, which becomes 
important in the end. I was bothered at first by 
how Birkson starts out appearing as a rather dis
tasteful character, but ends up a nice guy. But on 
rereading, it seemed more plausible. ■

I find it difficult to comment on "The Fun
house Effect" (F <5 SF, December 1976) . According 
to the story the funhouse effect is seeing someone 
in a null suit, which has a mirror-like surface; 
thus, you see crazy, distorted reflections. Ah hah I 
(Upon writing that, I saw something else in that 
phrase.) The "funhouse effect" must also refer to 
the process of trying to scare yourself. I don't 
want to give too much of the story away, but the 
people on board "Hell’s Snowball" (the comet on 
which the story takes place) are sort of distorted 
reflections of themselves.

"In the Hall of the Martian Kings" (F & SF, 
February 1977) is another preinvasion story, set on 
Mars. It is definitely in the Invaded Earth Series, 
since one of its characters shows up in The Ophiu
chi- Hotline. This is a typical Robinson Crusoe sto
ry—until the survivors start getting some help from 
a truly strange source (and I don't mean Friday). A 
subtheme this story shares with "Bagatelle" is some
one having responsibility she or he doesn't want. 
In "Bagatelle", the police chief is relieved when 
she can put responsibility for the bomb on Birkson. 
In "Hall", Crawford has temporary control of the 
situation, because the captain has been stunned by 

the tragedy of losing three fourths of her crew. He 
prods her back to action by deliberately making a 
blatantly sexist remark; he also feels relieved when 
she takes command.:■

The last two Varley stories I've read appeared 
in the same magazine: the firstissue of Isaac Asi
mov's (Spring 1977). The first is called "Good-bye, 
Robinson Crusoe"; it is set in the uncompleted Paci
fica disneyland on Pluto. It again deals with grow
ing up, though in this case, the child isn't so young. 
It also touches upon a fascinating point of inter
planetary economics: the (finite) speed of light. 
This idea deserves a whole story to itself. (Maybe 
there is one, and I’ve missed it.) The second was 
published under the name of "Herb Boehm". (Herbert 
John Varley is his full name, and he's known as Herb 
to his friends; maybe Boehm is his mother's maiden 
name.) (I would have missed this if Jim Young hadn't 
told me that Varley had two in this issue; once I 
was looking for it, it was obvious.) This one is 
not in the Invaded Earth Series. The second time I 
read it, I was struck by the similarity to an idea 
I had mentioned in the first installment of this 
column(Janus, Vol. 2 No. 1) . My idea was that a 
society of the future, whose air (or water) was re
ally polluted, and which had achieved time travel, 
might grab clean air from the past, and ship back 
its own to replace it. Varley does the same basic 
thing—except his future society is exchanging peo
ple. It's kind of a scary story; but the people 
from the past would have died if not snatched; and, 
well, the replacement people from the future are 
barely alive anyway. I guess it would be more ac
curate to say it's a disturbing story.

Which brings us up to The Ophiuchi Hotline. 
("Ophiuchi" is the genitive of Ophiuchus, a constel
lation on the ecliptic; thus, if astrology were to 
pay any attention to astronomy, it would tell you 
that if you were born in early December, the sun was 
in Ophiuchus, not one of the traditional "signs of 
the zodiac".) When I first read it, my only objec
tion was that there were too many good ideas crammed 
into this one little book. Now I see it's all a na
tural outgrowth of the series. But the book stands 
on its own; even if you’ve never read another Varley 
story, you should like it. There's little else I 
can add to Karen Axness’s review* last issue. It's 
an astounding novel, set in a richly diverse universe. 
It deals with a situation (perhaps an epoch in our 
future) which has too often been overlooked: human
ity living comfortably on many worlds in our solar 
system. Not struggling for survival; not spread 
through’the whole galaxy; just at home in the solar 
system.'Hotline caps the Invaded Earth Series; or 
at least this portion of it. I'd like to see more 
stories in the series, but I'm sure I won't be dis
appointed if Varley moves on to new things.

John Varley is an astounding writer. He has 
certainly set ripples through the science-fiction 
world, as can be seen by the flurry of articles a- 
bout him and his works. For instance, in a recent 
issue of Rune (#50) , Dave Wixon shows in his column 
("As the Platen Turns"; subtitled "Pecking Order"), 
that Varleys 

has broken new ground: he has created a Darwin
ian Universe... This makes Varley’s achievement 
even greater: not only has he put together a 
splendid piece of entertainment, but he has done 
an end around the great racial chauvinism of SF, 
the prevalent expectation of humanity's ultimate 
triumph.

In other words, John Campbell would have hated John 
Varley's stories. '

Varley has an anthology of his stories coming 
out in spring, and is working on another novel, both 
of which I eagerly await. Z") /
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nee again. I hope all of you are 
joying yourselves at WisCon (this

is being writteii in sad anticipation of my absence.)
Under the circumstances, it seems that this

column be devoted to fannish pursuits, the fu
ture of fan publishing, in particular. Hang on 
to your hats, though. This roller-coaster ride
ls going to be a little rough, and the destination 
may leave you a little breathless. I’d say that 
if this column doesn’t induce future shock, 

. ou’re pretty well immune.
In five years, the mimeo machine will be

obsolete, although most fans will not be aware of

printing as as hobby in itself and preserve the old 
ways for their own individual values and ideosyn- 
cracies. The faithful Gestetner, the spirit dulica- 
tor, the photo-offset machine are all going to be 
largely replaced by one technology both cheaper and 
vastly more versatile and flexible. It' s called’’the 
computer”.

The driving force behind this literal revolu
tion (pun intended) is economics. What will make it 
a true revolution are the unique qualities of the 
computer that no printing press could ever dupli
cate. I’ll talk about the economics first; then we 
can look at those special characteristics that will 
make this so important. There may be items in here

that. In 10, it will fall into disuse. So far 
as fannish publishing goes, the mimeo

which will even surprise the computer freaks among 
you; some of what I’m going to say

will go the way of hekto 
printing press, and all 
the other specialized 
technologies which 
are■limited to 
those who 
treat

is very new, and not well publi- 
zed. But everything I de
scribe is well grounded in 

current technology.
First, the economics 

(wherein I will sneak 
background material as 
well.) Computer power 
is getting cheaper by 
the day. By 
this column 
seven weeks 
write this, 

of computing 
and memory will drop 

an average 
from what 
now. In . 
the buying 
of the 
doubles...if you 
are buying a 
computer, that 
is, 20 years 
ago, computers 
cost millions.

of 10%
it is

a year 
power 

dollar

the time 
appears, 
after I 

the cost 
power

it: hfc i
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ANJC PAOFAGE

THE'“CHIP”

There was even a time when the experts thought that 
no more than a handful of computers would ever be 
built, since that would satisfy any conceivable com
puting needs for the entire world, 10 years ago, 
computers had dropped in cost to the tens of thou
sands, for a machine much more sophisticated than 
the behemoths of a decade earlier.

Computers can now be bought for a few hun
dred, with features the big guys of 10 years ago only 
dreamed after. But with few accessories. Such a 
bare-bones computer won’t do much. A completely 
naked computer is like a naked human being with am
nesia. It needs arms and legs to do anything. It 
needs food and a nervous system to use those limbs 
-—and to communicate with its senses, so that it 
may learn enough to figure out what to{{do with those 
limbs. And it needs a memory so there willbe some 
place to put that learning!
. A naked "electronic brain" can be bought for 
$10-340. It is called a microprocessor (pP for 
short) and it is pure cortex. Usually, it comes as 
a single component called an integrated circuit (IC) . 
(See fig.1.){ Hidden inside that plastic or ceramic 
package is a small chip of silicone (called,{ cleverly 
enough, a "chip") which has on it all the circuits 
that enable our "brain" to "think".Now if you want 
the circuits and interface connections to everything 
else (our nervous system), that may run you $100 or 
more. You will also need to feed it (a power supply). 
More bucks, to hook up the senses (called "input de
vices") , the limbs (called "output devices"; collect
ively with input:devices referred to as "I/O"), and 
the memory (called "memory”; surprise!).Adding a 
reasonable amount of memory can run you several more. 
And the I/O, which may include a keyboard, a TV term
inal, and a printer, can run from the high hundreds 
into the thousands. They get ya on the "incidentals".

Still, you can put together a very nice system, 
today, for the price of a Gestetner. In fact, a 
year from now I hope to be turning out these columns 
on just such a system, for which Terry and I are sav
ing our pennies.{{{With such a system, you can do fan
cy editing and word-processing just as the big pub
lishers do. Type in your copy, edit it, justify the. 
margins, correct typos—all on a TV screen—-and then 
have your printer type out camera-ready copy or sten
cils. You can even cut your repro costs by having the 
machine print out as many copies as you need. It 
isn’t fast, but computers are patient and very cheap 
to run when you own them. The better printers have 
interchangeable type-faces, margin justification, 
and proportional spacing, and they can type a page a 
minute. Computer paper is also the cheapest availa
ble—about 0.2c for an 11x14 sheet. Such a system 
isn’t particularly better than a mimeo. It lets you 
do fancy editing, but it is slow, and not too good 
about fancy graphics or multiple colors.

Of course, there isn’t really any need for 
paper at all with such a system. Paper is just a 
convenient way of carrying words around so they don’t 
get jumbled and lost, right? Computers have lots of 
other ways of carrying words. They can file them in 
their regular memory; they can store them on a mag
netic disk or tape; they can even punch them on paper 
tape. There is no reason our fanzine has to be dis
tributed on paper; it could be sent out on tape cas
settes full of computer code.

So why don’t we computerize zines? Well, there 
has to be an equally expensive system to read what 
your $3,000 setup has "printed". This is a lot more 
expensive than today’s standard equipment: a pair of 
eyeballs. I will get back tothis problem; it is 
hardly likely that computerized zines will become 
popular until there is a cheap, widespread, and con
venient way to read them.

Nor are the paper substitutes particularly 
cheap! A tape cassette stores several zines, and is 
reuseable...if you don’t mind erasing them. Even so, 
it costs {Several bucks. So does a magnetic disk, 
tbi 1 looks 111 c a 4 >-RPM record. And paper tape 
i ■. -i i ] \ , etc, etc .

There is another kind of memory called "semi
conductor" (or "solid state",{{or IC) {memory. This 
kind of {{memory is built fromutiny {circuits that have 
the oddcharacteristic that when you give them a 
signal they remember it, and can repeat it back upon 
command. An IC memory chipwi11 contain thousands 
of these circuits; hence it can remember thousands 
of Is and 0s {{(the only {signal a computer understands, 
when you{get{ down to real basics). For convenience 
in discussing memory {{sizes, most people clump eight 
of {these{{1 -digit {{(or bit) signals together and refer 
to them as a "byte". This happens to be the amount 
of memory needed to store one alphabetic character, 
so they are convenient to use. Henceforth, I shall 
always describe memory in bytes or in kilobytes. { {{ 
(1 kilobyte, or "K", equals 1000 bytes.) Our tapes 
and disks can store hundreds of kilobytes.{IC memo
ries can’t hold more than 2 K at the moment, and 
they cost more than tapes. There is a special kind 
of solid-state memory, called a "bubble memory", and 

.11; can hold about 12 K. It costs{{$40. {;.{
{{{Still, the future comes. I know of one apa 

(APA H) {{which will accept a zine for {stenciling via 
a phone-line computer hookup. And I know of a fan 
who attempted to create a completely electronic 
fanzine among computer-owning fans, but not much 

{ came of it.
Nonetheless, you should have every reason to 

be skeptical of me. {After all, I’m trying to sell 
you afairly expensive computer system to make fan
zines that can only be read on another expensive 
system, and that can only be distributed efficiently 
on very expensive paper-substitutes. "Why," you 
ask, "don't I simply print my zine on gold leaf and
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impress people that way?"
To answer that, we must start to look into the 

future. This is very easy in the computer field. 
Every year, for over 20 years, the cost has dropped 
in half. Yes, a millionfold in 20 years! The indus
try expects the curve to continue this way until at 
least 1990, and that curve is so clean and straight 
it looks as if it were faked! We’ll look at our 
paper substitute first, by comparing it to mimeo.

Mimeo paper costs about Iq/sheet. Stencils 
for a sheet will run you 50c. Add a bit for ink, 
and for a moderate run of 50 to 100 you are prob
ably paying a bit more than Ic/side. I don’t know 
how much it costs to keep a Gestetner running, or 
how many copies you get before you need major work 
done. But at a $3,000 price, if you can get 
million pages out of a machine before it wears out, 
that adds ’̂ c/side to your cost. (It doesn’t matter 
if I am off by a bit, as you will see.) Assuming 
the zine is to be mailed, it will cost '^c/side, 
depending on the zine size. This totals to 2q/side 
for our mimeozine. Given 500 words/side and 6 letters 
(bytes)/word, we have 3 K/side for 2c. So our mim
eozine "stores" 1.5K/penny, which is pretty cheap 
storage. By contrast, a bubble memory holds 12 K 
for $40, which works out to only 3 bytes/penny. An 
entire IC can only hold about 2,000 English words. 
(But it is cheap to mail!) So it would seem our 
bubbles are too expensive. About 500 times too 
expensive! At least, that’s true this year. But 
next year they will cost only half as much, and our 
zine is going to cost from 5 to 10% more, depending 
on inflation and the vagaries of the Post Offal. 
So I’ll pull out my handy-dandy pocket computer and 
ask what it all means:

•in 1980, computer memory will be 100 times too 
expensive.

®In 1982, it will be 20 times too expensive.
•in 1984, five times too expensive.
®In 1986, computer memory will cost the same as 

a paper zine!
•And in 1988, it will be four times cheaper!
•if you really care to consider 1990, the limits 

of safe projection, then paper is 20 times more ex
pensive. Not, of course, if you’re only using one 
sheet; that would require such a small nemorv chip

that it wouldn’t be economical to try and sell it. 
The curve for any given product does bottom out 
eventually—-it would be very difficult, for example, 
to make a pocket calculator that would sell for a 
dollar. It is much easier to keep adding features 
to a $10 calculator, while holding the price. But 
for a fanzine of 10,000 words or so, this starts to 
become more sensible.

Now let’s get back to the computer system. 
Precisely the same kind of economics apply to the 
printing end. Except that a mimeo already costs 
what a computer system does. In ten years, mimeos 
(if they are around) will cost $6,000. But your 
computer will be well under $500, and it will be 
able to run rings around the Gestetner. There is 
one IC company which will quote you for a micro
computer in five or six years that will do 1 billion 
operations in a second, has 120 K of memory, 
and has all the necessary circuitry (nervous sys
tem) to deal with the real world. All this on one 
chip, in one IC package. The price won't be exhor- 
bitant.

It would seem our computerized printing press 
isn't an economic problem at all. By the time mem
ory gets cheap enough, the computer will be a real 
bargain. This leaves a small matter of reading the 
bloody thing! How about something the size of a 
pocket calculator, with a five-inch video screen 
in it? That would cost maybe $50? : How about $25? 
How about if such a gadget were a true pocket com
puter, able to do everything a $1000 machine does 
today? Suppose such a machine had a place to plug 
in auxiliary memory? Do you think that might do 
■the job? .

The above is only very slightly speculative. 
I can’t give the precise specifications of such a 
machine, but every part of it is expected to appear 
in pocket computers within the next five years. 
There are very strong market pressures working to 
make sure it all happens. Of course, the initial 
price will be several hundred, but it will drop 
as fast asupocket-calculator prices have. All we 
need is patience, and not too much of that.

By now, you should be willing to believe that 
such a computer-publishing phenomenon is economi
cally possible and eventually attractive. But what 
can it do? What makes this a revolution?

Suppose that Jan Fan has just given you the 
latestissue of Atavism at WisCon X. If you are 
like many fans, the first thing you want to do is 
scan it quickly for egoboo and personally interest
ing references. After you shove the chip into your 
pocket reader, you punch in your name, that of the 
local club you belong to, and maybe the names of 
one or’two people or conventions of interest. In 
something under a second, the machine is display
ing on its screen passages which contain these ref
erences. If you are clever, you stored the key
words a long time ago, and the machine automati- 
•cally skims through until it reaches passages it 
"knows" will interest you. And if you are super- 
clever, and vain to boot, there is a program which 
looks for complimentary and uncomplimentary phrases, 
so that the only personal references you see the 
first time through are positive - ones.

If you are a scholarly type, perhaps you are 
doing a study of fannish slang, and a fan biblio
graphy of Susan Wooel (who?). The computer is also . 
checking to see how often the word "skiffy" appears. 
The frequency and location will be noted. Mentions. 
of Susan’s latest 18 monographs are also noted and 
filed in the proper category. Everything is cross
referenced (something a computer can do very easily), 
and when you get home, your pocket machine will up
date the massive (only in terms of data, not size— 
not when the Library of Congress can fit on 20 shelf
feet of videodisk!) comprehensive fan-topic index
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you keep.
If you are an artist, then what excites you 

is the latest portfolio of full-tone graphics in
cluded with the issue. Next year, Jan promises to 
buy the color system (which doesn’t cost much more 
anymore, but it came out two years later) and will 
start running full-color photos. You’ve heard 
rumors about moving pictures! No one has seen them 
yet, but they’re coming eventually.

Jan told you that there would be a convention 
supplement appearing tomorrow. The machine that 
programs the chips is about the size of a portable 
typewriter. In fact, it looks very similar, except 
for the small video screen that lets you do editing 
and composing. Since it takes a second or two to 
program a copy, Jan will prepare about 200 copies in 
an hour, once the layout and text are finalized. An 
additional run of Atavism is planned, since the issue 
was very popular, so 100 more copies of that will be 
programmed.

These will be a lot of changes. I only have 
room to touch on them. Consider that the nature of 
the fanzine is now noncorporeal. The IC is merely 
the mortal vessel that carries the binary data, which 
is the zine. No doubt there will be collectors who 
save the original ICs, complete with zine. Sort of 
like collecting first editions (although how you de
tect a counterfeit is beyond me). Most people won’t 
care; once they get a zine home, they will transfer 
it to a mass memory like videodisk, which is even 
cheaper and more compact. The IC can be recycled— 
No doubt fan publishers will give very substantial 
subscription discounts for people who return the 
chips for reprinting.

I wonder what fans will do when they can see 
their walls again? And don’t have to spend hundreds 
of dollars on shelves? Probably use the savings to 
print more fanzines—some things never change.

For those of you who still like paper copy, 
the computer system will help out there. Aside from 
doing all your own typesetting and layout and editing 
on a TV before printing a word, there will be I/O 
devices that will give you capabilities you only 
dreamed of. There will be office-copier-like machines 
that hook up to your computer and turn original copy 
into computer data and vice-versa (besides actually 
making copies). They won’t be terribly cheap—sev
eral thousand, like a mimeo, when they first appear 
in five years—but they will do B&W or color with a 
tonal quality and resolution only matched by the 
most expensive 4-color press runs. Imagine what it 
will be like to be able to produce Sierra Club Book 
quality printing, at about 5c a copy, including cost 
of machine, maintenance, etc. Or getting all that f 
nice art in the last Atavism printed up for your 
walls (remember all that empty space?). This isn’t 
as inexpensive as the other items I’ve discussed, 
but those who like a Tittle luxury will be able to 
do a good a printing -job as the big publishing 
houses. Because of the new computer revolution.

There will be more changes in our way of life 
(and this time I mean the USA, not fandom) than I 
can begin to comprehend. Personalized computer-based 

v communication is likely to produce more fundamental 
changes than TV. All I did in this column was 
showed how a novel technology would invade our lives 
and habits. I barely scratched the subject of how 
it will change them. Fans are very book-oriented; 
this development strikes right to the heart of that. 
Think on it. Once it all sinks in, for you and me, 
we can explore some of the real social changes in 
more detail. That may take a while; I haven’t ab
sorbed the implications, and I am immersed in these 
developments up to my beard.

Future insulation? Maybe, but I’m a bit 
shocked by it all. I don’t even want to guess what

it will be like after computerzines are obsolete.

For those who would like to learn about 
personal computers and what they can do with them, 
I will suggest some reading material. Everything here 
has been checked out by me, and I am not listing any
thing I don’t read. So if your favorite publication 
isn’t here, you might drop me a note giving particu
lars, and why you think it is good or bad.

^Introduction to Computers, Volume 0 by Adam 
Osborne and Associates,Inc.. $7.50. Available thru 
stores or by mail, Box 2036, Berkeley, CA, 94702. 
This is a great book to start a beginner with. You 
don’t need to know anything about electronics, or 
much math beyond addition. Or anything about compu
ters. It might be good to have a more knowledgeable 
friend to brain-tap, but this comes the closest to 
anything I’ve ever seen to being intelligible to a 
completely non-techno type.

^People[s -Computers bimonthly mag by People’s 
Computer Company, $ 1.50. Back issues are available 
at your local computershop or by mail front PCC. A 
very good magazine on a largely non-technical 1evel. 
I buy it.Unlike the book mentioned above, this 77 
magazine is not a completely general introduction to 
basics. It deals with; real products and real pro- 7 
grams and very real applications. It is also the 
only publication in the field which has a positive 
interest in feminism7 (Allthe others are uninterested 
or antagonistic.') and is truly responsive to the 
readers. PCC is tryihgtTo7;bring:7cbmput'ers:::.to77eyery-r:kj' 
body—not just male; WASP7 technocrats;7;7Nice7dragons , 
too.
' -C^Dr. Dobbs Journal of Computer ^Calisthenics o oc 
and. Orthodontia: Running Light without Overbijte, by 
PCC, 10 times/year,$1.50. I didn.lt make This one : 
up. And, despite the title, it is heavy going— 
for technically-oriented types only. It is a refer
ence-type pulication, dealing with small (i.e., cheap 
to set up) computer languages, new products, etc. 
The first year is available for $13.50 in one volume. 
All issues are always kept in print. I recommend it

didn.lt
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if you are up to it.
*Byte the class magazine of the field, monthly, 

$2.00. A full-sized (150-page) magazine running 
articles of bo11 technical and general interest. 
Clearly the best of the try-to-satisfy-everybody 
magazines. But you’ll need to know the basics for 
most articles to be readable. Columns, product re
views, how-to articles, games, informational articles. 
A mixed bag. Sometimes not worth buying (but usually 
it is.)

^Kilobaud monthly, $2.00. I buy this every month. 
I do not recommend it. Explanation: its politics 
irritate me. They irritate a lot of people in the 
field (if that is any consolation). The mag is ag
gressively anti-feminist; I have gotten steamed for 
days by one or two of their letters and editorial 
replies! It is a good-old-boys publication whose 
most enlightened remark to date can be summed up as, 
"You women shouldn’t be getting upset; we’re not inten
tionally putting you down.” And that is very close 
to an exact condensation; I’m not adding any of my 
own biases! So why do I buy it? Because, unfortu
nately, it is the only really good hobbiest/how-to 
oriented magazine in the field. Its articles divide 
evenly between new products, games, and programming 
applications, and construction projects. If Byte is 
Popular Science, then this is Popular Electronics.

It is technically supurb. I need it. But 1 don’t 
have to like it. Dr. Dobbs has suggested that people 
Xerox what they need from Kilobaud. Sounds like a 
good idea, if you only want to keep one or two 
articles.

Well, that wraps it up for this column. Next 
time, I’ll do the second cloning column, "If the 
Sons of All Men Were Mothers". Since my deadline 
isn’t until mid-April, I hope to have all kinds of 
nice feedback from you on the first column to inspire 
(?) me. Lots of socio-economic blather next time. 
And how would you finance a child?

After that, there will be columns on time 
travel (you think it’s impossible, hmmm?) and the 
biochemistry of behavior (new stuff that isn’t even 
in the literature, yet; lotsa future-shock potential). 
After that, who knows? Maybe I’ll have some ideas 
from you, by then. Ta ta!£^

OOSTU5 T SUJIFI JC
The printing revolution is indeed on as Grein 

describes it, and as anyone who is marginally involved 
in any sort of printing business can tell vou. ihis 
is not a sudden or surprise revolution, but it will 
produce some surprising machinery to make both fans 
and printers a sort of extraordinary deus ex machtna, 
so to speak. As I sit here writing this,! am staring 
(with wonder) at a Xerox copy . Not just any old Xerox 
copy, but a copy, in colors, of a color photograph. 
The new color Xerox copier is slightly hard to be
lieve—one can control the primary colors to obtain 
variations on the shading of any piece of color art- 
work. The cost: 100. jhis of course was the demon
stration cost; if you owned the machine ($22,OOni and
made about 3,000 copies per month (not a large output 
by any means), it would cost you10c for each. This 
machine also makes colored prints (Xeroxes) from color 
slides—and the color is truly amazing/ the quality is 
astounding.

Anyone today can own a small computer editing 
system. If your credit is good, you can lease; if 
not, some are so reasonable they can indeed be pur
chased, providing you can do your own maintenance. 
The highly technological training to run such a system 
involves knowledge of typing...and that's about it. 
A good typist can pick up the specialized typing 
‘-kill i *-1 i -> f c ’ jvs. dii le speed in typing re~ 

mains high. And, of course, proofreading, editing, 
and other corrections can be done at the computer he - 
board. Press the button and bingo! you have a whole
book right in front of your eyes, all ready to be ta
ken over to the printer. From experience, this system 
is faster than present plodding and paste-up proofing 
and laborious layout techniques. One of the real ad
vantages is that the author can set her or his own 
work and make corrections as she or he goes along, as 
well as extensive changes and additions. In fact, the 
author can directly compose work onto the computer 
screen without resorting to first and second drafts.
Such extensive draft emendation can be done again sit
ting right in front of the screen.

Yes, the day will arrive when we will all be 
sitting in front of our personal telecomputer screens 
with the capacity for kilobytes, megabytes, aid (vea 
verily) even trilobytes of memory. And the day will 
arrive when even the trilobyte will become a fossil. 
The only problem that might arise in the future: what 
if the computers decide to eliminate the fans and 
start their own APAs? They could communicate between 
themselves with their binary language and hold a 
bin-APA, and in memory of their cinematic mentor, they 
might even have a HAL-APA time.

11110 -

THE BEANIE IN EARLY SOCT1HE BEANIE IN EARLiTbUCLETYPARTcl ? ■ ■ ■<;t

Medieval mosaics do show many saints with beanie- 
1. ike headgear, b lades kept rap id ly spinning by

Modern research indicates that the early beanie is 
far more widespread than originally thought, and is 
known to nearly all societies. Shown* Tibetan monk 
with prayer-wheel beanies.
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a llrlb what a miserable man he was; oh, what a 
SLj dirty-old miserly man. He lived at the 

bottom of a foul lake, and only came out of it at 
night, grumbling about the freshness of the air, 
cursing the beauty of the moon and the midnight 
flowers, pained by the song of the nightingale. He 
swore a great oath to destroy all that was good in 
the world, for he was oppressed by kindness, and his 
tongue curled into a knot at the taste of honey, 
while music only grated in his ears. The people of 
the land knew he lived in the bottom of the lake, 
for he left a track of filth after every night’s 
outing. Oh! What an unfortunate, misbegotten snail 
he seemed, leaving behind the gardens he had spoiled, 
and a trail of slime leading back to his putrescent 
waters.

No one had ever seen the miserable man before 
Anna. Anna was very small at the time, young and 
innocent. She had gone out in the morning and dis
covered her flowers smashed into the ground. She 
had helped her mother plant them, had watched them 
grow from seeds, and had cared for them every day. 
The sadness of their pointless ruin overwhelmed her 
and it seemed that she would cry. But then she 
caught sight of something very beautiful: a track of 
slime capturing the morning light, turning it into 
a rainbow. How very lovely, she thought, seeing it 
shimmering and shining beneath the sun: how wondrous- 
ty grand this feast for my eyes.

Mother still slept when Anna began to follow 
the rainbow. She had never seen one fallen upon the 
ground before, and was rather startled to learn that 
rainbows stank. But it was as beautiful as when 
raised in the sky, and she wondered if it would lead 
her to a golden city in fairyland like the stories 
told. : . 7. \ y .:... < ; ■. . y. y . . . y y . / . : :

It was a long way for Anna’s short legs, but 
she came to- the lake before noon. Dead things floated 
near its banks, and fungus grew big as trees. The 
lake was black and the wind sent terrible, forboding 
odors her way. But to Anna it smelled like cabbage 
stew—-and she was the only child she had ever met who 
loved cabbage stew. Her mother grew big heads of 
cabbage, and cooked them fresh in cream and barley, 
and it was the best Soup in the whole world even if 
it did smell something fierce. She thought it was 
too bad about the dead things, but she was not afraid 
of death. She was with her grandmother when she died, 
and it was not a terrible thing. It was a natural 
thing. As for the fungus, it was not ugly to her, 
but marvelous to behold, mushrooms big as trees, with 
blotchy pretty colors.

Something stirred beneath the surface of the 
black waters. Anna wondered if it were a magical 
fish. Her mother had told her a story about a magi
cal fish, and Anna had ever since longed to meet one. 
she walked to the edge of the dark waters and called 
out: "Magical fish! Magical fish! I love you, magi
cal fish!” The lake stirred vigorously, but if there 
were a magical fish, it did not answer.

"This is a beautiful place," remarked Anna, 
stroking the silky red fuzz growing on the trunk of 
a giant blue mushroom. Again the water stirred, more 
violently. When . she asked of no one in particular, 
"Is this the edge of fairyland?" the water stirred 
yet again, and she knew whatever was in the lake 
could hear her. She sniffed the air and thought of 
her mother’s boiling pot, and said, "It smells like 
stew. I am very hungry."

The magical fish, if that were indeed what it 
was, made the water splash and pop and gurgle as if 
the stew were on fire. "That’s a very good trick," 
praised Anna. "Would you do it for me again?" 

It was too much for the miserable man to bear.

emo
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When Anna saw the miserable roan standing there 
in the water she was immediatelyreminded of her 
grandfather’s scarecrow. She began to laugh at the 
sight of the mijerable man.

"Don’t do that!” he insisted in a coarse voice. 
Anna fell immediately silent, thinking it was bad 
manners of her to laugh at the way another person 
looked. "I’m sorry," she apologized. "I think you 
look all right."

The miserable man screamed and splashed the 
black water with his fists. "I don’t!" he insisted. 
"I’m mean and ugly and wicked and I eat little girls!”

"Ooo!" cried Anna, delighted. "That’s a fine 
start to a story! Tell me the rest!"

The miserable man pulled at his hair and came 
sploshing toward the shore. He said, "I have sworn 
an oath to destroy all that is beautiful!" And so 
saying, he picked Anna up and held her over his head, 
and threw her far out into the middle of the awful 
lake.
He burst up out of the water, beneath the light of 
day for the first time in untold years. He groaned 
and moaned and complained, shouting, "Stop it! 
Stop it!" with his hands over his ears.

Anna made a huge splash, and where she landed 
the water became clear. She giggled and swam about, 
marveling at how the blackness and stink drifted 
away from the strokes of her arms. In an ever-wid
ening circle, the lake became purified by the rippies 
that grew away from Anna’s body. The miserable man 
tried to leap out of the water, but he was too slow 
and the clean, clear liquid touched the hem of his 
robe. Cleanliness engulfed him. His dark raiment 
turned to white linen; his sooted, sallow face be
came pink and healthy. He covered his face with his 
hands, but saw to his horror that they were uncal
loused and smooth hands. He tried to scream, but it 
came out a melody.

Anna had swum ashore and clambered onto the 
bank. She told the miserable, man she was sorry she 
had spoiled his cabbage soup, but promised to bring 
him some of her mother’s. That did not seem to cheer 
him. She left the miserable man there alone, knowing 
she must return home before her mother worried too 
much. Only once did she look back, and wondered why 
even then the man looked miserable and sad and funny 
like her grandfather’s scarecrow. She guessed he was 
miserable for a reason.

But she never knew whv. Q

[Anna and the Miserable Man are both the same 
person, seeing double. The person is me, of course. 
I simply cannot figure out if everything is that ugly 
or everything is that beautiful —I’m convinced there 
is no in between, it has to be both at once or one 
or the other, but no happy medium; nothing is blah, 
it is either very beautiful or very ugly or both at 
once, never plain. Those who see ugliness in every
thing are absolutely correct. And those who see 
beauty in everything ugly are correct as well. I 
haven't figured out how to make the latter appear in 
every thing always—sometimes it seems the cultural 
myths are set up to help us see only the ugliness. 
—JAS]

THE BROODING ICARUS 

lhercisa prophecy that binds me 
to stone wings, to nothing but felling.

A lithe longer you might have stayed,' 
said the Sand Man, ogre in hi6 castle, 
over his head when underwater.
'Your choice might have been different.' 
What was my choice?
Did I choose what 1 am ?

If I write only about men, 
you might- believe me.
If you believe me, 
you won’t- read me. 
Is it that simple then? 
‘Carry me unto my hazy dreams,Sand Man.' 
‘I can only take you there. You 
must find your own way back?

Don’t ever love one cf clouds; 
She smiled down at me ,and I...
I tried to fly to her with my store wings. 
1 felt that nothing could cause me to falter. 
Nothing could cause me to fell 
But 1 faltered and fell with my wings, 
touched earth not half hard enough to

give me...
Something. My senses. 1 am lost.

It isonly in dreams that 1 name myself. 
But 1 must know feat name to be Vue, 
and lean rever bring it from that hazy memory.

!5and Man, take me baekl 
Sand Man, oh please, take me back',' 
He is Sitent, but I know he’s listening.

Given fee chance I will be woman.
Men just cant understand that which 
women just can’t understand.
I want to misunderstand feat way.
1 want to see you from your point of view 
not <3G a lover a rapista father;
but as indifferent observer.
One who can feel no clutch at his sex
One who can fall through those Inazy clouds.
One who can fall forever
But feat is not man or woman1.
It is falling 1
It is my stone wings!

I loved one of clouds, I loved! 
And now I’m -falling.

Neil kvern 
January 3|, H78
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A Juk stood at the great pearly gates, gnawing 
on her fingernails. Had she been one to criticize 
the Lord she might have found fault now: the gold 
appeared to be peeling off in parts. It reminded 
her of some jewelry she’d had once, but no, impossible, 
that had been gold plated.

She pressed the buzzer again and finally a 
man in a bright pink shirt came to open the gate.

’’Well, dahling,” he lilted, ’’they really caught 
you at an inopportune time, didn’t they? With your 
panth down, you might thay. Mutht be having quite 
a good laugh back on earth.”

Thinking that even here good servants were hard 
to come by, she said in her most Christian tone of 
voice, ”1 beg your pardon! I am Anita Bryant. I be
lieve I am expected.”

Hearing this, he looked startled. "You mean 
to thay," he lisped, "you really are an Anita? You’re 
not a queen?" <

Flattered, she replied, "No. America doesn’t 
have queens; we have presidents. I’m Mrs. Bryant, 
here to see the Lord Jesus Christ."

At this he looked even mor‘e startled. "But thath 
me!" he exclaimed, adding, "Although I much prefer 
to be called Gaylord, if you don’t mind."

Unable to believe her eyes or ears, Anita as
sumed the only thing she could under the circumstances, 
that like mental institutions with their Napoleons, 
heaven was full of imposter JCs. She felt an over
whelming rush of warmth surging all the way down to 
her—well, never mind. What a wonderful place this 
must be to allow these poor souls their delusions. 
Any nervousness she’d felt about having claimed to 
be God ’ s representative on earth vanished. Clearly 
he wouldn’t mind. < ■

Much more kindly she again addressed the young 
man: "May I speak to your Father, then?"

He looked relieved. "Oh, you mean God," he 
said. 7 : 7 d : ■ 7 ■ 7 ' 7 7

"Yes,"she said, disapproving of his casual at
titude, but relieved to be at last getting somewhere 
with this queer young man.

"Oh, yeth, thertainly." Turning his head, he 
shouted, "Hey, Godfrey!"

At that Anita felt faint but it wasn’t until 
God made his naked entrance that she actually fainted. 
She came to a few minutes later mumbling, "Good Lord."

"Yeth?" said the young man, bending over her 
concernedly.

"Oh my God!" she then shrieked.
"Yes," intoned a deep voice. And Anita came 

face to face with her creator. God was a middle-aged 
paunchy black man with a big pleasant grin on his 
face.

Waking up again later, she was calmed 'down 
enough to listen to explanations. "You see," God 
was saying, "while we don’t want to kick you out if 
you really want to stay, we really feel that this • 
isn’t what you had in mind. We don’t get many, er, 
women here and we feel you’d be happier with your 
own kind. So if you don't mind, we'll send you on 
to Mary. She’ll take care of you." At that, Gay
lord flashed Godfrey a leering grin.

Anita didn’t really notice the grin, as she 
was too busy trying to grasp the implications. 
Separate heavens for women and men? She could see 
why, though, if God was going to be strutting around 
with nothing on. Glancing away from God she couldn't 
help but think of a vile line she’d heard once, about 
the Almighty Penis in the Sky....

Nevertheless, she wasn’t going to take this ly
ing down. She sat up, sticking her lower lip out at 
the same time. This was the time for decisive action.

"But, God," she whined. "I thought we were 
supposed to get wings and a halo when we got to 
heaven." Just because they'd let old traditions die 
here, it didn’t mean the real heaven would have 
done so. And she was determined to arrive in style. 
She wasn't going to be made to look foolish again.

Godfrey looked taken aback. And well he 
should, Anita was thinking: it was time for him to 
be put in his place.

"Well," began Godfrey, "I don’t..."
Gaylord interrupted. "We only have men’th 

thizeth, but thome of our men are rather wimpy. I 
think we can find thomething to fit you. Jutht a 
minute." A while later he came back, dragging two 
big wooden slats, and some rope. "Here you go. The 
latetht dethign in angel wingth."

"But," Anita complained, lower lip again pro
truding, "that’s not what they’re supposed to look 
like."

"How do you know?" Gaylord asked.
"Well, in the pictures.♦."
"Those weren’t photographs you know, dahling.

Anyhow, we changed the dethign. The old modelth 
kept ripping—-and they have to last a long time. 
Only one pair ithued. Do you want them or. not?" 

"Oh, all right," Anita hastily replied.
"Okay, armth up." He slapped the boards on 

top of her arms, strapping them on with ropes. 
"There!" Gaylord said. "You're all thet."

But Anita wasn’t budging. "Where’s my halo?"
He seemed rather put upon, but so was she. He 

left, returning with a beanie complete with propel
lers. He stuck it on her head. "Jutht push the but
ton when you want the propth to thpin. It'th motor
ized. Now, off you go."

’’But where is heaven?" Anita asked.
For the first time in a while, God spoke. And 

God said, "When you leave the gate, take a sharp 
left, then right at the first gas station, right 
again at the stop sign. And it’s right there; you 
can't miss it. There are big dobermans at the en
trance." All of this God said kindly, and Anita was 
feeling better. But then Gaylord, whom she had 
grown to detest, butted in:

"Jutht tell them we thent you."
God gave him a severe look and spoke again. 

"Better not," he said. And when Anita was gone, 
Gaylord turned to God and God turned to Gaylord and 
Gaylord said unto God, "That was good."

. ' ■ f'■ ' ■ V:- ■ 7 7. . . w . - O .. ■ : ■■ ■

Anita did all that she had been told and soon came 
to the gates of heaven, again. The dogs growled.
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But Anita wasn't afraid. She reached over and whopped 
one on the nose with one of her wooden wings.

"Hey, whatcha doin' with my dog," a feminine 
voice said. Anita looked and didn't like what she 
saw. Leaning on a crumbling picket fence was a woman. 
Or Anita guessed it was a woman. The hair was short, 
without even any hair spray to puff it up and give 
it some style. The face was tan, but it didn’t look 
good. There wasn’t any makeup on it. That was its 
natural color. The eyes looked bald without one-inch 
eyelashes glued on like Anita had.

The woman was wearing jeans and a plaid shirt 
like Anita's husband wore when he wanted to be com
fortable. What was wrong with the woman? Didn’t she 
know how ridiculous she looked? But Anita forced 
herself to be sweet. After all, this was her last 
chance; if men’s heaven and then women’s heaven didn’t 
want her, where would she go ?

"God sent me," she said, remembering too late 
he'd told her not to say that.

Immediately the confusion on the woman’s face 
cleared. "Oh, that's what you are. Pretty funny. 
You guys really have a sense of humor."

"No, no, you don’t understand. I'm to live 
here." Anita was whimpering, getting scared. The 
dogs looked concerned.

”0h, no you don’t. Enough’s enough. You can 
go -along home now, son."

At the condescending tone, Anita livened up. 
How dare this young upstart I But on closer examin
ation she saw the woman was older than herself. But 
why the "son"? Anita’s face changed color—naturally 
for a change—as it dawned on her that the woman 
thought she was a man dressed up like a woman. And 
then she remembered what Gaylord had said in the be
ginning. They both thought she was one of those hor
rible sick men who wear women’s underwear and things. 
It was too much! Anita passed out for the third time 
that day—but this time her wooden wings worked as 
crutches and held her up. The props of her halo 
were still spinning, causing fresh air to blow into 
her face, so she wasn’t able to stay out as long as 
she wanted.

When she came to she was still outside the 
gate. The woman was regarding her in an interested 
manner.

"Say, what are those things?" she asked, in
dicating the wooden wings.

Anita replied indignantly, ’’These are my wings. 
Latest design." Then, remembering that she had to 
prove herself to be a woman, she decided to soften 
her approach. On cue, she began to cry. There now, 
they'd see she was the weaker sex and let her in.

The woman continued to regard her, although 
less interested than she had been. The tears dried 
up. "God damn it! Let me in!" Anita shrieked.

"That's better. Come on in," her tormentor 
said, stepping over the white picket fence. Anita 
waited for the other woman to open the gate for her. 
When she didn’t, Anita opened it herself.

"Okay: first I guess you'll want to wash up, 
get all that dirt off your face. You’ve got some 
funny black moss in your eyes. Would you like me 
to unstrap those boards so you can use your arms?"

"You mean nobody gets wings here?" Anita 
asked.

■ "No. We’ve done away with things like that. 
Confine the body too much. This is a reformed 
heaven." -

; Anita thought about that, deciding it. would be 
all right.There were reformed churches, she knew, 
although she preferred good old fundamentalism.

After her bath Anita went in search of her 
clothes but found instead a pair of pants, a loose 
shirt, and a pair of boots.

"Where are Any clothes!" she yelled at the top 
of her lungs. She was going to have to set these 
women straight! "Where’s my girdle!" she yelled 
again through the empty room.

A woman appeared who locked just like the last 
one, as far as Anita could tell. Without hairdye 
and different shades of eye- shadow, how could they 
tell each other apart?

The woman was dangling a padded harness, Anita’s 
brassiere in fact. "Is this what you're screaming 
about?” the woman asked.

"No, but give it to me." She snatched it from 
the other woman.

"Well, what is it you want? A girdle? What’s 
that?" ■.■ ■■: ■ ■■:

Anita was dumbstruck to find a woman so ignor
ant. "Why, it’s clothing."

"But you have clothing right there."<AAl:
"I want my girdle. It's to hold my stomach in."
The woman got a horrified look on her fuie.

"Your stomach falls ;outY’f; /.\T;;v?Ay
"No, the fat. To hold the fat in, and make me 

trim. ” . TV-
? VYou;\do ’ t look fat, but if you are, why don’ t 

you quit eating so much?"
Anita was exasperated. "Besides I need it to 

hold up my nylons."
"What are they?”
"They’re to make my legs look nice and smooth 

and tan."
"But, if you would quit covering them, your 

legs would probably get a real tan.”
Anita sighed and gave up for the time being.

"Let me see the Virgin Mary.”
"The what merry?”
"The Virgin Mary!"
"What does that mean?”
Anita blushed, but explained. She felt sorry 

for this ignorant woman. "Virgin is a woman who’s 
never been touched by a man.”

"But we don’t have any men here."
Anita stepped back, calmed herself down and 

tried again. "I would like very much to see Mary the 
mother of our Lord Jesus Christ, please, thank you."

The woman’s mouth had fallen open and she gig
gled. "Well, why didn’t you say so, ma’am, yes, ma’am 
right this way ma’am."

They went outdoors and through some fields. 
They came upon a group of women working among the 
crops. Her guide called, "Hey, Mary! This lady,” 
she giggled again, "wants to talk to you."

Anita clenched her teeth and forced a smile.
Well, the woman did look old enough at any rate, j\
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THE LUCK 
OF BRINN’S 
FIVE

"I wi11 te11 how we found our Luck, the great 
Luck of Brin's Five , and how, being found, it led 
us on to good fortune beyond all dream-spinning." 
So begins this enchanting tale, in the words of 
Dorn Brinroyan of the family, Brin's Five. The 
"Luck" is Scott Gale, who has come to the planet 
Torin as a member of an Earthly biosurvey team, and 
who has accidentally crashed a scout ship in the 
mountains where Dorn and his family live. Taken into 
this family, he soon becomes the object of a massive 
and ill-intentioned search, guided by the Great Elder, 
"Strangler Tiath", and his minions; Brin's Five must 
flee for their lives and at the same time search for 
their Luck's scout ship, with which he hopes to re
gain contact with the rest of his biosurvey team.

This is a novel of high adventure, with a skill
fully worked plot winding in and out of minor encoun
ters. The narrative is by no means rambling, but 
rather sinuous, and is designed to give the reader a 
vivid impression of the world of Torin and the society 
to be found upon it. From the very beginning, in 
which the non-human narrator describes the newly 
arrived Scott, and then introspectively tries to 
imagine what his own familiar and homey surroundings 
look like to this visitor of a different race, through 
the entire journey, we are given a detailed picture 
(albeit one which is limited to the direct experience 
of Dorn) of his world and his people; and they are 
very real. Conversation is natural and unstrained. 
Ordinary people do not talk like space-opera heroes 
or even like caricatures of ordinary people, nor do 
their everyday pursuits take on a heroic tinge to 
heighten the drama. Rather, we are shown the quiet 
dignity of the weavers whom Scott Gale joins, and the 
honor of three ancient scow-sailors, and we are told 
of one messenger that his "family have to do with a 
bean p lot in Ned lor♦" The result of this restrained 
writing is that the reader becomes quickly and thoroughly 
involved in the 1ives of these al1-too-believable 
people, and has a sense of living through the experience.

Among the novel insights which this book offers 
is the picture of a fairly advanced culture which 
does almost entirely without meta Is. We are not told 
whether this is due so 1ely to customs and prejudices 
or whether this planet is metal-poor, but we are shown 
how much can be accomplished with stone and wood,

rardDise ciusscd/filc CODTineD
Her breasts were hanging, as were many of the others’, 
Anita couldn’t help but noticing. Why couldn’t people 
keep themselves decently covered? Anita felt smug 
about it, though. That’t what they got for not 
wearing bras.

The older woman was staring up at her. "New 
here, eh? Well, do you want to start work now or 
later?" ■

"What!" Anita shrieked. "Do you think I worked 
so hard doing the Lord’s work all those years only to 
reach my heavenly home and work some more?" In her 
anger she was stuttering.

The woman waited for Anita to calm down, then 
said evenly, "This is a socialist state. We all do 
several hours -of work a day. And I don’t know what 
all this ’Lord’s Work’ crap is, but you won’t get by 
with doing that here. We’re atheists, and there is 
no ’Lord’s Work’ to be done. Now: you can either 
work or leave."

Anita turned white as a Kluxer’s sheet. "If 
you think I’m going to live with a bunch of commie • 

pinko atheists, you’re crazy! Call me a cab!"
■■ '■ ; \ ■ ■/ A . j. .■' '■ .■ ■■■ :■ ■■■?■■■ ■■ ■:

Anita stepped outside the gates feeling a little 
put out. Behind her the rickety white picket fence’s 
gate squeaked to a close as one of the women gate
keepers kicked it shut with her little toe, all the 
while committing abominations upon the person of the 
other gatekeeper. Anita shuddered at the close call 
and instinctively bowed down.

"Thank you, Jesus, for saving me."
Just then a big white Grand Prix drove into the 

circular driveway. Anita sighed contentedly; a little 
flashy, perhaps, but then the minister of the little 
congregation she used to attend had had a bright red 
one. After all, it wasn’t the color of one’s car 
that mattered...the big white one pulled up, inter
rupting her thoughts.

The passenger door was pushed open and a rough 
masculine voice grunted, "Get in." Again she thanked 
Jesus as she looked at the driver of the car. It was 
a real honest-to-God virile-looking man—not a rough
sounding woman or a little pansy of a man. Perhaps
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glass and cloth,, leather and clay. Sharpened shells 
serve for knives; a ”siIkbeam' is apparently a cloth
and-wood camera of sorts; tall spires of wood and 
stone and glass rise in the city of Rintoul; even the 
panes of stained glass windows are set in rims of 
hardened rope. When we do encounter metal "engines", 
as a steam-driven ship or (just barely believable) a 
steam—powered biplane, the shock of recognition serves 
to remind us how quickly we have come to accept the 
scarcity of metals in somewhat the same manner that 
reading Dune could leave one disbelieving in rivers 
and 1akes .

The idioms of speech also draw us into this other 
culture, one in which cloth is an important measure of 
wealth. Ancients "follow the old threads"-—although 
they may sometimes "weave those threads in their own 
patterns"; and if they do, then it is best to try to 
"avoid their webs and fly to the skein of one’s own 
choosing." Best of all are the gender-neutral names 
and titles and pronouns which have evolved in a non
sexist society. The people (Moruians, as they call 
themselves) are often left wondering about the sex of 
someone they have met, for one cannot distinguish by 
rank or title or profession, or even by clothing, 
except in the case of vented robes worn by women 
carrying children in their pouches. Oh yes: the 
Moruians are marsupials (more or less), and when this 
becomes clear it explains the initial puzzlement of 
the people at Scott1s navel.

This last touch is one which sets Cherry Wilder's 
writing apart from that of American authors, although 
her fine handling of language and fertile imagination 
certainly set her work above that of most authors, of 
whatever nationality. For she is originally from 
New Zea land,and her native land has (she readily 
admits) served to inspire many of the creatures and 
much of the scenery which she describes.Mind you, 
she is not describing New Zealand; rather, her back
ground leads her to imagine a different un-Earthly 
world than would be conceived by someone from else
where on the globe. The difference is refreshing.

There is room for much, much more good reading 
about Torin and its inhabitants, and the ending of 
this story leads one to hope that we may indeed 
hear more from Cherry Wilder about Brin'sTive.
Her next book is eagerly awaited, and when it does come 
out, we l 1, won ' t that be a three-comet year?^

Grebe Sovtg

This is nw| -fvue uoiot,
WkisMivg purify -to The ujiwA’, 

-this to roe, 1 mohr 
Bus is we, I giggle,

I aw»4he. -fyue grebe to The rnorVl 
cfod ibis is vug true uoice.....

the ovfy oe -that prwes we -to we 
the ovfy ok\e. -that psr-ts the -tales, 
so I csa see -the. opeA water,

I 3w\ the ovfy true grebe, m The w.*jrld 
aiM -Ha is is wg uoi'ce. •

this meant she was getting closer to the real heaven.
The man was big and had on the right clothes 

and wore his hair the way God had meant it to be: 
parted down the left side and combed back awav from 
the forehead with, mind you, only a minimal amount 
of Vitalis. The sideburns were perfect, being only 
an inch in length. There was a moustache and a 
small goatee that at first turned her stomach, but 
she reminded herself that times were changing and 
tried to overlook it. His suit was brown, his shirt 
white, unlike that character she’d met before, 
who’d had on a perfectly passable suit but had given 
himself away by wearing a flaming pink shirt with it. 
Discreetly she turned to look at the tie. No naked 
anything on it, just stripes. Next she looked at 
his feet and was a little startled. Black shoes. 
Oh well, probably he didn’t have a wife to color co
ordinate for him, and men just weren’t very good at 
those kinds of things, she knew. In pictures of 
Jesus as he really was, in paintings back on earth, 
she’d noticed that even he wore belts that didn’t 
match his... dress came back to mind, but she quickly 

suppressed the thought. One had to be constantly on 
guard against the devil’s intrusions.

All in all, this was a fine man. The only 
thing that was the least bit unusual about him was 
that his head was lumpy. She could clearly see two 
rather large protrusions with hair matted over them. 
But his face definitely had character.The aggres
sive slung-out jaw indicated a real man who would 
take care of her in any situation, combined with the 
slight sneer proving that he knew his and her place 
in life. The heavy overhanging brow was that of a 
thinker, although, heaven forbid, not an intellectual. 
The nose: normal. The eyes weren’t quite as wide 
set as her husband’s or Pat Boone’s, but then Dick 
Nixon’s had been on the small and squinty side and 
you certainly could trust him.

Driving through the gates, opened for them by 
a man looking exactly like Godfrey except for being 
younger and thinner, Anita relaxed for the first time 
that day. She sank down into the seat of the big 
white Grand Prix, sighed, and began humming the 
"Battle Hymn of the Republic." At last she was home.tj
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Susan Wood

doug harbour

[This essay is an edited form of a longer arti
cle first submitted to Locus. The longer essay re
viewed the SF anthology 2076: The American Tricenten
nial,. edited by Edward Bryant. Briefly (according to 
Susan), "Susan didn't like many of the stories, hated 
the Vardeman, praised some of the women's stuff [in 
particular the Emshwiller and Piercy stories], tnen 
launched into a praise of 'Aztecs'." That praise 
follows. —JEANNE GOMOLL]

Vonda McIntyre’s ’’Aztecs" is the best science
fiction novella (or possibly novelette) I’ve encoun
tered in 1977. Unfortunately, you probably won’t be 
able to read it.*

The story appeared in 2076: The American Tri
centennial, an anthology of original material edited 
by Ed Bryant, published by Pyramid in April 1977 (255 
pages, $1.95, LC:77-74713). Uncle Sam, on the cover, 
has stylized circuitry where his face should be... 
but the year ended for Uncle Sam, future styling or 
no, on December 31, 1976. The book, limited by its 
very topicality perhaps, has received little or no 
distribution; McIntyre couldn’t find a single copy 
in her home city, Seattle, where her story is set a 
hundred years from now. 15 visions of the (United 
States of) American future—11 original stories, one 
speculative essay, an.excerpt from a novel, and four 
poems—have simply vanished. Ironic, isn’t it?

/''■/^Reviewer’s addendum: I was just talking to 
Vonda, who just received a contract for reprint rights 
in Terry Carr’s Best Science Fiction of the Year #7 
(hardback and paperback). The "editor with impec
cable taste" must’ve been reading over my shoulder...

Vonda McIntyre's "Aztecs" is more than just the 
best story in 2076: The American Tricentennial (ed. 
Edward Bryant, Pyramid Books, 1976, $1.95) ; it is one 
of the most fully realized science-fiction stories of 
the past year. Now I, who tend to prefer SF, that 
open-ended term, said "science fiction" back there for 
a reason. McIntyre's story stands or falls by the 
centrality of the "science" therein. A similar story 
could be written as fantasy or, perhaps, even present 
day "realism", but it would not really be the same; 
its premises would be of a different order of imagi
nation. Of course, "Aztecs" is not simply a science 
fiction story, it is an SF story of great emotional 
power and a really good example of how SF works as 
metaphor.

"She gave up her heart quite willingly." This, 
the first sentence, is the story: beginnings (not in 
plotted time but in the language) are important. How 
willingly "quite willingly" finally is is the burden 
of the rest of the tale. For Laenea has asked to be 
cut off from "a basic human rhythm" in order that she 
might fly awake among the stars. ."’She has the need'" 
to be a starship pilot, as one of the first-genera
tion pilots puts it later, but, interestingly, this 
is not the story of her first trip as a pilot, nor 
are we told of the glories of "transit" except for 
one short passage: "She could not, of course, imagine 
transit, for it was beyond imagination. Language 
or mind was insufficient. Transit had never been de
scribed." Pilots never talk about it, except perhaps 
to each other, and, as Laenea discovers, becoming a 
full member of their small community—a community cut 
off from the rest of humanity by more than the loss 
of a heart—includes that first transit. So "Aztecs" 
is not a rite-of-passage story in the usual sense 
that we often find in SF: the young apprentice on 
her first flight, learning the ropes from the older, 
experienced crew. But then Laenea has been "crew", 
and "crew", time—bound by their hearts, must "sleep" 
during transit. Yet it is a rite-of-passage, for 
during the -story Laenea learns the true meaning of 
what she has done and something of the human cost she 
had not reckoned with.

I am of course writing this for those who have 
read the story, for what I want to talk about is not
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The real exci teme.nt in 2070 comes from "Aztecs”.
"She gave up her heart quite willingly", writes 

McIntyre, introducing Laenea Trevelyan. She is a_ 
space-ship crew member who renounces the mini-death 
of drugged transit, renounces too her human mortality. 
Then, having given up her organic heart for a pump, 
her natural biorhythms for conscious control of all 
her body’s functions,she must give up her mortal hu
manity. The physical changes serve brilliantly as a 
metaphor, when Laenea loses her heart too late, to a 
young man who worships her, who has followed his min
istering angel out into space.

On one level,McIntyre’sj"Aztecs” is stunningly 
effective science fletion. It extrapolates from two 
possibilities, the developments of space travel and 
of medical technology, to explore the human results 
in the pilots who have total control of their bodies, 
total freedom from the rhythms of blood, earth, and 
time.The pilot and crew societies are convincingly 
drawn, as are the physical locales, notably anunder
water port/city.

On another level, "Aztecs” is stunningly effec
tive science f iction. It extrapolates from the time
less tendency to reach out/explore, seek control ? 
over the unknown and freedom from time and mortality, 
to explore the human results in a woman who willingly 
cuts herself off from human limitations—and humankind. 
It’s a story about Leanea, who gives up her heart.

"Aztecs" is, moreover, a story told in clear, 
effective language that sometimes flashes into bril
liance :

“"Tests and questions and examinations devoured 
several days in chunks and nibbles."

“"Her face laughed well but would not do for coy
ness ."

“Laenea stands above 3 former friends, crew "whom 
she had kissed goodbye. Crew always kissed goodbye, 
for they slept through their voyages without any cer
tainty they would wake again. They lived in the cruel 
childhood prayer: ’If I should die before I wake...’." 

“Laenea is now free...to watch over their drugged 
sleep, their possible death. Invited, she moves 
(literally, symbolically) down to their level, to 
discover unwanted distance remains. "Each of them 
was next to the other: Laenea was beside none, of them."

"Aztecs" does involve some scientifictional 
fudging with its space travel, which apparently in
volves no time-displacement, even though to wake in 
transit means death from old age, the "body bound to 
normal time and normal space." Still, I’m willing 
to accept the mystery of transit, given the convinc
ing portrait of the woman who wins her right to ex
perience it. Laenea is convincing, and unforgettable.

"Aztecs" is an impressive SF story, I hope 
someone reprints it in a "best of the year" anthology, 
so you can read it too.^

’’what happens" but how what happens happens. For ex
ample, there are no expository lumps as such in the 
story, yet an immense amount of contextual information 
concerning this future is provided. Some of it is 
ordinary description: the space port off Seattle slow
ly takes on solidity as the characters move through 
it: it assumes a character of its own, as any major 
city will, yet it is only ("only"!) an imagined city, 
an SF vision of a possible future, a totally manu
factured "place" where nevertheless a couple can 
"walk to the point." More important is the way 
Laenea’s continuing acclimatization to her mechanical 
heart is handled. Nearly every time 11 is mentioned, 
another bit of bio-/techno-1oglea 1 in formation about 
it and the complexities of operating it is added. 
Yet, as the following passage demonstrates, such ex
positions appear as part of the narrative movement of 
"Aztecs".

All three pilots laughed together. Laena 
felt light/ dizzy; excitement pumped adrenalin 
through her body. She was hot and she could feel 
tiny beads of perspiration gather on her forehead, 
just at the hairline.

Quite suddenly the constant dull ache in her 
chest became a wrenching pain, as though her new 
heart were ripped from her, like the old. She 
could not breathe. She hunched forward, struggling 
for air, obvlivious to the pilots and all the beau
tiful surroundings. Each time she tried to draw in 
a breath, the pain drove it out again.

Slowly Miikala’s easy voice slipped beyond 
her panic, and Ramona-Teresa’s hands steadied her.

’’Relax, relax, remember your training...” 
Yes: decrease the blood-flow, open up the 

arteries/ dilate all the tiny capillaries, feel the 
involuntary muscles responding to voluntary control. 
Slow the pump....

"It’s all right,” Ramona-Teresa said. "The 
adrenalin works as well as ever. We all have to 
learn more control of that than they think they 
need to teach us."

Even this early in the story, we have already been 
sufficiently engaged by Laenea as a person that we 
respond in this scene to the tension, the potential 
danger to her, rather than to the information. In 

fact/ the information is very important not simply 
because it tells us a bit more about the bio-/techno- 
logical nature of the change Laenea has undergone but 
because it subtly prepares us for similar moments of 
adrenalin-charged loss of control later when she makes 
love with Radu. ' At which point, Ramona-Tercj 's ii* 1 
comment takes on a near tragio finality for 1 ’enei.

"Aztecs" is, of course, a love story of sorts, 
which concentrates on the developing relationship be
tween Laenea and Radu Draevl of the planet Twilight. 
I don't want to go on about characterizat ion; suffice 
it to say that it is solid throughout and that both 
Laenea and Radu emerge as three-dimensional charac
ters. His reserve—neat ly made both a personal and 
a cultural characteristic, for we learn a fair amount 
about his world through him, and through Laenea’s 
memories of it—is matched by his intelligence and 
courage. Yet he stands in plain contrast to Laenea 
in her great, indeed passionate (She likes the. "in
trusive energy [andj Dionysian flavor" of "her fa
vorite room in Kathell's apartment".) "need" to live 
fully, which fina1ly for her is to be a pilot.
' Of course, Laenea, as protagonist, is the 
character we come to know best: she is strong, 
thoughtful, committed, yet also capable of great giv
ing, both emotionally and imaginatively. This is ev
ident for example when Radu tells her why he loves 
her and she responds to him now, not simply to the 
boy whose life she long ago helped to save.

Again, although his explanation is part of the 
emotional development of the story, it carries, sub
liminally as it were, some of the scientific develop
ment within it. He is now old enough to be her lover 
because she has made so many trips as "crew" since 
she visited Twilight and time-dilation aboard the
starships has slowed her aging. Nothing is said of 
this; yet it is the reason they can meet as they do. 
Vonda McIntyre is of that generation of SF writers 
for whom it is utterly natural to assume great sci
entific and technologica1 changes in order to tell a 
story about people first and foremost.

I'll just add here that I think McIntyre has 
imagined a basically positive future in this story:
the ways in wnich Laenea uses voice and touch to 
connect with other people is but o-— sign, albeit
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"Screwtop” by Vonda N. McIntyre, 
one of three novellas in The Crystal Ship, edited 
by Robert Silverberg, Pocket Books, 1977.

In ’’Screwtop", Kylis, a spaceport rat, comes 
to accept the value of trust and vulnerability. 
McIntyre writes of a woman, independent and self- 
sufficient since childhood, who has learned to sur
vive as a stowaway from planet to planet. Kylis has 
been arrested on Redsun, where deviants from the 
highly controlled society are sentenced to work 
camps. Many die of disease or in accidents, clear
ing the fern forest and drilling the shafts for con
struction of a geothermal power station. Attempts 
at escape lead to death in the volcanic mountains 
or in the deadly marsh that surrounds the sites.

When Gryf arrives, he somehow broaches her de
fenses of solitude and suspicion. He is tetrapar- 
ental, genetically engineered for high intelligence 
and intended to function as part of a group. When 
he asserted his individual freedom, he was sentenced 
to the camp until he should decide to return docilely 
to his team. Kylis allies herself to his resistance. 
When Gryf comes to the aid -of Jason, so obviously ill- 
equipped to survive in the camp, Kylis experiences 
loneliness, until she shares Gryf’s respect for him. 
Jason is an intellectual and an idealist, a philoso
pher of freedom and personal responsibility who would 
never be released if the authorities of Redsun knew 
his identity.

They care for each other, even though that care 
makes each vulnerable. Their bonding is part of their 
resistance toaut^or?-t-dr7-anRedsun. When Kylis extends 
her trust to Miria and confides in her, she thereafter

QZTCQ5/BQr6OUr commucD 
most important one, o f the relaxed socfaL and cultural 
modes of being this future allows. On the other hand, 
the existence of pilots and even crew means that a 
particular kind of elitist "class" structure has 
emerged within this civilization, and Kathell's wealth 
indicates that it is in some way or another a civil
ization in which personal riches still count, that 
i s, some kind of capitalist economy.

Shortly after she has met Radu, while he is 
still simply a mysterious stranger to her, Laenea is 
called an "Aztec” at Kathel11s party• She refuses tc 
accept the classification: "'The Aztecs sacrificed 
their captives' hearts,' Laenea said. 'We don't 
feel we've made a sacrifice.'" Yet the story is ti
tled "Aztecs". Why? Because she is about to learn 
that indeed a sacrifice—of the heart—is necessary? 
This is what I mean about SF as metaphor: the scien
tific center of the story is the heart operation; the 
loss of her human heart in that operation and its 
replacement by a machine makes her a pilot, makes 
her, as she doesn't yet fully realize, a different 
kind of human, something new and utterly changed. 
When Ramona-Teresa finds her with Radu, the older pi
lot tries to warn her but Laenea won't listen to her. 
She must learn this (bitter?) lesson on her own, but 
then such behavior is Laenea, a person who can say 
that crew and pilots are different before they become 
crew or pilots, and who doesn’t yet believe that there 
is an even greater distance between pilots and crew 
that between crew and ordinary people. She learns 
this lesson in love. Especially in love-making. At 
first she thinks the changes in their love-making 
from what she's known before is due to the fact that 
she cares for Radu more than for any other partner, 

but the suddenness of her climax and her brief inabil
ity to breath suggest it has to do with her change. 
Then, in sleep, she loses control of her heart, a loss 
of control which is biomechanical within the realistic 
context of the story yet beautifully metaphorical as 
well.

Later, after another surprising bout of love
making, they sleep, and two occurrences teach them 
that perhaps there are extremely compelling reasons, 
reasons almost of life and death, which force pilots 
to keep apart from the rest of humanity. First she 
wakes up from their embrace with a sense of some
thing wrong. "The beat of a heart pounded through 
her." She can't stand this and moves "quietly away 
from him, away from the sound of his pulse, for it 
formed the links of a chain she had worked hard and 
wished long to break." The metaphor here beautifully 
encapsulates her search for freedom, which was for her 
to become a pilot, yet this freedom, she now discov
ers, is purchased at a higher cost than she had pre
viously reckoned on. This becomes especially clear 
when Radu tells her what his terrible nightmare was 
about:

Her system and that of any normal human be- 
' ing would no longer mesh. The change in her was 

too disturbing, on psychological and subliminal 
levels, while normal biorhythms were so compelling 
that they interfered with and would eventually de
stroy her new biological integrity. She would not 
have believed those facts before now.

In some ways this is the emotional climax of the story 
yet the language here is scientific, cool and precise. 
But, of course, this passage occurs in the midst of a 
highly emotional confrontation, of the two of them
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has reason to suspect her of being a spy. The camp’s 
supervisor, known only'as'"the Lizard”, enjoys tor
menting the prisoners. Instructed to break Gryf’s 
resistance, he desires both to test the limits of 
KylisTs strength and to possess it. He cannot com
prehend the extent of her loyalty to Gryf; she cannot 
and will not betray herself while supporting him.

A novella may be called feminist if the central 
character is a woman who-possesses strengths and abili
ties which allow a self-determining woman to survive. 
Kylis need not depend on anyone. Capable of defending 
herself from physical threat, she is also adept at 
certain physical and mental disciplines. She may 
enter a trance state to calm herself and can prevent 
conception at will. Kylis suffers sensory deprivation 
and refuses an offer of preferential treatment with
out yielding. Even the love of men does not weaken 
her. Gryf, Jason, and finally Miria help her to learn 
that trust and love need not be incompatible with 
self-determination, and that she can endure loneli
ness.

The issues of freedom and personal responsibil
ity are central to "Screwtop". Although Kylis, Gryf, 
and Jason resist the brutal persuasion of the camp, 
there is no "assurance that they, or Miria, will "live 
happily ever after". McIntyre does allow us to hope 
they will survive.

In an essay about culture ("Toward a Womanvis
ion", Amazon Quarterly y Vol.2 Issue 2), Laurel Galana 
links feminist writing with hope—not a "saccharine 
optimism", but a belief that change is possible. 
Writing of despair and ugliness, ss Vonda McIntyre 
does, in such a way as not to perpetuate them, per- - 
mits us a vision of successful resistance and growths^ 

I’d lite live Wer m sequoia Weis, 

S8Uinq He oil oV ynq skin -(tom sun.
OcGM still whispers its lives -te me, 
crate, mussels, seagulls send 
along 4he evening air scents of salt.

Mow I'm nuking baskets, in among the 
redwoods,

scraping down white roots, soakUng 
long grasses overnight.

I sbi| close -to -the ground, 
nnahng baskets -foracorns, 
baskets for thoughts, baskets 
toith redbud.

Didn't know I could make baskets 
toi-fh these webbed hands.

.'CopyriqVrt-'H7? 
by Terry O-arey

with precisely "those facts."
Radu1s courage emerges when he tries to apply 

to be a pilot, but as earlier incidents—-his time
sense in particular—have implied, it is humanly 
impossible for him. So they make love "a third, fi
nal, desperate time, exhausting themselves against 
each other beside the cold blue sea." This is fine 
writing, the verb and preposition suggesting the in
evitable clash they have discovered exists between 
them and the final phrase allusively and romantically 
calling up images of mythic docmed unions between 
mermaids and men, silkies and men, and others.... So 
he leaves her as he must and she goes off to join the 
pilots "to live apart with them and never tell their 
secrets." Apart: that is the burden of this story, 
the burden of that first sentence and all that fol
lowed; Laenea was pulled apart to lose her heart and 
pulled apart again, apart from a possible love, to 
learn the lesson of her choice and its fina1ity.

Without using words like "great" or "mas
terpiece", I would still like to suggest that "Aztecs", 
along with last year’s "Screwtop" and the Nebula-win
ning "Of Mist, and Grass, and Sand", shows Vonda 
McIntyre to be an SF writer of real skill and emotion
al depth. The protagonists of these.three stories 
are women, yet the most important feminist point to 
make about them is that this fact is not especially 
important within the cultural context of the stories. 
McIntyre is one of the SF authors who is imagining 
non-sexist futures for us and for that, as well as
the fact that her stories arc moving, complex tales 
of people we would want to know, we can be grateful.!

THE BEANIE IN EARLY SOCIETY: PART 6

Evidence of beanies in the New World reinforces theo
ries of broader contact than normally proposed. Were 
they introduced by Vikings? Shown: War Beanie of the 
Norskie Indians of upper Minnesota. Model: Ole

THE BEANIE TN EARLY SOCIETY: PART 7

The indefatigueable Irish have proposed that St. Bren
dan may have introduced a beanie similar to that shown 
into the new world on his controversial coracle voyage 
Clerical headgear is shown by comparison.

Common

< Hat.
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yionennc Rich writes of "the power of art to create connections... to transform 
the unnanieabie into something palpable, sensuous, visible, audible, to take our own unexpressed 
thoughts and desires and fling them with clarity and coherence on the wall, a screen, a sheet
of paper, or against the long silence of history—this power has been instinctively recognized 
by women as a key to our deepest political problem: our deprivation of the power to name...." 
In the literature of science fiction, to grasp the power to name amounts to grasping the power 
to name our future, to find its shape and mold its elements and imprint ourselves and our needs 
in its form. In this chaotic time of change, we find ourselves searching for radically differ
ent lives, lives that haven’t existed (or are no longer recalled), lives other than the tradi
tional ones that we have been taught to see as our only reasonable expectations. We look not 
only for the power to name ourselves, we look also for new names.

Among the searchers for new names is Monique 
Wittig, who stages her dreams using as characters the 
writers of a mythical community journal. Ursula Le 
Guin’s worlds are thought-experiments, metaphors 
causing us to realize that there are alternatives, 
that change is possible. Marge Piercy and Joanna Russ 
point out the value of our anger and the desperate 
need to act. Alice Sheldon (James Tiptree Jr.) and 
Suzy McKee Charnas direct a beam of high-intensity 
light upon the implications of our culture’s assump
tions and show their horror through nightmarish ex
trapolations .

Among the list of prominent female authors who 
write of futures in which the relationship between 
the sexes is radically different from that which we 
experience belongs the name of Vonda N. McIntyre. 
This is not to generalize that women intrinsically 
write first as women, that a piece of art reflects 
firstly the sex of the artist. However, it does, I 

matwiaite 1=
Oflf can.create a -story .in many ways. Science- so underplayed as to make this ?a low-key or uninterest-

fiction authors, probably because they are responsib1e ing story. On the contrary, it is ths very quality
for sketching an entire -world as we 1 1. a story, 
usually sketch with bold and even strident strokes.
A common technique involves the introduction of long
passages of expository narrative interjected on tbe 
most transparent pretexts so that the social, economic,
and cultural background for the story is provided. 
There is, however, a more subtle way to create a con
vincing SF story which is all the more effective as 
it. assumes a certain amount of attention on the part 
of the reader since every detail is germane to the 
creation which is taking place in the mind of the 
reader. The overriding characteristic of this kind 
of SF is "understatement"., 'and in Dreamsnake, as in 
her earlier The Exile Waiting, Vonda McIntyre has 
made excellent and expert use of this artful method 
of telling an SF story.

Dr earn snake is part of the story of the life of 
the healer Snake. Most people upon reading it will 
recognize the first chapter a.s it appeared, in short 
story form, under the title "Of Mist, and Grass, and 
Sand". The more discerning reader will note the 
difference between the novel and the story, the subtle 
changes in this chapter that are carried out through
out the novel and that typify the characteristic which 
I find so interesting in McIntyre's writing. All 
excessive reference to gender has been removed from 
the novel, an interesting method on the writer's part 
for exploring reader expectations and reactions. -This 
subtlety would be fascinating in itself, were it not 
for the other kinds of understatement that make up 
the fabric of Dreamsnake . I do not mean to say that 
the world of Snake, that McIntyre's sketch of her 
and of other characters, or that the plot itself are 

think, reflect the very different realities experi
enced within our culture by the different sexes as 
a result of their socializations and expectations. 
Right now it is women who are most adversely affected 
by sexual mores, and it is primarily the women authors 
in the SF field who are responding to the situation 
through their fiction. Vonda McIntyre’s fiction 
continues to grow in quality as an elegant response 
to the inequalities, absurdities, and degrading as
sumptions which form the texture of our lives.

In all of McIntyre’s stories and novels, the 
major characters are strong, capable, and sensitive 
women. And they are not killed, raped, villainized, 
or required to lose in love directly as a result of 
those qualities. Thegirl in The Exile Waiting and 
the woman in "Aztecs” both escape the restraining 
ties of their home planets and free themselves to 
live autonomous, dynamic lives. Both Mischa of 
Exile and Laenea of "Aztecs" are their own rescuers: 

that excites me with regard to her prose style.
Snake's world is drawn in detail, though it is 

drawn as a matter of course in the telling of her
story. The colonial nature of ths planet; the hints 
of former wars and formerly easier communication
between town, desert, and mountain cultures; the 
references to a now decayed interchange between off- 
worlders and the people of Snake's world—these 
references are scattered and minimal, and they are 
also part of the seeming everyday events of Snake's 
life. No character steps out of the narrative to 
explain, expostulate, or justify the status of the 
world of Dreamsnake* Yet that world is utterly 
believable.

Likewise the differences between the social 
structures in the novel and our own are no less 
startling or intriguing because the former are given 
out piecemeal as a part of the narrative progression. 
Partnerships for business, friendships, and for sexual 
purposes exist often in threes, with the sex of the 
partners less important than their skills and ability 
to satisfy mutual dependencies. Tribes and outposts, 
centers interspersed with wild areas, camps, migra
tions, and a de-emphasis of the sex of a person with
out the desexualization of the individual in the 
process—all of these incidentally reported attri
butes of Snake's environment tell the reader a lot 
about the possibilities for a non-sexist culture and 
even more about the specific culture within which 
Snake operates.

Yet a certain amount of the interest in Dream
snake is undoubtedly engendered in relation to other 
adventure stories which are roughly of its kind..
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shining male knight must be depended upon to save
the day. McIntyre’s insights into the intricacies 
of human relationships in both "Screwtop” and "Az
tecs” give incredible complexity and depth to the 
characters, both female and male, she has created. 
[See reviews in earlier pages of this issue of
Janus.]

Characterization is, in fact, the element of 
McIntyre’s writing which makes her stories such ex
traordinary works both in terms of entertainment and 
conception. Characterization is not an extraneous 
element "attached" to the "more important” SF texture 
of the story (the distracting, "clumsy" operation 
opposed by critics of the "New Wave"). Rather, char
acterization in McIntyre’s stories is an organic com
ponent of the science fiction in her writing. McIn
tyre demonstrates that the way people are and how 
they interact in the future is an integral, important

JOOmOGOTOLl

For example, I have read innumerable stories in 
which a woman either waits for or goes chasing aftc>. 
ah adventuring man with whom she is smitten. I.;
McIntyre’s latest novel, it is Snake, the talented, 
interesting, and committed woman who goes off to seek 
her fortune, and her potential lover Arevin is the 
young man who stays behind to wait for her. Only 
after he dreams of her repeatedly and after he is 
able to dispense with his responsibilities to family 
and tribe does he follow her on the pretext of explain
ing the death of her dreamsnake to the community of 
healers. This turnabout is more than refreshing because 
it is not of the classical type where either (1) an 
Amazon-woman is turned into a clinging vine by the 
masterfu1, conquering superhero, or (2) the ma 1e 
character is so weak as to be unreal. Arevin's final 
rescue of Snake and Melissa, which might have been 
both typical and trite, is mitigated by Snake's many 
successes. She solves the problems of the dreamsnake 
shortage, outwits a crazy pursuer, and saves Melissa 
a second time when it seems that Arevin has given her 
up for dead. Again the strength of the novel is its 

part of imagining a future world. It is the inter- 
relations'hips between characters in Dreamsnake that 
have such incredible depth, cause so many "clicks" of 
realization, and in the end make McIntyre’s latest 
work so excellent a novel.

Snake, a healer, is the protagonist of Dream
snake (Houghton-Mifflin, 1978), which is set in a 
post-holocaust (ecological or war) world of many 
disparate and isolated communities and cultures. 
Among other deeds, Snake saves the life of a young 
boy, journeys alone across wastelands with her snakes 
(used as organic hypodermics), performs vital serv
ices in several communities, adopts a child, and dis
covers the alien secret of the dreamsnake. As demon
strated by the fact that various chapters have been 
published alone in Analog, as well as in an anthology, 
Dreamsnake can be seen to be essentially an episodic 
adventure story. The various episodes are not night
marish extrapolations of, or even direct comments 
about, the inherent sexism of our present-day cul
ture, as is the case of some current SF works. Rath
er, McIntyre comments indirectly by telling stories 
in which characters play roles and problems are re
solved in ways that subtly clash with characteriza
tion and motives of stereotypically male-oriented 
and -dominated stories and folklore. In the first 
chapter (originally published as "Of Mist, and Grass, 
and Sand", Analog, Oct. 1973), for instance, a woman 
is featured as matriarch of the community Snake 
visits. In the second chapter, Arevin, a major male 
character, is seen caring for a child in a poignant 
scene, yearning after his lost love, unhappy that 
his commitments to the child and his family make it

capacity to tell a good story through understating 
the character’s importance to the plot.

Dreamsnake shares another quality with The 
Exile Waiting. This is another kind of understatement 
that is really restraint. In both novels, and in 
McIntyre's short stories, otherwise negative characters 
are also treated sympathetically. Dreamsnake 's 
villains—the dome-city hesiarch, North; the mayor 
of a mountain town called Mountainside; and the stable
master, Ras , who was Melissa's tormentor—are portrayed 
as victims of their circumstances and as misguided 
individuals, though the negative results of their 
actions are nonetheless disturbing for their impact
on the main characters.

Finally, McIntyre has reflected some of the 
themes that are a part of a rising body of women's 
SF. For examp 1e, Joanna Russ pointed out a recurring 
theme, which I have since noted elsewhere, during a 
speech which she made at the December, 1977, Modern 
Languages Association Convention in Chicago. She 
described the theme of the 12-year-old girl which 
appears in The Shattered Chain by Marion Zimmer Bradley, 
in Russ’s own The Female Man, in Suzy IfcKee Charnas's 
Motherlines, and even in an excellent juvenile SF 
novel by H. M. Hoover called The Fains of Eridan- 
Melissa may be only 10 but she is also similar to the 
girls in these books who must be rescued from situa
tions which are immediately threatening to their per
sonalities and provided with alternative environ
ments in which they are allowed to realize their full 
potential.

Understatement is the quality of Dreamsnake 
which I find the most striking. By not overdrawing 
her characters, turning them into superpeople, or over
emphasizing the alienness of their setting,McIntyre
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impossible for him to follow Snake. Another chapter, 
published in Analog (Feb. 1978) as ’’The Serpent’s 
Death”, portrays the relationship between three char
acters who are involved in a group marriage; one is a 
woman, one a man, and one is of ambiguous sex. The 
third person is named Merideth, and I assumed the 
person was a woman, but Analog's artist portrayed 
"her” with a beard. Meredith is a major character in 
this episode, without ever being explicitly labeled 
as either female or male.

Sex roles surprise and delight us with their 
unfamiliarity; assumptions are mockend and corrected; 
characters, no matter what sex, have all human options 
open to them. This is vividly suggested in McIntyre’s 
choice of words to refer to her characters and their 
roles. Just as the absence of gender description in 
references to Merideth demonstrates the unimportance 
of that element in the love between the three partners, 
so too does McIntyre show the real irrelevance of sex 
in other roles and relationships. In all descrip
tions of "marriages” or emotional/living commitments 
between individuals, the contracts are referred to as 
"partnerships", the individuals as "partners". Fur
thermore, partners are referred to as the older or 
younger partner, rather than the less-often applicable 
male or female partner, when the need to distinguish 
occurs. The terms "husband" and "wife" are nowhere 
to be found in this novel. A daughter or a son is 
also a partner. With this change in words, the more 
important economic, emotional, and mutually support
ive connections between members of a family are empha
sized .

The very language augments the development of the 
ideas suggested in the novel; the word "partner", in 
fact, forms the core of the novel’s theme. ZZr’etzmsTiafce, 
for me, has as its central theme the subject of rela
tionships, the imagining of a future in which humans 
make important, necessary commitments to one another 
fin a new wa'y. / ■:

McIntyre’s ability to write full, complex char
acters who interact with each other in full, complex 
relationships dramatically implements the thematic 
thrust of Dreamsnake, i.e., new families. Throughout 
the novel, in each of the episodes, we are told the 
story of a different kind of family, or partnership, 
each shown to be healthy or unhealthy, depending upon 
the degree to which its members are autonomous or em- 
slaved by the other(s). In each episode, McIntyre 
offers a different perspective on how relationships 
are defined. At one point, when Arevin is despairing 
about his possible failure to truly love Snake, a 
woman tells him, "It’s impossible to protect anyone 
completely without enslaving them.”* As I suggested 

*Here again, one of McIntyre’s non-sexist 
(though "ungrammatical") usages, "them", is used as 
an unspecified generic.

cornu®
has gone a lot of SF one step better. Her understatement 
draws a reader into Snake’s world all the more effec
tively because it does not call attention to this process 
or to the alienness of that worlG.

I must admit that I read the novel entirely 
through before I realized what was special about it: 
the impact of a very subtle sty1e which allowed me 
to know a lot about Snake's physical world, her per
sona lity, and the social structures within which she 
operates. It is refreshing to find an SF novel where 
the charactars seem like real people and where the plot 
is more than just a pretext for sending the character 
on a set of adventures. Though Dreamsnake has a cer
tain episodic character, it is more a blldungsroman 
than an adventure story. Snake even notes, when she 

earlier, Arevin’s dilemma with his "obligation" to 
Snake, as well as to a young member of his partner
ship who died of snakebite, reminds us how often the 
responsibilities we take on in the name of love are 
actual enslavements of ourselves or others. The same 
problem is met in the next episode ("The Serpent’s 
Death") when the partners, Merideth and Alex, must 
deal with the conflicts between their selfish need 
for the dying Jesse and loving her enough to be in 
accord with her decision to die.

In a later episode of Dreamsnake, set in the 
village of Mountainside, McIntyre describes a com
munity of often destructive relationships, based on 
insubstantial, artificial values. Mountainside is a 
well-off community where beauty, wealth, and class 
define one * s position. The capitalistic structure of 
Mountainside’s community degrades the ugly Melissa, a 
girl burned in a tragic fire accident. She is sex
ually abused by her employer, Ras, because no one 
cares for the scarred child. Mountainside unfairly 
elevates the wealthy, as can be seen in the unsettling 
servant/master relationship between the major and his 
employee, Brian. The episode says something about 
McIntyre’s politics with regard to the argument be
tween anti-capitalists and anti-sexists about which 
is the greater evil. McIntyre implies here that 
neither can be fought while ignoring the other. Nei
ther institutionalized misogyny nor capitalism is the 
ultimate culprit; both need to be recognized and 
struggled against.: A

Although Mountainside is closer to our world 
than any of the other communities described in the 
novel, even here McIntyre shows how the society has 
avoided many of our culture's inequalities. There 
is no restraint to roles; both women and men appear 
to function interchangeably in any and all occupa
tions ; and the language of sexual encounters is de
void of seduction/rape implications. (To initiate 
sex, one simply asks, "Is there anything else I can 
do for you?")

In Mountainside, we learn of biocontrol, the 
universal method of birth control in McIntyre’s 
world. Individuals are able to control the internal 
temperatures of their bodies (an idea reminiscent of 
the control developed to the extreme in another McIn
tyre tale, "Aztecs"). In Mountainside and elsewhere 
in the communities of Dreamsnake, women choose whether 
they will become pregnant. This is an important fac
tor in the absence of sexism even in Mountainside.

Names are very important in Dreamsnake. In 
Arevin’s community, people’s names are known only to 
their loved ones; Melissa must actively reject the 
name "ugly" in order to believe that it is false; 
Snake is named in honor of her abilities as a healer.

There are other episodes and examples of how 
partnership relationships come to be and are named 
or defined. At the end of the Mountainside episode, 
Snake adopts Melissa, and this particular method of 
conceiving a partnership embodies the best of those 

and Arevin meet late in the novel, that her unfortunate 
sujunm wiLli his people was also closely related to 
her solving a greater problem that had p1 agued the 
healers for many yea r s . Thi s qua 1 i ty. of discovering 
an ultimate purpose or value in seeming haphazard 
events is part of the experience of real life and 
adds to \the believability of the nevertheless fan
tastically drawn SF tale.

Neither plot nor setting nor characters stand 
out as the single most important element of Dreamsnake 
Though the story concentrates on the - character Snake, 
it is only her close relationship to her world that 
provides the motivation for her adventure s . Al 1 
these elements are drawn into the story and all are 
drawn together in a harmonious accord to create the 
whole of the no vel out of their mutua ] understatements &
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described in the novel: people choose their partner
ships, they are not born into them. One’s community 
must be a set of chosen relationships consciously 
committed by and to oneself, never taken for granted. 
The healers, the family which Snake first belonged 
among as a healer herself, is made up entirely of 
adopted children—everyone in it is a brother or sis
ter of the others; there are no authorities, only 
teachers. The metaphor for the healer’s community is 
its very activity of healing and the science of bio
engineering, used by them exclusively to devise new 
life (a multi-fruit-producing tree, Snake’s zebra 
horse, and, more importantly, serums used with snake 
venom to cure diseases and illnesses).

In opposition to this healthy family of support, 
learning, love, and sustenance is juxtaposed the iso
lationist community of the Center, a remnant of a 
pre-disaster society sealed within an enormous, im
penetrable dome in the.middle of a great desert. In 
that mini-culture, families in the old biological 
sense are seen as the artificial (granfalloon) bonds 
of relationships in contrast to the new chosen fam
ilies. Symbolizing that destructive partnership def
inition (biological families) is the mention of the 
Center’s peculiar practice of refusing to help the 
healers find more dreamsnakes (the snake of good 
dreams, used as an anesthetic-giver and most import
ant part of any healer’s kit). At the same time, 
however, it does trade with the slavers,providing 
them with a certain metal that can be formed into 
inescapable bonds.

There are other episodes and interactions that 
give further depth and subtlety to McIntyre’s mosaic 
of images on the theme of relationships. One of the 
most interesting is Snake's sexual friendship with 
Gabriel, son of the mayor of Mountainside. This is 
an exquisite plot digression in which the princess 
in shining armor (as healers are often reacted to) 
rescues the despairing prince imprisoned in a castle 
by his evil father, teaches him that his freedom is 
in his own power (not by clicking his heels together 
three times but by controlling the temperature of his 
scrotum), has some good times in bed with him, and 
does not settle down with him to live happily ever 
after.

In the final episode of Dreamsnake, the epitome 
of a degrading "familial" relationship is described. 
It is, in fact, one of utter dependency and control. 
The characters in this chapter are literally warden 
and slaves. The warden, North, knows the secret of 
the dreamsnakes and uses it to -addict his slaves and 
cause them to remain utterly dependent upon him. The 
symbol of the healer community's strength and health 
is perverted by North into desperate corruptness, 
evil, and sickness. In the climactic scene of this 
episode and the novel, Snake rescues herself and her 
daughter, escapes from North with the secret of the 
dreamsnake, and finally rejoins Arevin as they de
clare the value and meaning of their love for one 
another.

Through McIntyre's absorbing characterizations 
in Dreamsnake, we see several examples of how families 
can be defined and realize that we have a great many 
more choices available than seems to be the case in 
our present culture. It is this realization that is 
necessary before we can exorcise destructive patterns 
and get on with the business of actually trying to 
live according to new ones. In this aspect, in the 
imaginative possibilities McIntyre presents us, 
Dreamsnake is a joyful book. As Snake learns that 
she is still a healer without a dreamsnake—an anes--, 
thetic, pain-killer, easy death-maker—so too can ST 
be more than an "escape" from present-day difficult
ies and problems.

Alternative family structures are an important 
part of Dreamsnake, and, appropriately, Vonda McIn
tyre has dedicated the novel to her parents.*^

THE BEANIE IN EARLY SOCIETY: PART 8

New Guinea cannibal with beanie. Beanie made of bone 
and coconut husk. ; ■

THE BEANIE IN EARLY SOCIETY: PART 9

Certain persons believe that the widespread incidence 
of beanies in primitive societies is evidence of vis
itation from more advanced beings from outer space.
Needless to say, there is no rational proof for these 
theories.
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T: Close Encounters of the Third Kind 
P: Julia Phillips

& Michael Phillips
D: Steven Spielberg j M
W: Steven Spielberg, who F

also wrote the 1977 novel of I
the same name

R: Columbia, 1.977 , PG I
S: Richard Dreyfussas Roy Neary 1

Francois Truffaut as Lacombe I
Melinda Di 1 Ion as Ji 11ian Gui1 er . 
Terri Garr as Ronnie Neary 
Bob Balaban as Laughlin (the Translator) 
Carl Guffey as Barry Guiler

: SE: Douglas Trumbul1

The reading for today is from Ths True Believer 3 
Chapter 13, Sections 60 and 61. Eric Hoffer says:

By kindling and fanning violent passions in 
the hearts of their followers, mass movements pre- 
vent the settling of an inner balance.... They 
depict an autonomous, self-sufficient-existence... 
as barren and meaningless.... [The true believer's] 
only salvation is in rejecting his self and in 
finding a new life in the bosom of a holy corpor
ate body—be it a church, a nation, or a party....

The fanatic...cannot generate self-assurance 
out of his individual resources...but finds it 
only by clinging passionately to whatever support 
he happens to embrace. This passionate attachment 
is the essence of his blind devotion and religi
osity, and he sees in it the source of all virtue 
and strength. Though his single-minded dedication 
is a holding on for dear life, he easily sees him
self as the supporter and defender of the holy 
cause to which he clings. And he is ready to sac
rifice his life to demonstrate to himself and 
others that such indeed is his role. He sacri
fices his life to prove his worth.

It goes without saying that the fanatic 
is convinced that the cause he holds on to is 
monolithic and eternal—a rock of ages. Still, 
his sense of security is derived from his passion
ate attachment and not from the excellence of his 
cause. The fanatic is not really a stickler to 
principle. He embraces a cause not primarily be
cause of its justness and holiness but because of

Or, in the pithier words of Francois Voltaire, 
"If God did not exist, it would be necessary to invent 
him." (2?p£tre a I1 Auteur de Livre des Trois 
Imposteurs).

The actual plot of Close Encounters is sparse. 
Basically, it concerns an average middle-class resi
dent of Muncie, Indiana, Roy Neary, whose life is 
drastically and mysteriously changed by the sighting 
of a UFO. He feels a compulsion to meet the aliens 
again, and has a nagging feeling that he knows where. 
He finally identifies the place as Devil's Tower, 
Wyoming, and shows up there shortly after the Army 
has evacuated the area so that they can meet the 
aliens undisturbed. Persevering, Neary is there 
when the big saucer touches down, and he goes aboard 
it and away.

That isn't very much plot for over two hours 
of movie, and the absenceof much detail leaves the 
film open to a variety of interpretations. It is no 
accident that we chose a quotation dealing with fana
tics as the basis of our interpretation. There are 
several types of fanaticism mentioned in or associated 
with the fiIm.

UFOlogy, the study of possible alien encounters, 
is held in fanatical regard by many of its adherents. 
Most serious UFOlogists try very hard to present doc
umentation of their evidence, though the "believers" 
don't really require it. Neary didn't try very hard 
to document his experience. He tried a little, but 
his main goal was to get to the Devil's Tower, no 
matter what other people thought of his reasons.

Then, of course, there is fandom, derived from 
the actual word "fanatic". Most of us know what that 
means.

And, centrally, there is Roy Neary. His subur
ban existence certainly was "barren and meaningless"— 
insidiously so, because he probably wasn't even aware 
of it, because he lacked a referent to think of some
thing better—until the night he experienced his close 
encounter. That sighting was a catalyst that trans
formed him from a "mundane" into a fanatic, a "true 
believer".

How did this happen? What is the reason for 
his conversion? The film does not articulate this 
at all. The closest we can come is to say that it 
was a mystical experience. Neary was completely un
able to communicate the urgency or even the reality 
of what had happened to him. It was something so 
inexpressable he didn't really try very hard to 
explain it, except to his wife, who he hoped would 
understand, though she didn't. ("Don't you think I'm 
taking all this really well?", she asks at one point.) 
Ronnie Neary does not have whatever it takes to be a 
true believer and finally packs up the kids and leaves 
Neary as he attempts to recreate Devil's Tower in 
their living room out of native ingredients.

Neary's inability to articulate his experience 
is a theme played several times in the film. In his 
job—what he does for a living and is presumably good 
at—he is supposed to be a power-line technician, but 
he can't even read his own maps. Then, in Laughlin, 
we have a trained cartographer functioning as an 
interpreter. And Lacombe: a third irony, that the 
head of the US Army's contact team speaks only French. 
These people are all misfits, so it is not surprising 
that they are all soldiers in the same fanatical army.
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1 < ii th i ] dire in i let nt people mcl li <J 
in thi 11 i iv 1 itnc^e the uon\o\ of li ^1 lir 
Ba ski n-Ri 1 I i! md 1 or r-i o] r scmi-tr i i , 1 or i 
long tine cii , I ( e mse of his relative imIiLihi 
from the mini i tt)n, belie'es himself to be alone 
in his mission-quest. Because he is trulv fanatical, 
this doesn’t stop him. Nothing stops him—being fired, 
having news media ignore him and the LIS Air Force 
"reassure" him, having his family leave him, encounter
ing supposedly'poison gas -and the opposi tion of the 
US Army; '' Xhe strength of his conviction drives him .■/. 
on, even when he isn't sure what his conviction is 
about. And when he finds it—why, it’s a literal 
"rock of ages".

/ Close Encounters takes a member/of regular 
s oc i et y (th ough a potential misfit) and provides 
him with a catalyst that tears him away from an ■ w 
■unsatisfying ' life by substituting something more 
worthwhile. Io some extent all U us need such a 
cause to motivate our lives. This driving force can 
be a rel igion, a social, theory, a political stance, :
or just a god-damned hobby.

How well does it do this? Unfortunately, not. 
very believably. Cons ide r: the aliens know enough 
about Earth to be able to broadcast 104' ' ;44 1 30"./40°.30 ’ 1.0" , 
the Earthly (Greenwich standard) longitude and latitude 
of Devil’0- lot er. This is c fairly sophisticated 
bit of fro hdhe al out Earth, yet the aliens evidently . 
don't speak any Earthly languages. How, Then, did 
they Icirn P wt longitude and latitude? Consider: : 
Devil's Tower, as projected by the aliens into the 
minds of Nearv and others, is pictured from ground 
level, not from the air. Consi der: somewhere a long 
the line, I i ombe has got the idea that there is a 
hand signal and a color corresponding to each of the

‘■•'and also of three other places on the globe—■ 
in thePacific and Indian Oceans and in Inner Mon
go 1 i a . How did Lacombe figure out which of the lour? 
Or when the a 1iens would arrive? After all, it had 
been .30 years since the World War 2 planes had been 
abducted.

live noK- ( D , 1 ,' . 1 o c t ( , 1 o jc r ( > > I t h< j 1 11 n ' s 
"tin me -on , fir t not < d o'er Dh i r mL i 1 i , Nor t Ik in 
1 nd in . Vhc rc did the u hind iigml j ind Hoi □ ome 
from? .-mother example of n on-c ommun 1 ca 11 ve communi- 
(.ition . Mur h mere of this, ind the ilimn ouldn't 
hue had to show up at all: they could have let Neary, 
l.Homhe, ut- u-c- simply imagine a 1 1 of it.

II wc\ei . 1 c t ’ c givr trcdit /hen credit is due. 
Most fanatics lack a sense of humor. Spielberg certainly 
doesn't: the film is full of funny bits. The space
ships—done by Ihe Master,Doug Trumbull—are glorious. 
?nd Spielberg elfcctive1y departs from one hoary SF 
cliche—the daring loner making individual first 
cent nt—ly hiding larth's greetings offered by a 
comrni 11 ee .

The humor, the eft ect s, mas terf u1 use of colort 
and music—a]l 'ontributi to m enjoyable experience. 
More than that, the film is continually upbeat. It 
and » r ji t jr ne a far rty from such downtrs i<-

'« / , at ri h r, ind numeroir dicattrr f 11 r k ,
whi h an not dre tins but nightmares.

Ent null no mi'-tilt. Spielberg believe1- in UIGs 
with Llie passion of a faniLn , and the mo' li never 
fur i monh nt cntcrt iinc the prompt t t ha t t hi y mn 
In ju3t 'i much s' amp gis. The iudienci mu Ip will
ing to si'illo" this whole without tlnnl ing ("Tf God 
did not exist..."), but. if so, it is because Spiel
berg has made a film not so much to convert the 
heathen i-, ti rtiSiurc the true believers.

~~ the all-ye 11ow screen of the Sonora Desert in 
the opening slot bcinu m ex client example of this.
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doug barbour ...i shdnt say this but: i dont think youre helping
Department of English anyone, especially the writers, by printing the "verse"
University Of Alberta youve been printing—but i’d have to sit down a long
Edmonton, Alb., T6G 2E5 hour with you to go into all the whys & wherefores

behind my complaint. but when both you & janice can 
mention william carlos williams i have to think you have read some truly valid 
recent poetry & know what it does, which the "poems” you have printed dont....

[There ere two writers whose work regularly appears in Janus. Each is con
stantly telling me how badly the other writes and cautioning me not to include the 
other again in the-zine's pages. I print both of their work, when I consider it 
is good enough,

[Yes, I know what good poetry is and can do in Chinese, French, and German
as well as English, There are, however, lots of places for good poets to get
their work published after everyone knows they're good.

[Butlthere are also lots of kinds of poetry, and poetry can be interesting 
for all kinds of reasons which may not be acceptable to the "cultural elite’1 who 
have evolved an esthetic that appeals often to them alone. Yes, 1 know all about 
current ideas of poetic excellence, economy of language, ambiguity, multiple inter
pretation, and I’ve read FfChb FV. Stevens, Yeats, Whitman, and also Tu Fu, Li Po, 
Wang Yang-ming, Baudelaire, Verlaine, Rilke—but there is another way to look at 
poetry: that is, as a form of expression available to anyone who cares to express 
themselves in this form. Many of our poets, including myself, as well as pur 
writers of fiction [which others have complained about—and, by the way, if you 
folks want to see better fiction in Janus, Ism always eager to get submissions) 
have as much access to Janus space as the most esoteric, convoluted, or subtly 
beautiful of the modern poets—more, actually, as the latter rarely write SF or 
fantasy "verse". — JANICE BOGSTAD] . - . ' . . . .. . < . . . ■ ' . y '

John Bartel-t 1 : :: J ...Thomas Murn’s ["The Cosmic Hunting People" in '.Janus 
401 8th St. SE #8 9] leaves me puzzled as to the intent [of Robert Ardrey’s
Minneapolis, MN, 55414 books]. Is Ardrey explaining current theories and the 

history of their development, or is he expounding his 
own new theories? Murn seems to indicate he is trying to do both.... There is 
enough bad science reporting that; we can always use another writer who can explain 
science to the public. But is a popular work the place to propose new theories, 
where they will confuse (and possibly mislead) the public, and be ignored by the 
scientists?;?

Also, I’m curious as to how Ardrey (the "dramatist turned anthropologist") 
is also such an expert in geophysics ( that; he can "chop up" statements issued by the 
National Science Foundation. Perhaps he consulted some authority, but that isn’t 
stated in this paragraph (which seems to have been inserted at random). <

Further, I take issue with Murn’s description of other science writers, es
pecially Gamow. [George] Gamow has a particularly colorful style, and...his books 
(Thirty Years That Shook Physics, for instance) are often littered with stories and 
anecdotes of the men and women who shaped science (many of whom he knew personally).

...Murn states, "The crux of the matter is that the ethno-archeo-behavioral- 
speculative work has to be done." So who said it isn’t being done? Isn’t that 
what science is about? Have you got something better than the scientific method? 
"Some conclusions about how things were for our remote ancestors have to be 
reached."... And earlier: "...the interpretation of the data becomes more import
ant than the data itself." (But how can the interpretations be any more valid 
than the data they’re based on? In a logical proposition, can you say the conclu
sion is more important than the premises? And how do you know when you have 
enough data to make valid interpretations?) No matter how many times Murn says 
it is important that some conclusions be reached, he hasn’t produced any arguments 
or evidence to support that statement. It is not at all clear to me that the be
havior of primitive hominids is of overriding concern or importance today (except 
as knowledge for knowledge’s sake); unless, of course, Murn and/or Ardrey are try
ing to defend the thesis that we are still somehow controlled by this behavior.

...I was surprised...that Murn would stoop so low as to bandy about that 
overworked and much misused adjective "cosmic".... I doubt very much that there 
is anything at all "cosmic" about the evolution of humanity. For that matter, I 
doubt that the universe at large knows or cares that this dust speck we call Earth 
exists....

Jane Hawkins
Box 1184
Seattle, VIA, 98111

Ah—another Janus,and just look at that cover! Lovely! The 
woman is a trifle feminized, in the sense of the jewelry and 
long, long hair, but the expression on her face is great.... 
The background—wild geography, swooping saucers,:and a huge
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sun (moon?). It’s the kind of picture that hovers on being a story. Who is the 
woman? What is she like? What is her relationship to the world? The answers 
seem to start a nice meaty space opera in my mind.

[Ours, too. So we used the cover for this issue as the trigger for Jessica 
Amanda Salmonson’s story "Anna and the Miserable Man" elsewhere in this issue. 
We’d like to do more of this if possible. Artists, are you listening? —JEANNE 
GOMOLL] . ■■ . : ■ 7 'i ■ 7' ■ ' ■ ■ ■. . ■ \ \ /' . . / h'. j ■

I also like the gold letters. Was that the artist’s idea or a Janus inspira
tion? Most use of gold or silver in art fails, at least for me. The result tends 
to look tacky-gaudy. I’ve developed a prejudice against the stuff. However, it 
works on the Janus cover. Beautiful cover.

[The credit for the gold ink must be given to Randy Everts, our printer, to 
whom we feel more and more indebted with each issue for his advice and the care 
with which he prints Janus.—JEANNE GOMOLL]

...In Janus 8, mention was made of having contributors speak as people in a 
semi-perzine fashion. Is this still being considered? I am interested in the 
Janus people, and if they felt like writing about themselves occasionally, I’d 
enjoy reading it.

[I’ll try to do some better introductions in "News Nurds", but probably the 
best way you'll have to get to know everyone (besides reading their articles and 
comments) is to come to WisCon. ■—JEANNE GOMOLL]

Gina Clarke’s letter may open a ’’can of worms". I hope it does. I agree 
with the Lois Gold quote to some extent, but can’t take that stand. The Women’s 
Movement once abandoned a whole range of "side-issues" in order to broaden our 
constituency. So now we have the vote, and I’m glad of it. But was it worth it? 
An assumption was made that everything would be hunky-dory once women got the 
vote. The movement continued to some extent for a decade, but lost a great deal 
of momentum and virtually died.

The goal of getting together with Anita Bryant’s people would be to get 
through legislation on issues we share. In order to "cohabitate" with those 
people, strong feminists would have to abandon "unimportant" issues such as gay 
rights, abortion, etc. Even assuming this were possible and that there would be 
short-term benefits, what about the long run?

Much as I want the ERA and many other things, I would not dump lesbians even 
if I believed everything else would go through tomorrow. An issue that is set 
aside, for whatever the reasons, cannot be easily resurrected. In doing so, the 
issue in question is declared unimportant de facto....

Allen Chen ...[Janice’s] comparison between Zen Buddhism and Star Wars
Box 4545 [editorial, Janus 9] reminded me of a few interesting par-
Stanford, CA, 94305 allels between many of the ideas behind Eastern philosophy 

and Star Wars. The Force seemed to be very much like what 
Taoists call Void. Void isn’t really empty, but it is a creative potential (as 
some people have interpreted it) from which the perceived universe derives. I 
noticed an interesting anti-technology sentiment in Star Wars. Darth Vader said 
something about the Force having far greater power than the Death Star—the puny 
little toys of humankind’s technology. In Eastern thought, too, there is a rather 
unique turning away from, not technology, but the kind of reductionist, absolute, 
scientific thinking that leads us to our love affair with material being. Finally, 
it is interesting that both Darth Vader and Obi-wan Kenobi survive (the latter in 
some higher state of being, presumably). It suggests that good cannot exist without 
evil (an idea from Western thought, too), and that opposites are mutually comple
mentary. Maybe I’m just carrying things a bit too far, but it’s fun to speculate. 
We’ll just have to wait for the sequel....

Jeff Frane ...I did read [Ctein’s article, "If All Men Were Mothers",
Box 1923 in Janus 10], and was struck especially by George Fergus’s
Seattle, WA, 98111 response. Not only does parthenogenesis (or any asexual form 

of reproduction) imply the obvious problems of the surfacing 
of recessive genes, but also the termination of the evolutionary process. One 
thing we know for a fact is that the environment will change. It has been changing 
from the moment of the Earth’s creation, and it will‘continue to do so throughout 
the life of the planet (until such time, one might say, that the Superhuman will 
gain total control over the planet and the Sun). It is only the system of sexual 
reproduction, the constant shuffling of genes, that provides the mechanism by which 
species adapt to changes in the environment. If not for sexual reproduction, for 
example, we would not have the diversity of human somatotypes that allows the 
species to live virtually everywhere on the globe—not to mention the fact that the 
species itself would not have evolved.

I can’t help but feel that work on cloning, parthenogenesis, etc. are symp
toms of the ultimate in human egoism, the same egoism that operates in religions 
concerned with the "afterlife" or reincarnation. People just can’t seem to accept 
the idea that once they’re dead, they’re dead. Gone. Humus. Just like all the 
other organisms on the planet. (Exception: one-celled, asexual organisms, which 
are essentially immortal; and how’s that for a blow to the ego—an ameba lives 
forever but not so little boys and girls.) Admittedly, that egoism has resulted in 
some mighty fine architecture and some interesting techniques in preservation. It
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Radio Beanie

Dedicated to
Ralph Milne

Sorley

has also resulted in the custom of using arable land for the storage of dead organ
ic matter, usually sealed away so that it will not contribute to the nutrient value 
of the soil. Religion is based on this egoism-—it is significant that the develop
ment of religious beliefs in human prehistory is determined by the practice of 
burial, and those interned were usually equipped with something (weapons, bear 
heads) to help them in, presumably, the afterlife. Asexual reproduction seems to 
be the ultimate, technological, compromise with Death. All right, this body is 
going to go, but I will live on in another... and another....

Is this an anti-technological response? I don’t think so, for I would ima
gine that research into these various techniques might offer women the freedom 
that Ctein talks about, and it probably will mean control over cancerous cells. I 
would be in favor of any technique that provided the means to rid the gene pool of 
crippling diseases. Mostly, though, I fear that it would be an evolutionary dead 
end.

Alexis A. Gilliland Ctein’s article on cloning and parthenogenesis is interest- 
4030 8th St. S. ing, but apparently he envisages a high-technology civili-
Aflington, VA, 22204 zation in which machines produce babies for people who are

diffident about using the usual methods. Perhaps in his 
next article he will discuss the machines which will nurse, nurture, and raise these 
children, not to mention educate, indoctrinate, and socialize them. I can imagine 
few disappointments more acute than a clone-child going differently than her mother 
(and sole parent) wanted. She (the mother) will lack even the solace of saying, 
’’She (her daughter) didn’t get it from my side of the family.” v

One of the running arguments I have with Avedon Carol is whether or not 
children are self-sufficient at the age of three years. She says yes: they can 
talk, feed themselves, get dressed, and go to the potty by themselves. I say no, 
but the experience of being a parent counts for nothing. Of course, if you don’t 
care how the children grow up, you let them run wild. A recent study (at Harvard, 
I think) showed- that men raising children as the sole parent held many of the atti
tudes normally attributed to mothers. Evidently humans are programmed to prepetu- 
ate the species? Maybe it would be better to say ’’predisposed” than ’’programmed". 
Certainly they do it....

Karen Pearlschtein says: ”1’m also sick of tolerance." How sad. Those who 
are not with us are against us. I am sick of bigots and totalitarians and not too 
happy with fools....

E. B. Lindsay ■ - ...On weirdness, I didn’t think that MadCity was weird,
6 Hillcrest Av. nor even Greg Rihn weird. However, I do think you could
Faulconbridge, NSW, 2776 work out some better variations on the propeller beanies. 
Austral 1 a One side effect of the ion-power beanie was that it found

favor with women libbers who wanted to insure that 
passing men kept their hands off. Greg missed the model that uses a crystal set 
tuned to the local station to drive a milliamp meter which has been modified by the 
addition of a commutator in place of the normal spring. This model has the advan
tage that it turns in time with the music, and was considered very useful to dancers 
who needed a visual indication of the timing of their steps.

^^This issue1 s"Mumbles from Minneapolis" was originally scheduled to run in 
the last issue but was inadvertently omitted. Boy, did we hear about it...mainly 
from Minneapolis. A sampling follows.]

Jim C. Maxwell My friend Mike Faraday and I were reading Janus 10 and thought
Minneapolis, MN it was really great, but where's Bartelt’s column? It’s our

favorite part.
PS: If you hear from Paul, tell him that V-l5 does too equal zero. We haven’t 
heard from him since we moved to Minneapolis.

Jules Verne < uParlezVOUS* John Bartelt’s column?
Minneapolis, France

Sigmund Freud Ze editors uff Janus haff omitted John Bartelt’s column. Dey 
Vienna, Austria are obfiously chealous uff his fine writing schtyle. A zimple 

case of pencil envy.
PS: A friend in Minneapolis mailed this for me.

One Who Knows I bet Bartelt is Jewish, and you’re a bunch of anti-Semites, 
In Minneapolis right?

One Whose Nose So Bartelt has finally been silenced by the International
Is in Minnea polis J ewish-Commie—Hippie Conspiracy.

/JVe also heard from: Mary Badami, Elinor Busby, Suzy McKee Charnas, Gina 
Clarke, Eli Cohen, Ctein, Harlan Ellison, Barbara Emrys, Adrienne Fein, Ken Fletcher, 
Virginia Gaiko, Mike Glyer, Julie A. Gomoll, Martin Greenberg, Jeff Hecht, Wayne 
Hooks, Denice Hudspeth, Phyllis Ann Karr, Richard Labonte, Ursula K. LeGuin, Liz 
Lynn, Vonda McIntyre, Tom Moylan, Marc A. Ortlieb, Jessica Amanda Salmonson, Alice 
Sheldon, Don Simmons, Eric Wallner, Ann C. Weiser, Susan Wood, Chelsea Quinn 
Yarbro, and Ken Zahorski.]
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(All I can say is, "My God, I can't believe we did the whole thing (in C 

one month)." I hope you’ve enjoyed it. You had better have enjoyed it. v You 
won't be seeing Janus for a while though now; we''re taking a brief vacation. -
Just in case, have a Merry Christmas. —JEANNE GOMOLL] f

TESTIMONIALS OTHER ACTIVITIES
Here’s what some satisfied (and some not-so- 

satisfied) readers of Janus have said about it:
®"[Janus is] worth the entire shitload of lesser 

fanzines clotting the mainstream of amateur SF pub- 
1 ishing . ” —Harlan Ellison

•"a...personable, interesting genzine...[Janua is] 
relaxed, perceptive, humorous." —Susan Wood

*"Janus no longer resembles a warty toad on speed. 
Now it has the fascinating if somewhat asymmetrical 
appearance of a web spun by a spider on acid." —-Mike 
Glicksohn

Further unsolicited testimonials are herewith 
solicited. See the address below.

(FANZINES( > iv cw -

Corr (Perri Corrick-West, ed.) Multi-colored eclec
ticism.

Digressions (John. Bartelt, ed.) Long-lost Madison 
fan holds forth from farcMinneapolis.

Janus (Janice Bogstad and Jeanne Gomoll, eds.) Fem
inist-oriented genzine. Si each or $4 for 4 
issues (1 year).

orcrist (Richard C. West, ed.) Scholarly journal 
devoted to works of J. R. R. Tolkien, IC T S. : : 
Lewis,

Starling (Hank and LesleighLuttrell, eds.) Hugo- 
nominated personal journal of popular culture: 
music, STF, comix, movies, mysteries,(tomics, 
etc. 50c each or $2 for 5 issues.

CONVENTION
The Wisconsin Convention of Science Fiction ’ 

(WisCon) is co-sponsored with the University of 
Wisconsin Extension. WisCon 2 is being/was held 
February 17-19, 1978, with Vonda McIntyre and Susan 
Wood as guests of honor. A good time is being/was 
had by: -all. 7' Will WisCon 3 be held in 1979? Stay ; 
tuned. 1 \ 'ell \ 1 ' ■ ' ( 1. /

Madison Science Fiction Group.Meets Wednesdays at
Nick’s Bar and Grill, 226 State St. in Madison, 

■ e of each month is
the "event", usually discussion of an SF author 
or theme and held at Union South on the UW campus 

Madison Review of Books. Heard on WORT-FM; hour-long 
show on Saturday plus 2- to 3-minute reviews 
interspersed throughout each day.

Book of the Month Circle. Discusses a different
novel each month. Meets informally in people's 
homes and apartments. Pretzels featured.

Dungeons and Dragons.: A corps of dungeon masters 
hold at least one adventure a week among them.

Animated film. Based on Fred Haskell’s rendition of 
"Mediocre Fred".

Speakers' Bureau. Presentations (some with slides) 
on any SF-related subject, ‘including metric 
system.

Library. Group collection of fanzines, paperbacks, 
magazines, etc. Contributions welcome.

li'l(l(ll.l// :(lll /(UMBRELLA ORGANIZATION . / / r \ : .
All of the foregoing activities are coordinated by: 

SF3

the Society for the Furtherance and Study
• t - y' , 'of Fantasy and Science Fiction f:-3:: c) 
a non-profit, non-stock Wisconsin corporation. For 
information on any of the activities, or on how you 
can become an active or supporting member of SF3. 
(contributions being tax exempt), write to:

■ <:ft::: ■: sf3 : it : ■ < ; : .
Box 1624 ; :: ;: to ; . : 
Madison, WI, <53701. : < • : 3 •

arnsis' i ouT-oF-Toun dj/iirisumWrosscF 7 fxg;. .r;
to their contributions, 
their work for your own 
directly.

or if you wish to solicit 
purposes, please, contact them

Karen Axness A
1108 E. Gorham St. #4
Madison, WI, 53703

John Bartelt 
401 8th St. SE #8 
Minneapolis, MN, 55414

Carl Eugene Bennett 
Box 8502
Portland, OR, 97207 (A#tg

Ctein 
372 Shotwell St.
San Francisco, CA, 94110

Sherri L. File
Box 5688 University Stn.
Seattle, WA, 98105

Virginia Gaiko If 
4053 Ilex Cir.
Palm Beach Gardens, FL,

Terry Garey y: 
372 Shotwell St.
San Francisco, CA, 94110

Alexis Gilliland
4030 8th St. S
Arlington, V A, 2 2 2 04

Laurence Gold
1108 E. Gorham St. #4
Madison, WI, 53703

Jeanne Gomoll
143 W. Gilman St. #303 
Madison, WI, 53703

Julie Gomoll 
1440 Norwood Dr.
New Berlin, WI., 5 3151

Fobert Kellough 
109 E. Dayton St. 
Madison, WI, 53703

Box 936 Whitman College
Neil Kvern

Barry Kent Mackuv 
197 Main St.
Unionville, Ont., I JR

James McLeod 
4188 Birdvell Way 
North Highlands, CA, 
----------- ---------------956G0
Lynne Norse 
1536 Adanm St.
Madison, WI , >1711

Gregory u. H..Rihn 
430 W. Ghi-Iij1!1 St. 1 1 
Madison, hi, 53703

2G8

Jessica -’.manda Salmunson
Box 5688 (university Stn.
Seattle, Ui, 9810>

Don Simrcn1;
9341 NE Mtn St.
Bellevue, WA, 98004

Eric Wallner
18560 W. Fvirnri-en P1A

■N e w Berlin■ W1, 53151.
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/Tn (addressing tAe Mad-ison City Councjj on the subject of the faliening 
resolutionf Philip Kavany, speaking for SF^r commented;

Who was it who said "Our ability to achieve is only limited by our ability 
to dream*"? I feel -hat to support the resolution to declare the week of 
February 11-19 Science Fiction Week in the City of Madison would( in a sense, 
formalize that unique relationship between dream, reality, and the vision of 
the future which the Wiscon science-fiction event has to offer this great City 
of Madison, the State o£ Wisconsin, and the human community in its entirety* 

/The resolution was adopted without opposition./

PAUL e. BOQLTH 
MM,

CITY OF MADISON
OFFICE o/dn MAYOR TZLJHIOME

WHEREAS* science fiction has Jong been an integral part of the literary 
practice of the State of Wisconsin, especially with regard to the work of the 
historian and science-fiction writer and publisher August Derlethi and

WHEREAS, Madison itself is represented in the works of Other SF writers, 
notably the well known Clifford Sitnak, who set his novel* Goblzn Flss&nlation, 
on the campus of the University of Wisconsin—Madison; and

WHEREAS, the Society for the Furtherance and Study of Fantasy and Science 
Fiction, also known as SFJ, made up of diverse members of the Madison comunity, 
has found this city to possess a congenial atmosphere for the pursuit of science 
fiction through the creation of various amateur publications* weekly and monthly 
meetings, and ocher educational activities; and

WHEREAS, Hadi son was the site of the first Wisconsin Science Fiction Conven
tion, WisCon 1, held in February of 1977, with the assistance of the University 
of WISConSin-Extens ion English Department, the Wisconsin Student Association* 
and $f3, beg inning a continuing practice of bringing well known sCtenet —fic11 on 
writers to Madison; and

WHEREAS, WisCon 1 aptly represented the spirit of Madison, forward-looking 
intellectual and cultural center of Wisconsin, with its emphasis on feminist, 
political, and educational issues in science fiction'; and

WHEREAS* WisCon 1 has already gained a reputation among those in the field 
for its excellence in exploring these issuess both.due to Lhe efforts of the 
groups Involved and to rhe unique social, cultural, and economic atmosphere of the 
City of Madison and the State of Wisconsin: and

WHEREAS, WisCon will become a yearly event in the City ot Madison, heing 
scheduled for February 17-19 next and in the planning stages tor February of 
next year.

HOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED that the week preceding WisCon (in 1978, 
February 12-18) be declared Science Fiction Week in and tor rhe City of Madison, 
this year and in all future years in which WisCon is held* in recognition of the 
unique and fruitful nature of the association between the City oE Madison and 
the art and practice df science fiction; and

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that a copy of this resolution be suitably inscribed 
and transmitted to the Society for the Furtherance and Study of Fantasy and Science 
Fiction, for publication in an appropriate manner during WisCoo and for preserva
tion in the Society's archives.

Sponsored i>y Aid, Briggs J 
KOppeJkais, Sorenson 
Ferdon

/opted January 32, 2^78 Pair 2 Sogifn, Jfayor




